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Too Many Georges Chapter One 

 

 

 

 

From: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

To: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

 

 

Hey Meghan, 

 

Hey, what’s it been? Six years? 

 

Peace be with you too. I like your address. I got it from Rachel, I ran into her on 

the Drive, right outside where La Quena used to be. Remember La Quena? Slide 

shows about Guatamalan peasants and bad coffee in chipped cups? The Drive’s 

changing, La Quena’s dodo dead. You probably knew. Replaced long ago by 

some high end pot palace selling 500 dollar bongs, displayed in glass cases like 

crystal at Birks or something. Crazy. People make a shitload of money growing 

weed around here, but still, 500 for a bong? 
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Not that I know much about weed anymore. Lately it just makes me paranoid. 

Supposed to heighten your existing mood, so I guess I’m paranoid. 

 

So let’s reconnect. What’s up? 

 

 

From: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

To: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

 

hey dalton! 

 

grate to hear from u! 

 

Holy shit its been a while so much has happened since those days when I 

thought school was where u learned :) 

 

Are u still in touch with any inmates of East Pender? brenda and Len? what 

happened to them? is that house still a co-op or did it self-destruct? 

 

Don’t have time for more right now. i snuck an email check while I’m sposed to 

be cookin dinner only computer (shared by everyone, fourteen of us) is in a 

corner of the kitchen here 

 

I’m in the mountains Yeah I’m a woodswoman now. used ta be a woodnymph but 

hey we’re all growing up now. Rachel has a baby, did you see him? Noticed my 

first wrinkle laugh line at 29 just the other day. You must have crossed over to 

the 30s now right? 

 

bet yer getting handsomer and handsomer 

 

peace and generous love  

mailto:Peacebewithyou@uninsularity.com
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M 

 

 

From: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

To: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

 

Hey Meghan 

 

You’re psychic. I just turned thirty a few days back (Aaack!), you’d say thirty 

years young I know, but it’s old, trust me. 

 

I’m at a crossroads. I just graduated from u of be cyrius, finished up all the 

paperwork at the start of June. Done. 

 

Every September since I was six I’ve been packed off or packed myself off to 

school. Not sure it was good for me. This fall I’m liberated. Time to make my own 

way. 

 

No structure! 

 

Fuck just think, my 20s are gone forever, and I spent em snorting paper dust in 

the Rare Book Room, which is really three little interconnected wormy smelling 

windowless rooms at the Main Library. To show for it, what do I have? 

 

A fresh-baked Masters Degree in History from a decidedly mediocre, runt of the 

litter university. I only admitted that to myself lately. When you’re there, you think 

it’s so fucking important. 

 

I have a part time job at Kopyklasm Copiers, which my manager Gary insists 

could become full time at the merest gesture of acquiescence (spellcheck is so 

great!) on the part of myself. 

mailto:daltonsmiley@uofb.org
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I like Gary, but someone should really tell him, he reeks of toner. Even on his 

days off. 

 

So far I’ve kept Gary at bay. I’ve demurred- like a lawyer I’ve objected, but only to 

delay. Delay because really, I had no other plan of action to commit to, beyond 

finishing up that Masters Thesis. 

 

Now it’s done, six years of my life devoted to a document called “Mother-Son 

Separation and Spousal Loyalty: Transgressive Family Anxieties in the Life and 

Reign of George II of Great Britain.” 

 

I slaved over that fucking thing! I loved it, I doted on it, I dithered over it, 

straightened its bow tie, I tidied it up a million times. Sticking with the metaphor , I 

think I know how a welfare mom would feel if she had to prepare her little boy, 

her pride and joy, dress him up and send him off to some swank party in a rich 

family’s garden. Is he clothed too poorly, too nicely, altogether just too 

consciously dressed up or down? Will he know what to say and how to say it? 

Will the other parents smirk, or feel pity? Is he good enough? God, I was in that 

mindset for years! Trying to live up to someone else’s standards sucks. 

 

I did my best to raise him right, but in the end the kid was a disappointment, he 

barely made the grade. 

 

He got the rubber stamp of tepid approval from a committee of academics, five in 

all—three of them couldn’t be bothered to actually read the thing, judging by the 

questions they asked at my defence. 

 

Defence? It was all over in thirty-five minutes, not counting the addendum of a 

token, hasty, mid-afternoon beer at the faculty club. “Six years of work, Smiley? 

Rather a long haul for a mere Masters Thesis, isn’t it?” 
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That last remark came during the beer drinking, when everyone decided they 

could breathe normally again, and talk about other shit like mortgage rates and 

kitchen renos. Of course I just sat there thinking of my student loan debt load.  

 

The defense was tense, I now realize, because in the faux rigorous discussion of 

my opus everyone was avoiding an unspoken subtext. 

 

The subtext is: my work is mediocre and they are mediocre and the university is 

mediocre and we’re all just fucking mediocre! “Oh for the love of Christ let’s just 

pass the Jeezly boy, kick him out before he becomes part of the furniture.” Like 

that coat stand in Jay’s office (remember Jay, Prof. Sizemore?), that elaborate 

Eiffel-like edifice with curly-cue hat hooks where the same silly Tilley hat perched 

up top like it was glued there. Yeah, I tell you that fucking hat never moved once 

in the entire six years of our one-on-one meetings, third Wednesday afternoons 

of the fall and spring terms, when I would weekly weakly sit myself down like a 

petty criminal checking in with the probation officer, I’d natter on about what I’d 

read, he’d look at what I’d written if there was anything to look at, and then he’d 

very gingerly, in that terse, bashful way of his, cajole me into sprinkling more of 

our era’s popular academic jargon onto the thing, spreading it evenly like weed 

killer on a lawn, sucking all the life out of it. 

 

In honour of Saint Foucault the word hegemony or one of its derivatives had to 

show up on every third page, or the poor thing just wouldn’t count as discourse. 

 

“Mother-Son Separation and Spousal Loyalty: Transgressive Family Anxieties in 

the Life and Reign of George II of Great Britain.” 

 

I should have listened to my mom. She thought it sounded silly. 
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One slow evening at KopyKlasm I reset the font, reduced the size and printed it 

double sided, to make it look more like an actual book, and then tried my best to 

get my Kopyklasm-ko-workers interested in reading it. Which led to the following 

conversation with Brendan the staffroom ironist: 

 

ME: Hey you should have a look at this book I wrote, it’s kind of interesting, all 

about how when George II of England was only eleven years old, his mother was 

taken away from him by his Dad, and locked in a castle in Germany for the rest 

of her life, and he was never allowed to see her again. Can you imagine what 

that would do a kid’s psyche? And then later he’s supposed to grow up and rule a 

great nation? 

 

HIM: Huh. What’d she do got his Dad so steamed? 

 

ME: Adultery. She had an affair with a dashing Swedish cavalry officer. And she  

was made to suffer for it, even though her boorish husband had all kinds of 

mistresses already, and neglected her terribly. Incredibly unfair double standard 

in those days. 

 

HIM: Huh. What’s it called, yer book? 

 

ME: Mother-Son Separation and Spousal Loyalty: Transgressive Family 

Anxieties in the Life and Reign of George II of Great Britain. 

 

HIM: Uh. Naaah. Dude. Wanna be in our Survivor pool? New Survivor starts 

Thursday night. New staff pool starting up- Ten bucks, and if you guess who 

wins, you get at least one eighty. Tha’d be sweeeet. 

 

ME: Hey, I have a better idea. How about a pool to see who around here can 

read my book first? Everyone can enter, and I’ll test the claimants, ask skill 

testing questions to make sure they really read it. 
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HIM: Dude, I’ll stick with Survivor. Survivor’s about overcoming hardship ‘n shit, 

but it ain’t about TORTURE! 

 

See what I live with? 

 

Rachel told me you’ve joined a neo-hippie Valhalla tucked away up some steep 

little watershed in the Kootenays, right? Sounds your style. Beautiful mountains, 

right? Pot growers and glass blowers and tree-huggers, right? That’s how I got 

your email, from Rachel. I told you I ran into her, right? 

 

Peace and whatever 

 

Dalton 
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Too Many Georges Chapter 2 

 

 

 

From: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

To: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

 

hey dalton 

 

u gave me a giggle, same old Dalton, weird mix of humour and bitterness 

 

u can’t look back and have regrets…u didn’t waste yer 20s, it must have done u 

some good… maybe ur on to something with the story of George, u were meant 

to spend those years studying him 

 

look at it this way: ur trying to give something to the world, not just take 

 

that’s charity, not greed, n we all should try n live like that 

 

maybe u need to retitle it for yer copyshop bud, make it less painful sounding 

 

Yeah i’m in kind of a commune up here, but we don’t call it that, just a buncha 

people shipwrecked from society ended up on this island together 

 

we just call it the farm 

 

hiding in the woods :) 

 

we try to keep it about the earth. we smoke weed n talk about the compost. 

whether if we put coffee grounds in it would the plants get too much caffeine.  

 

mailto:Peacebewithyou@uninsularity.com
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that’s what we worry about. life’s pretty sweet. 

 

did u know the smallest little puncture makes an entire rubber boot useless? a 

rubber boot not watertight is an oxymoron. not an oxymoron but what’s the word? 

Redundant, pointless? u get a soaker tout suite. Mays well throw it out. n if the 

left foot is useless, so is the right. Anyway I’m the culprit in the boot crisis around 

here today, u might guess. i went hiking in them cause it was raining 

 

wrong boots for a rocky walk up the mountain. 

 

we were trying to get above the raincloud to the sun, would have been awesome 

but the cloud was too thick. n i got blisters, but no sympathy came my way for 

that, cause a boot got punctured pretty bad  

 

see everything here is shared, beds, cupboards, closets, right down to the rubber 

boots we muck in the gardens 

 

someones mad at me for something else, so i’ll be forgiven, but not today 

 

maybe i’ll tell u bout it sometime humans are so fucking petty 

 

there is the usual little psychodramas about who’s in love with who, n who’s not 

looking after themselves right, who needs sympathy on account of not yet having 

gotten to the place where they can confront whatever made them so fucking 

dysfunctional in the first place 

 

But no one’s got your angst energy going, it’s refreshing to hear someone still 

back in the urban rut 

 

try n walk in the woods daily, is my advice 
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the trees send love 

M 

 

 

From: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

To: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

 

 

Hey Meghan 

 

 

Did I sound bitter? I sacrificed six fucking years, a tenth of my life—I think life 

basically ends at sixty, or whenever you stop wanting to travel (cruise ships don’t 

count —it ain’t travel if you’re shitting in the same toilet every day). 

 

You’re right, I should change the title. 

 

The Sex Life of George II, that’s where I’m leaning  

 

In fact I’ve decided to completely rewrite my thesis, make it over into popular 

history. 

 

Why not? It’s all about Romance!!! Infidelity!!! People eat that up. I’m putting 

Sexual Intrigues front and center! 

 

Not low-brow trash, upper-middlebrow trash. 

 

It’s to be enjoyed! What’s wrong with something that’s a pleasure to read? 

 

And it’ll be jargon-free. Not once will you find the words hegemonic, 

transgressive, or even that old war horse, semiotic— except possibly split in two, 

mailto:daltonsmiley@uofb.org
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around the sound of itty bitty “idi,” to coin a new word that sums up academia for 

me these days: semiidiotic. 

 

 

I’m already deep into it. My goal is to recreate the winter chill and summer stench 

of pre-hygienic 18th century London, to renew the world’s acquaintance with the 

fascinating band of schemers, sluts, and hard partiers who surrounded the King 

at court. 

 

I guess you know the basics of the story, because at the time I first chanced 

upon the little known fact that poor, prepubescent little George had been plucked 

from his mother’s bosom forever by his cruel Hanovarian Dad, you were my 

housemate. 

 

And for a brief, sun-drenched summer, my bedmate, remember? I do. My heart 

and another organ still swells with nostalgia at the thought that we shared sheets.  

(joking, or maybe not) 

 

Remember those late night tokes (ganja didn’t make me paranoid then) on the 

balcony before and after we did it? 

 

Remember trying to make love in that Mexican string hammock we strung in a 

discreet corner of that weedy, leafy, overgrown, untended back yard? 

 

got lost in daydreams there for a minute. lost myself in reverie. It was 

infatu(copul)ation. At least for me. Very hot. Okay, I know it’s uncool to bring it 

up, now that time’s passing has made us virtual strangers. 

 

What is your romantic situation these days, by the way? 
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But back to George. I’m pasting a taste, a teaser so you sense the tone I’m 

aiming for: 

 

George II impinges not at all on our modern consciousness, which is to say no one 

today retains even the slightest tidbit of trivia about him. You might recall that his father, 

George I, sat on the banks of the Thames and demanded that an orchestra afloat on a 

barge play Handel’s newly composed Water Music over and over. You more likely will 

be aware that George III was nutty as an Eat-More, that his porhyria-linked madness 

inspired him to dash naked and screaming down the halls of Kensington Palace, even as 

America fomented revolution against him. But the man in the middle, King George 

Number Two? Thirty-three years on the throne, and at the mention of his name, the mind 

hums emptily as a dial tone. 

George Augustus of Hanover, that cautious German, slightly thick in speech and 

thought, that despiser of “boets and bainters,” that mediocre mind but ardent lover of all 

things military, at least died on a high note, in 1760, adored in America as the 

“Conqueror of Canada.” Indeed, he was the last King of America to die beloved by its 

citizens, unless you count Elvis, who he had something else in common with, both having 

expired while sitting on the toilet. He may even have shared Elvis’ last words, which 

were, according to Willie Nelson, “Corn? I don’t remember corn.” 

 

 

So what do you think? Like the Elvis bit? Contemporary references are essential 

to making today’s reader “relate” to long-dead dudes. 

 

I need to look into toilets of the 1730s. Figure out if they called them toilets yet. 

They couldn’t have- no running water. 

 

Likely he used a chamber pot, put a lid on it and leave the servants to dispose of 

the Royal Turd. Where did they dump them? 
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His father George I couldn’t stand the palace at St. James in the heat of summer, 

because it backed onto a London street that was an open sewer. All the streets 

were.  

 

Imagine all these Londoners strutting from ale to coffee house, avoiding human 

turds the way a modern day Parisian tiptoes through dog shit. In the 18th century 

all of London reeked of shit and urine. Except in the winter, when it was much 

colder then than now. When the Thames froze solid they would erect little circus-

like shantytowns on the ice, they called them Frost Fairs, with toy sellers, 

goldsmiths, milliners (makers of women’s hats) cheek to ass with gaming tables, 

and likely ale houses, so you can imagine the snow banks turning yellow from 

straining bladder relief. 

 

I read somewhere that upper crust men back then when they partied at home 

peed in pots in the corners of the room, without even breaking the conversation. 

It was earthier then than now. 

 

But you know more about earthiness than me these days, or so it sounds. What 

does your garden grow? 

 

Hope your harvests are bountiful. 

 

Ciao 

 

Dalton 

 

 

From: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

To: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

 

Hey Dalton, 

mailto:Peacebewithyou@uninsularity.com
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u really took me back. definitely recognized the old dalton, Big D Hyperbole, i 

mean i don’t know much about George the Second of England but I do know u 

exaggerate. 

 

confirmed by what u remember bout us. Dalton, we slept together twice, alright? 

once while drunk (both) and once right after I split up with Rob (asshole, not that I 

care now) and tried to fuck him out of my mind. excuse my French. 

 

We did smoke a lot of dope on your balcony, or so I recall, and in all weather too, 

it had that lovely little awning that kept the rain off in even the fiercest storm. u 

had the best room in the house for sure. mine was next to the bathroom n the 

plumbing sang like Celine Dion backed by bagpipes every time someone took a 

shower, n with five housemates and assorted lovers and guests n friends n 

whatever, hangers on to the hangers on, the thing played pretty much 24/7. 

 

anyway, yes, we hung out a bit, but as far as a huge romantic thing, reality 

check, please, thank u. and what’s with that hammock memory? mine’s blank on 

that. 

 

hey, I like what you’re doing though. still pretty dry style but more real than what 

your thesis sounded to be. write to please yourself, that’s all I can say. everything 

else will come out fake. 

 

ok but u wanted my serious critique? start at the start. what happened to his 

mother, like you were telling that staffroom dude? Re historical stuff I’m more 

interested in the women, sistahs stand together! Tell me her story first. really, she 

was truly locked away from the world most of her life? her husband must have 

been such a prick. Evil! thank the Goddess we got enlightened since then. least 

around here. 
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peace and love in mind and action 

 

meghan 
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Too Many Georges Chapter 3 

 

 

 

 

From: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

To: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

 

 

Hey Meghan 

 

 

Just thought I’d connect since I’ve got a few minutes. It’s my lunch break at 

Kopyklasm. 

 

So. You remember sharing a house with me and a bunch of freaks and losers on 

Pender Street. 

 

That’s good. 

 

You don’t remember that night in the wilderness of our wild back yard, on the 

hammock. 

 

That’s bad. 

 

Luckily I kept a diary in those days, and can look these things up to refresh the 

recalcitrant memories of slackers like you. 

 

mailto:daltonsmiley@uofb.org
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It’s true that we only ever actually experienced sexual congress twice, but we 

would have done it three times, and maybe that would have led to many, many 

more, except for the intervention of nature. 

 

You don’t remember us reclining, opposing each other in that skinny-stringed 

yellow cotton hammock I bought once for four bucks during a weeklong charter to 

Playa del Carmen? I brought it back from Mexico and hung it up in the heat of 

July, out back in the jungle. When it spread wide to cocoon us you said it 

reminded you of fishnet stockings? 

 

Yeah, we were lying there facing each other, so that our crotches almost met in 

the heavy-loaded middle, where the fishnet stretched and strained under our 

bottoms, and our toes came to rest near each others eyeballs. 

 

You were in a short skirt, a sports skirt, or skort or whatever the hell they’re 

called, it was dark, a sultry summer night, and you let me rub your bare calves, 

tanned and freshly shaved, you said they were achy because you’d just started 

your period. And you asked me if all men were squeamish about a woman when 

she has her period, and I said not at all. I said cunnilingus was out of the 

question, but the specter of my scepter getting all blood-smeared in fact turned 

me on. 

 

And you giggled and admitted to being at your absolute horniest when you’re 

menstruating, and I said, “Me too, I mean, I’m horniest when you’re menstruating, 

because I’m horny if you’re horny.” 

 

I was trying to present myself as utterly obliging and sexually compatible, as 

people tend to do when they want it bad. And I wanted it bad. 

 

And I was just about to tell you, leaning forward with my hands on your bare 

thighs, sliding them up toward your possibly bloody prize, when nature 
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intervened. I’d tied the hammock to one of those sapper-type weakling branches 

in that unkempt left-to-its-own feral forest of a back yard. It chose that moment to 

break under our combined weights, it snapped with a crackle and pop, and my 

tail bone suddenly dropped through three feet of sultry night air, coming to a hard 

landing on half a concrete block, hidden in the grasses like some mini-Mayan 

pyramid in the Guatemalan jungle. 

 

Ouch. Fuck it hurt. Don’t need to look in my diary to remember. Probably the 

most intense pain of my life. It didn’t help that you were pretty much straddling 

me, so it wasn’t just my own weight but yours too, crashing down on the inverse 

apex of my ass bone. 

 

Fucking agony! I was laid up for three weeks. Regular visits to a chiropractor and 

a carton of codeine cured me. By which time you’d found a new boyfriend, a real 

boyfriend, not just the flake housemate you humoured once with a couple of 

nights of casual cohabitation. 

 

But really, don’t starting worrying that I dwell on these things. It’s just I keep 

diaries and can look things up. I know it’s water under the viaduct. We all move 

on. 

 

And by the way, here’s some of my book. I’m listening to your advice. 

 

 

Princess Sophia Dorothea of the German Duchy of Celle was a graceful sixteen-

year-old brunette with large eyes, a pretty cherub face, and well-formed hands and feet. 

Half-French, she was a high-strung girl, mercurial and a little vain. In 1682 she was 

forced against her will to marry her father’s brother’s son, in other words her first cousin, 

George Lewis, eldest boy of the Duke of Brunswick-Luneburg, also known as the Elector 

of Hanover, Hanover being one of nine Electorate states that made up the Holy Roman 

Empire back in the day. 
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Okay, I know that last sentence sucks. Context is boring but suck it up and keep 

going. It gets better. 

 

Just before the wedding, in full pout mode, Sophia Dorothea famously threw a 

diamond-crusted miniature portrait of George against the wall, stamped her cute little 

toes, and cried, “I won’t, I won’t, I absolutely won’t!” 

But she did. She had no choice. She was a francophile, a party girl, a romantic. 

George Lewis was all German, a plodder, a military strategist, a cheapskate. Being 

cousins they had known each other since birth, and loathed each other for nearly as long. 

But Sophia did her duty in the marriage bed. Within a year she bore her husband a son, 

George Augustus, and a few years later a daughter, named after herself. 

 

In those days it was perfectly normal, expected even, that a Prince should have 

several mistresses. Usually the lesser of them went publicly unacknowledged, but the 

numero uno was called the maîtresse en titre, and had status, power and influence at 

court. Strangely enough one of George Lewis’s mistresses was the daughter of Countess 

von Platen, his Dad’s maîtresse en titre, which meant not only was he married to his 

cousin, for fun he was sleeping with someone who was likely his half sister. 

But this particular woman never earned the title of mistress number one. George 

chose another. And when Princess Sophia Dorothea learned that her husband had finally 

selected a maîtresse en titre  from his stable of bedmates, she blew her stack. 

 

Maybe it was the inferior nature of George’s choice that got under her skin. 

Ehrengard Melusina von der Schulenberg was as dull as George; the poor girl was a 

placid, plain, church-going Lutheran (she went seven times on Sundays, it was said) with 

no trace of wit or bon vivance. Behind her back they nicknamed her The Scarecrow. You 

can imagine poor Sophia: “My husband prefers that nonentity?” 

 

Her husband ignored her. He avoided her. He couldn’t stand having her constantly 

remind him how bored out of her skull she was with life at Herrenhausen, George’s 
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parents palace near Hanover, which was modeled on Versailles. Often a bored woman 

will take solace in renos, in this case, say, hiring a decorator to give the salon a 

makeover, or bringing in a landscaper to completely redo the 120 acres of gardens, or 

importing some Venetian gondolas for the moat. But Sophia Dorothea was denied even 

that outlet for her urges, because her mother-in-law lived under the same roof and took 

charge of all things reno, garden, or gondola related. 

 

Sophia was a sexy, bored, twenty-something Princess with two small kids and 

nothing else going on, when, in 1689 a dashing Swedish officer, Count Philip Christopher 

von Konigsmarck, was appointed to the Hanoverian Dragoons. His family were quite the 

wild bunch: One of his sisters was the mistress of the King of Poland, and a brother had 

been tried in England for the murder of wealthy Tom Thynne, popularly known as Tom 

of Ten Thousand, that being his fabulous (for the times) annual income. Konigsmarck 

was an adventurer, a soldier for hire, a kind of knight errant, arrogant, self-centred, a 

smooth, witty talker, and physically gorgeous. 

Trouble written all over him. He was the cock of the walk and he knew it. Those 

types always do. To the Princess, stuck in her grand but joyless palace, understimulated, 

unloved, he must have seemed ever so intriguing and dangerous. 

 

The two began to meet in secret, and were soon lovers. They spent much of their 

romance separated, because Europe was in a state of war. It doesn’t matter what about, 

the excuses will seem flimsy to us. Usually it involved misunderstandings over the 

rightful succession to this or that throne. The ruling families were all interbred schemers, 

or so it seems from this age. Any excuse for a battle, a chance to get back in the saddle. 

In those days war was a diversion, a summer sport (in winter, armies retreated to their 

barracks), fun and games with horses and sabres for the upper classes. They trained for it 

all their lives. 

 

So the lovers were frequently separated, while the Count did battle as a Colonel in 

the Hanoverian Horse. They wrote letters almost daily, and many survive. Here’s a bit 

from one of Konigsmarck’s letters to his beloved, from an army camp in Flanders: 
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“I have not spent an hour without thinking of you, without picturing your charms. 

I delight in doing so; it nourishes my poor heart crushed with sadness. Why cannot I take 

wings like my desire? I should this moment be in your lovely arms, tasting the sweet 

delight of your lips... 

“I hope after all these assurances that you will not ask me again whether I love 

you. If you still doubt, it will kill me. But I must tell you that I have a consolation here, 

close to me: not a pretty girl, but a bear, which I feed. If you should fail me I will bare my 

chest and let him tear my heart out. I am teaching him that trick with sheep and calves, 

and he doesn’t manage it badly. If ever I have need of him, God help me! I shall not 

suffer long.” 

Times were different then. They didn’t have DVD players to fill up the empty 

evenings. They made do with watching bears rip sheep to bite-sized shreds. 
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Too Many Georges Chapter 4 

 

 

From: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

To: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

 

hey dalton, 

 

what can I say? I forgot about the hammock, but u did spark a lot of memories. 

Holy shit, that was eight years ago. that’s like history! I was like, 20 or 21, okay- I 

have to call that my slightly slutty phase, or as slutty as I ever got, just kinda 

experimenting, hooking up with guys, getting some experience without a lot of 

deeper meaning to it. long long time back for sure. I’m blushing.  

 

not that I’m ashamed or anything, cause I’m not. Made me laugh though. 

 

Kinda cool to know u kept a diary. I should of. And hey, I guess u inspired me, 

today I went into town and bought one, that chinese kind with the silky cloth 

covers, the fabric has pictures of little guys steering junks along riverbanks of 

willow trees. how come they call those boats junks? the problem here is where to 

hide it. It doesn’t have a lock, it’s just a blank book, really. 

 

hey I liked your story about Sophia Dorothea. but I thought it was going to be pop 

history, i was expecting it to gallop along more like a novel. it’s got characters, 

but u need to get more into the characters heads, not just quoting old letters 

 

have em thinking thoughts and stuff, like holy shit, that Swedish dude is hot! Only 

of course, in 18 th century ways. n her going nuts with worry when he’s off at war. 

how can wives n girlfriends n husbands n boyfriends of American soldiers in Iraq  

stand it? Not that they should even be in Iraq. not that anyone should be fighting 

wars 
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Why do men get such a kick out of war? if i really pretend to be a man, like taking 

as a starting point they way they get rabid about hockey, i can nearly see the 

thrill they got in olden days out of riding into battle on a horse, but I can’t believe 

it’s fun for any class anymore, now it’s all just depleted uranium shells blasting 

peoples houses to bits, like Baghdad. it’s gross. 

 

 

From: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

To: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

 

 

Hey Meghan, 

 

I know what you mean about quoting the letters. You’d rather I turn it into a 

bodice ripper of a romance, but I can’t help quoting real letters. 

 

I dug em with my own hands out of that dark vault at the library, where they sat 

unread for so many decades (or centuries), and now i just feel compelled to show 

them the light of day again. Here’s some more. 

 

 

It was easy to write flowery love letters while the lovers were separated by war, 

but in the peace of winter, the armies snug in their barracks, and the officers back in the 

round of card games, parties and balls that was court life, the Princess and her gallant 

colonel found it almost impossible to arrange their secret liaisons. Sometimes weeks 

would go by without the chance for a private moment. The tension made them testy, as 

this exchange of letters shows: 

 

HER: I should have been hurt about the fête you gave last night to La Platen and 

other ladies. Stubenfol gave a full account of it at the dinner table. ‘Everybody was 
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delighted. No party could have gone off better; everything showed forethought and 

gallantry.’ I am not surprised you surpassed yourself, the ladies were well worth the 

trouble...If you had even a little consideration for me you would not behave as you do. 

Continual pleasure-parties take place. But I am wrong to complain or find fault with your 

behavior, it is my conduct, forsooth, that is open to criticism! I go, you say, every day to 

the comedy; the gallants whisper in my ear; they caress me in the box! Is it to fill up your 

paper that you tell such falsehoods? 

 

HIM: My banquet, as you call it, was a very dull affair, though La Platen came 

with her husband... Madame Busche’s coach-horses took fright and bolted, and the ladies 

were so unnerved by the accident that they scarcely spoke two words, added to which it 

was very bad weather, a fine rain set in and a great wind arose which made us break up 

very early: they all went home before eleven o’clock. 

 

HER: Since you tell me your party was dull and tedious, I am fain to believe you; 

although Stubenfol said nobody ever was so merry a host as you, and the party did not 

break up until after midnight. 

 

HIM: I don’t wonder he found my banquet a fine one, for he ate six partridges all 

by himself, and drank a whole barrel of sherry. It was the finest and grandest festival he 

ever attended- was it? Give him the same thing in a pigsty and he will exaggerate it into 

having been served in the finest flower-garden in Italy. 

 

HER: I am the injured one, yet you scold me! That is rather an odd way of 

seeking reconciliation. How tired I am of being angry. Otherwise you would not be let off 

so easily. 

 

Von Platen, one of the ladies mentioned above, was Countess Von Platen, 

Sophia’s father-in-law’s maîtresse en titre. She was over forty, sexually voracious, a 

passionate backroom political schemer, and used to getting what she wanted. She’d 

wanted Konigsmarck from the time she’d first laid eyes on him, at a magnificent ball, 
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where the studly horseman, dressed in a suit of pink and silver, danced with Princess 

Sophia, who was dressed as Flora, all in white, with no jewelry, just a wreath of natural 

flowers. Something in the way the dashing Swede made eyes at the Princess stirred the 

old slut’s competitive juices. 

Shortly after he had arrived in Hanover she had sent for him. He betook himself to 

her chambers in the palace, where she waited, naked on the couch. 

This kind of casual coupling wasn’t anything out of the ordinary for the time; 

what was unusual was the indiscreet way Konigsmarck blabbed about it. A short time 

later he paid a visit to Saxony, to the court of Augustus the Strong, an old drinking and 

soldiering buddy of his, who just happened to owe him 30,000 crowns in gambling debts. 

Augustus had run up his debts as a pauper of a prince, on a strict allowance from a tight-

fisted Dad, but now suddenly his Dad was dead, leaving the son as head of state, with full 

access to the Treasury. Konigsmarck rushed to Saxony within a week of the father’s 

demise, looking to cash in ahead of a crush of other creditors. 

Augustus The Strong is said to have been ruled by his “despotic will and 

unbridled lusts.” In his lifetime he would eventually sire 354 children by a mountain of 

mistresses. He was a big drinker too, and the coronation party was in full progress when 

Konigsmarck arrived. He joined in, partying hard with his old war bud. Soon the dashing 

Swede was shitfaced and telling stories, hinting at his love for the Princess, and turning 

his affair with von Platen into juicy comic fodder for a whole ballroom full of highborn 

lowlifes. Among them were spies from Hanover, and word was back to Countess von 

Platen as quick as horses could ride. 

This was the beginning of the end. 

 

I’m leaving you on tenterhooks, meg. You left me there too—I asked you 

last time about your romantic situation, and not a word back about that. 

give me more I’ll give you you more 

peace 

d 
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Too Many Georges Chapter 5 

 

 

From: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

To: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

 

Hey M 

 

Haven’t heard from you in a while. 

 

Wanna hear where the story goes next? 

 

Like you have a choice 

 

 

 

In Saxony Konigsmarck failed to collect his gambling debt; instead Augustus 

offered his pal the post of Major General in the Saxon army, a gig with good pay, 

prestige, and plenty of perks. Konigsmarck returned to Hanover to pack up, and at the 

same time in an exchange of letters with Sophia, arranged for the two of them to run 

away together to the neighboring Duchy of Wolfenbüttel, whose Duke Antony Ulrich 

nursed a long-standing grudge against the House of Hanover, and would welcome Sophia 

as a defector from it. The date for her to flee Hanover was set: a signal would be given in 

the early morning of July 2, 1694, at which point she was to mount a carriage and make 

haste for the border. 

 

On the evening of July 1, a letter from Sophia arrived at Count Von 

Konigsmarck’s Hanover quarters, urging him later in the evening to sneak into her 

apartments in the Leine Schloss, the royal palace in town. There was little risk of 

detection. Her husband was away, and her doddering old father-in-law, the Elector of 

Hanover, would have long since gone to bed in a distant wing of the palace. 
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So he came to her. He whistled a snatch of a popular tune from the street, and her 

maidservant let him in. He had not been in Sophia’s arms for three months. 

Meanwhile La Platen’s spies had been watching. She was notified, and went to 

the Elector’s chamber to awaken him to the scandal. The old Elector of Hanover was 

something of the opposite of Augustus the Strong of Saxony. It was said of the latter that 

he loved thousands of women but took none seriously, whereas the former loved only 

one, the conniving Countess von Platen, and he was utterly under her thumb. He granted 

her what she demanded: four strapping soldiers from the guardhouse to accompany her to 

the door of the Princess’s chambers, there to arrest Konigsmarck on his exit. 

And so she gathered four halberdiers, gave them some brandy for courage, and 

led them up to a corridor that led to the Princess’s door, where they waited in the dark, 

and waited, and waited, for Konigsmarck to come out. The lovers inside hadn’t touched 

each other for three months, after all. Sophia’s maidservant eventually interrupted to 

suggest he should leave before morning light. 

At last Konigsmarck appeared in the palace hallway, happily humming to himself.  

He walked its length, and as he reached a large ballroom, called the Rittersaal, or 

Knights’ Hall, he was set upon in the darkness by the four halberdiers, and gave fight. He 

defended himself with a short sword, worn in those days more as a fashion accessory than 

a weapon. A halberd is two weapons in one: it’s both a battle-axe and a spear. 

Konigsmarck’s sword soon broke against the soldiers’ heavier arms. Defenseless, he was 

felled by a blow to the scalp from a battle-axe, and run through the chest with a sword 

before he hit the floor. 

 

His last words were “Spare the Princess! Spare the innocent Princess!” Whether 

intentionally, to shut him up, or by accident, having slipped on his blood, Countess von 

Platen stepped on his mouth, and he was forever silent. 

 

In the aftershock of the fight, the Countess frantically tried to revive him, and tore 

a strip off the terrified soldiers. She had told them to hold the man at all costs, to take him 

dead or alive, but she hadn’t expected he would resist so strenuously. Two of the soldiers 

were badly cut. And now they had a corpse to deal with. 
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The old Elector, Sophia’s father-in-law, had to be roused again, and informed of 

the bad turn. A plan was agreed upon: in the last hours before morning the body was to 

be covered in quick-lime, stuffed deep into a hole in the stonework behind a wall of the 

palace, and the spot hastily walled back up. The blood stains on the floor were to be 

washed away immediately. The day would dawn like any other, nothing would be said, 

and in a few days Count Konigsmarck’s servants or officers would report him missing. 

 

And so it went. 

When dawn came Sophia waited in vain for the signal to take flight to 

Wolfenbuttel. The hours passed, then the days. Agents of the state discovered her letters 

to Konigsmarck in his rooms, and she was confronted. 

Unrepentant but, as a woman, nearly without rights, she was forced into a divorce 

from her husband, George Lewis. The settlement allowed him to remarry, although he 

never did; she was not granted that option, nor any other freedom. She was sentenced 

instead to house arrest, in a “castle’ that was really nothing more than a musty old 

magistrate’s dwelling at Ahlden, a swampy, buggy, out-of-the-way corner of Celle. She 

was allowed visits from her mother, but not her two children. The oldest, George 

Augustus, had just turned twelve. He never saw her again. 

 

Six years after Sophia’s internment at Arlhen, in 1701, the Duke of Gloucester, 

only surviving child of Queen Anne of England, died. Poor Anne. She’d spent her adult 

life as a breeding machine, trying her damnedest to produce a descendent, to ensure her 

bloodline continued its reign over Great Britain. She’d suffered through seventeen 

difficult pregnancies, and gone 1-for-17. And now that one surviving sickly kid had died 

at age eleven.  

A contingency plan kicked in. Needing a Protestant male of royal blood to sit 

upon the throne, Great Britain, a world power of four million citizens, turned to the little 

German Electorate of Hanover (population half a million), and more specifically to the 

new Elector of Hanover, Sophia’s ex-husband George Lewis. When Anne died in 1714, 

George Lewis was proclaimed George I of England. And his child, George Augustus, 

now thirty-one years old, was Prince of Wales. And the Prince’s mother, who should 
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have been Queen of England, was still cooped up in a castle in Celle, going out of her 

skull with the unremitting emptiness of her days. 

 

 

From: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

To: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

 

 

dalton! 

 

that is awesome material.  

 

imagine sophia as she wonders why her lover never shows up the next day? her 

anxiousness growing by the hour, she must have been going out of her freaking 

head. dude! her whole future slipping away. tension! Fuck! Incredible! should be 

a movie. i can totally see Christina Ricci, cause u said she was cherubic, or 

maybe CRicci’s getting too old to do cherubic. Or maybe not, sophia was 

supposed to have two kids by the time the hanky panky started, right? 

 

u should really rewrite it as a movie 

 

sorry it took so long to get back, someone spilled coffee on the keyboard which is 

worse than a hole in a rubber boot 

 

okay so u wanna know my romantic life, funny you caught me in fallow how’s that 

for farmer talk? i’m like a field in time out mode 

 

i actually had a dream about u last night. there was no hammock, but there was 

something hot and heavy going on, but like all my dreams like that it ended 

before it got fulfilled or even really sweaty. Coitus interruptus. typical. haven’t 

been getting any lately, no love vibrations or sensual gratifications, not in my 
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dreams or in real life either. for a while this summer I had a mountain man to 

share my bed, but ma man done ran off. 

 

Eternal ski bum. thirty-three going on thirteen. I’ll spare u the details. 

 

Keep smilin’ ;) 

 

meghan 
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Too Many Georges Chapter 6 

 

From: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

To: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

 

 

Meg--- 

 

I said to my heart, between sleeping and waking, 

‘Thou wild thing, that always art leaping or aching, 

What black, brown, or fair, in what clime, in what nation, 

By turns has not taught thee a pit-a-patation?’ 

 

Thus accused, the wild thing gave this sober reply: 

‘See, the heart without motion, though Celia pass by? 

Nor the beauty she has, not the wit that she borrows, 

Gave the eye any joy, or the heart any sorrows. 

 

‘When our Sappho applauds- she, whose wit so refined 

I am forced to applaud with the rest of mankind- 

Whatever she says is with spirit and fire; 

Ev’ry word I attend, but I only admire.’ 

... 

 

O wonderful creation! A woman of reason! 

Never grave out of pride, never gay out of season; 

When so easy to guess who this angel should be, 

Would one think that sweet Meghan ne’er dreamt it was she? 
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Hope you don’t mind someone sending you poetry from afar. I admit to being 

inspired, incited because you told me “yer man done gone.” And you dreamed of 

me! Music to my ears. Maybe I’ll catch a break. Maybe you’re feeling all 

vulnerable and easily wooed? How could someone as luscious as you be single? 

 

I didn’t write the poem (Obviously--They don’t write ‘em like that anymore!), I 

simply changed the one line to “sweet Meghan,” erasing the name that was there 

in the original—it was Mrs. Howard, an English lady who for decades was the 

mistress of George II. She had plenty of other admirers, and one of them, Lord 

Peterborough, penned this poem to her. The two of them carried on quite the 

saccharine exchange of letters for years and years, but it seems unlikely they 

ever did the deed. She was a proper lady, even if she was the king’s mistress, 

and legally married to someone else on top of it. Mrs. Howard was cool. 

 

 

So you liked the tragic story of Sophia Dorothea? Should be a movie? 

Christina Ricci ain’t sexy enough to play Sophia. Needs someone French and 

nubile. George Clooney could do Konigsmarck.  

 

But the book is supposed to be about Sophia’s son, who eventually became 

George II of England. Her story’s just prelude, really. This is serious shit I’m 

trying to do here: 

 

A painting hangs at the Borman-Museum in Celle to this day. It shows Sophia 

Dorothea in blue silk and white lace, with her children at her side. George Augustus 

looks to be ten or so, and his little face, surrounded in thick curls, is the spitting image of 

his mother’s. As if wary of the viewer, he snuggles against her side, clutches at her hand; 

she has raised a fold of her flowing gown to shield him from our corrupting influence. 

He’s still an innocent child. Boys prior to puberty are as a rule quite feminine looking, 

smooth skinned, doe-eyed, long lashed. George is no exception. 
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His dour, regimented father was impatient for him to grow up, and jealous of his 

affection for his mother. Whether to spite his disgraced wife or to harden his children, 

after the divorce he forbade George and his sister ever to communicate with their mother 

again. 

They were, however, allowed to visit their maternal grandparents, the Duke and 

Duchess of Celle. The old Duchess indulged them, spoiled them, attempting to supply 

some of the affection that should have come from mom. In front of her grandchildren she 

gave full vent to the vexation and anger she felt at the harsh punishment her daughter had 

suffered. If the kids hadn’t figured it out already, their granny came right out and said it: 

Their father was a cold, cruel, heartless bastard. 

Their father was so cold-blooded on the subject that he forbade his children even 

to mention their mother, or even speak the word divorce in his presence. It’s worth 

stating again: Father demanded that his son grow into a tough, manly, militarily inclined 

young Prince. At twelve, prepubescent George Junior was none of these things. He was 

small for his age, easily moved to tears, and graced with delicate features that made him 

resemble his disgraced mother. Not only had he been torn from her, he was enslaved to a 

father who showered him with scorn. 

And so the seeds were sown: father couldn’t stand his own son, and the son, as he 

left childhood behind, hardening into the sort of stiff, stern, soldierly, emotionally 

parsimonious young man his father should have admired, was a mirror of contempt 

reflecting back upon him. 

 

 

From: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

To: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

 

 

hey dalton, 

 

Wow, for l’il ol’ meeee? 

I luv poetry! 
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U do know how to make a girrrrl purrrrr :) 

 

 

its pretty saccharine though like u say. reminds me of those lame cell phone 

transcripts between Charles and Camilla a few years back. he wanted to be her 

tampon or some gross thing. 

 

Silly bugger :) 

 

 

From: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

To: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

 

Hey Meghan, 

 

Gross? That’s the goofiest, most human thing Charles ever said. I mean goofy in 

a sweet way. Private cooing and wooing always sounds goofy to an 

eavesdropper. Like if I were to write 

 

Meghan I long for your luscious sweet lips, 

Wanna whisper secrets  

In your armpits. 

Force your surrender 

To gigglish fits... 

 

Now you might find that cute (I’m hoping, anyway), because it’s a unique, naively 

sweet rhyme created personally for you. But to a third party? Lame, cloying, 

toothache sweet. Good I stopped before I rhymed fits with tits. 

 

you’re the second party, the getter of the gift, and you can love it if you like. It’s 

yours. 
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Ciao bella 

 

Dalton 

 

 

From: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

To: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

 

hey d, 

 

don’t get too Peterboro-like 

 

friends, ok? 

 

so. ur single, I’m presuming. if not u shouldn’t be writing love poems.  

 

u’ve said nada bout ur own romantic life. 

 

too busy dissecting the love lives of people who’ve been dead for three hundred 

years :) 

 

single’s not bad as long as u remember n repeat daily this mantra: nothing’s 

more lonely than half an unhappy marriage. 

 

everyone lives by principles, whether they articulate them or not, right? i’ve 

articulated the most important one of mine 

 

here’s what happened i had a pregnancy scare. when the little tab showed a 

single line, not the dreaded double, it filled me with a shitload of relief—first i got 

some happiness back, let out a joyous whoooop, n (second) i faced facts-- there 
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was no way i wanted a child with dylan (that was his name, dylan), not that he 

wanted one, he was as deliriously relieved as I was. after the negative (no baby!) 

he brought home champagne n flowers—first and only time ever for flowers, 

although he brought me booze regularly. I did like him for that. we were drinking 

buddies at the best times. 

 

of course that night when the champagne was drunk and so were we he wanted 

to fuck me, which he hadn’t wanted the whole time we were under the illusion i 

was with child. n i didn’t want him to. i didn’t want his sperm anywhere near me. 

that was the night I really became a woman, the night I asserted sovereignty over 

my own body. 

 

I won’t have sex with a man whose child I wouldn’t want to keep. 

 

it sounds old-fashioned but in fact it’s progressive. Life’s a wheel n the further 

one way u go, u eventually meet its opposite. then u keep going around n end up 

where u started. 

 

peace and sweet cherries 

 

m 
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Too Many Georges Chapter 7 

 

 

From: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

To: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

 

 

hey meg 

 

 

Yer single, i’m single 

 

Except for six hundred miles and completely variant life arcs, I think I still have a 

pretty good shot. 

 

Yeah, consider it a Lord Peterborough approach: if you show interest I’ll keep 

mining the vein, and if not, well then it was all just a whimsical bit of flirty 

nonsense and bad poetry. 

 

Why am i single you ask. i don’t know exactly. I do meet a lot of women working 

at Kopyklasm, they hand me their life story over the counter. With complete trust 

they surrender resume or CV, all they ask is for me to put it on prettier paper. 

This job would be perfect for a serial killer. A stream of hot young ladies handing 

over their names, addresses, career paths, skills, hobbies, the works. 

 

Occasionally I see a face, body, and life history (it’s the Hobbies and Interests on 

page two I pay most attention to) that totally rocks me. A spark to the heart, dusty 

throat, all-over body thrum of possibility, then what? Depression, usually. They’re 

unattainable. 
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A bartender for sure, a waiter even can chat up chicks. Even a retail dude could 

seize the day in aisle seven and ask a girl out. The Kopyklasm guy? No woman 

in the world is gonna bite. 

 

Even if the right girl comes along (sound like my mom) there’s always a line-up of 

impatient pricks and princesses behind her, tapping their toes, biting their 

pencils, and wondering what the hell is taking so long. Conjuring up cell phones 

to vent into, telling an unseen audience that they’re late and I’m making them 

later. 

 

People are never patient for fucking photocopies. I don’t know what it is. but it 

makes copy shops the worst place in the world for romance to bloom 

 

Hey, check this out— the finale to the tale of Sophia Dorothea: 

 

On November 13, 1726, after thirty-three years of imprisonment in her castle in 

Celle, George’s mother Sophia Dorothea died. In England her husband the King, now a 

grumpy, anti-social old stinkfart, refused to allow any acknowledgement of her death 

beyond a tiny announcement in the Gazette. That very night, as all England wondered at 

his cold heart, he attended the theatre. He forbade his son to publicly mourn his dead 

mother. It was as if the mother of the future King of England had never existed. 

A rhyme circulated in the streets and ale houses of London, telling the tale from 

young George’s point of view: 

 

A mother dead, and am I from the throne 

Commanded not to show myself her son? 

Well! Since the decent sable I’m denied 

For her, my parent on the surer side, 

Remember, George, t’will be my turn one day, 

This and all former favours to repay; 

And when that long-expected time I see, 
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Let Kendal, at her peril, mourn for thee. 

 

Kendal was none other than the Scarecrow, George’s maitresse en titre, 

Ermegarde von der Schulenburg, who since the time of her arrival in England had used 

her influence with the King to make a fortune peddling offices and titles. In the process 

she picked up at least six titles of her own, including Baroness Glastonbury, Countess of 

Faversham, and Duchess of Kendal. 

 

The death of his ex-wife caused George I to sense his own fragile mortality, and, 

determined to gather the last of his rosebuds, the doting old codger took himself a new 

mistress, a celebrated young English beauty, who had the equivalent of movie star genes. 

Let’s let a 19th century pop historian give us the lowdown on her lineage: 

“This was Anne Brett, whose mother was a notorious woman- none other, indeed, 

than the repudiated wife of the Earl of Macclesfield, and most unnatural mother of the 

poet, Richard Savage. The new favourite’s father, Colonel Brett, was one of the most 

handsome and licentious men of the day. 

“The union of these parents came about in a strange manner, but one eminently 

characteristic of them, as well as the times. Hearing a disturbance in the street in front of 

her house one day, the divorced countess looked out to ascertain the cause, and saw the 

modern Adonis, Colonel Brett, being assaulted by bailiffs, who claimed his handsome 

person by way of set-off against his equally handsome debts. Seeing his difficulties, she 

immediately sent out to his debtors, promising to pay their demands, and, when the 

Colonel was released, she proposed to him that he should marry her, to which he, nothing 

loath, consented. The offspring of this union became mistress of a king.” 

 

Anne Brett had a high opinion of her beauty. To give it up to a wrinkly old ruler 

like George I, she expected a lot in return. She extracted a promise from the King that she 

would be made a peeress; he assured her a title would be granted as soon as he returned 

from the latest of his regular visits to Hanover. He installed her in a nice suite of rooms in 

St. James palace, and set out for Germany on June 3 1727. As soon as he left she ordered 

a hole knocked in the wall and a door installed, so she could access the palace’s gardens 
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directly, without having to pass by the rooms of the old King’s granddaughters. The 

enraged girls ordered the door bricked back up. This petty cat fight played out whilst the 

King jostled along in his carriage over the pot-holed roads of Holland. By the evening of 

the 9th he had reached the town of Delden. Starting out again the next morning he 

complained of feeling unwell, and put it down to eating too many melons. There may 

have been another source of indigestion. 

Legend has it that as the coaches of the King and his entourage rattled through the 

streets of this town, some passerby slipped unnoticed close to the Royal carriage, and 

tossed a letter through the open window. It was from Sophia Dorothea, written just before 

her death, reminding old George of the prophecy that he would not outlive her long. If 

you believe the legend, he barely outlived reading this letter. 

Word of his “death by a fit of apoplexy” took four days to reach London. The 

King is dead, Long Live the King. George II’s first act was to bring forth from secret 

storage two portraits of his mother, one full length, the other half, and hang them both in 

places of honour. They weren’t the only images he owned of his mommy dearest. It is 

said that he carried a miniature of his mother in a locket all his life. 

 

 

From: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

To: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

 

hey dalton 

 

 

re George II and all this talk about divorce and separation-- weren’t your parents 

divorced when u were twelve, or something like that? parallel to your own story, 

is that the attraction of George? 

 

seem to recall your sister dropping in to stay for awhile at the house, u two 

having a big argument over your mom? or am I dreaming? 
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you’ve got me hooked on the stuff u send! hey big d keep my fixes coming :) 

 

luv 

 

m 
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Too Many Georges Chapter 8 

 

 

From: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

To: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

 

Hey Meghan, 

 

So you have a good memory after all. I don’t but luckily I have a diary. 

 

And the diary says my sister Trisha did visit me when you and I were living in that 

house on Pender where the bathroom pipes kept you up nights. If I’d known they 

were that noisy in your room, I’d have washed less, stayed stinky just to let you 

get your beauty sleep. Not that you ever needed sleep to be beautiful. Lame 

corny line. Am I embarrassing you? I’m embarrassing myself. Can’t be helped. 

 

Concerning Trisha my diary says, 

 

We argued about Dad. Trish wants to track him down, she’s been saying that for 

years, but now she’s old enough (19) to delude herself she has the skills to start looking. 

I said contemptuously, Good, flip through a phonebook and find the cocksucker. 

I’ll come over and burn down his house. With him in it. 

‘But Dalton-‘ 

‘Fuck him! See, little sis, you weren’t old enough to remember when he left. You 

were three. You barely looked up from Barney or Big Bird or whatever to realize what 

was going on, that his side of the closet was empty and the car was gone, and he wasn’t 

coming back. You had no sense of time, or sense of what the word NEVER meant. I was 

the one he said goodbye to, he held my chin in his fucking hand like a death grip, like I 

was some goat he was about to sacrifice, tilted my head back and let a couple of big wet 

tears drip drop onto my cheeks and mouth. Oh yeah, he was choked up about leaving me 

behind, but not enough to stay. 
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‘Look after Trisha, tell your mother goodbye!’ 

I had to tell my own mother than her husband was gone. Motherfucker. 

 

So yeah, Meghan, you were right, I did go through a similar trauma to George, 

my dad disappeared when I was seven years old. Not a phone call or birthday 

card since. So we both had evil Dads. The difference is, his Dad removed his 

Mom, mine removed himself. 

 

I recognize that’s why I sympathized with George II at first, why I was drawn to 

his story, although as material, as someone to study so minutely, analize so 

obsessively, Georgey Boy has let me down. He grew into a dullard. 

 

 

George’s dad stuck around and tormented him. Mine at least left me alone.  

 

George hated his father. I don’t hate mine. You make peace, right? 

 

Life goes on, get over it. 

 

George did. George found love, and so will I. 

 

Love 

 

Dalton 

 

 

From: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

To: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

 

hey d 
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don’t get yer hopes up too high, i’m not as lonely as I may have sounded last 

time.  

 

i’m warming my hands and tentatively sipping from the lip of a steaming mug of 

romance again 

 

it’s just starting up, still in the infatuation/uncertainty stage:) 

 

it’s a girl who practically grew up here at the farm. she came with her mom when 

she was seven, now she’s all growed up and nineteen 

 

ten years younger than me, i’m cradle robber, yahoo. feels good. u know I had 

my lug days at school (lesbian until graduation), it was practically a course 

requirement. Cunnilingus curriculum. now I must be a lag (lesbian AFTER 

graduation). 

 

not really. it’s a stop-gap, i’ve made it all very clear to sheree that although I’m bi, 

I’m really deep down much more straight than bi, and no way could I live with a 

woman forever. 

 

In the meantime being with a woman means I don’t have to worry about the 

wrong seed dropping into my garden, the wrong man squirting the wrong sperm 

at one of my trusting, yearning, striving little eggies 

 

im off the pill u see and gone back to natural cycles syncing with the moon 

sheree calls me moonbeam 

luv 

m 
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From: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

To: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

 

 

Shit, wish i was sheree 

Or even better wish i was there in bed with you and sheree 

But she wouldn’t like that 

You might? 

 

I’m gonna drop the poetry and wooing—no way can it compete with that actual 

warm body next to you on cold mountain nights. hopeless 

 

let’s stick to business. Hey, I wanted to ask you something, because your major 

was philosophy at school, last I knew. When we lived under the same roof you 

did a paper on Leibniz. It says so in my diary, (i’ve re-read the whole thing, and 

god it made me feel old. older but no wiser.), so we must have discussed Leibniz. 

Can you tell me anything about Leibniz that fits with my new pop historical style? 

Keep reading and you’ll find him mentioned. 

 

 

By the time young George was twenty his dad was wife-shopping for him. By 

twenty-two a likely candidate had been found. 

Caroline of Ansbach (full name Wilhelmina Caroline of Brandenburg-Ansbach) 

was a vivacious, husky, strapping big German Princess of a girl, with huge jugs on her. In 

those times women wore party dresses that squished their cleavage up onto display until 

you’d think you were staring at the (cliché) crack of a plumber’s ass. One historian 

records that “she was said to have the finest bust in Europe; and... there was always as 

much of it on view as the decorum of those days- which was not too narrow- would 

admit.” Her face was unscarred by smallpox, and she possessed sufficiently aristocratic 

bloodlines. In other words she was a catch. 
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It wasn’t the arranged marriage typical of the times. Perhaps George’s father, 

mindful that his own marriage to Sophia Dorothea had been a disaster, thought his son 

should have some say in the matter. 

So the future George II traveled to Ansbach incognito, paying a visit to the court 

there in the guise of a Hanoverian nobleman. It was sort of like a blind date. He joined 

Caroline’s table for the usual evening of card playing at the court, where he could take a 

good long look at his prospective bride. 

 

You can learn a lot about people watching them play cards. While they’re 

distracted, sorting and strategizing the hand they’ve been dealt, you’re free to study them 

closely, their face and gestures, their manners and emotions, their mental agility or lack 

thereof. Best of all the small talk comes naturally at a card table. 

Likely Caroline knew exactly who George was and why he had come, but took 

part in maintaining the pretence of his disguise. George’s social skills were better than his 

father’s, but not much. When his Dad assumed the crown of England, and the loveliest of 

England’s female courtiers attempted to introduce themselves, he could be struck dumb, 

and mutter clumsy set phrases in Latin or French. George II was a little more slick. The 

dapper little blue-eyed devil bantered and flirted with his prospective bride, and her 

replies struck just the right tones of clever come-hitherness. Smart and sexy, she was. For 

George, it was love at first sight. 

 

Caroline, daughter of the Margrave of Ansbach, orphaned at thirteen, had grown 

up in Berlin under the care of her guardians, the King and Queen of Prussia. Queen 

Sophie Charlotte was the sister of George Lewis of Hanover, but much different in 

temperament and intellect than dour George. She was a free-thinker, and the court at 

Berlin was a gathering place for metaphysicians, artists, and intellectuals of the day. 

Caroline took after her guardian, who was only fifteen years older; the two were bosom 

buds. They were both voracious readers, and fans of the great philosopher and 

mathematician Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz. In fact, when Queen Sophie Charlotte lay 

dying, she is said to have mused: “I am at last going to satisfy my curiosity about the 

origin of things, which even Leibniz could never explain to me, to understand space, 
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infinity, being and nothingness; and as for the King, my husband – well, I shall afford 

him the opportunity of giving me a magnificent funeral, and displaying all the pomp he 

loves so much.” 

 

 

 

So tell me bout Leibniz if you remember anything. 

How’s Sheree? 

grrrrrrrrrrr—that’s the sound of jealousy 

 

Love as always 

 

Dalton 
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Too Many Georges Chapter 9 

 

 

From: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

To: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

 

hey d 

 

ive decided men deserve credit n sympathy for what they put up with from 

women 

women are always complaining men aren’t open n emotional enough for them,  

 

well how about this: women are fucking crazy! 

 

women in love are needy, obsessive, jealous, energy sapping bitches!!!. 

 

lol 

 

yeah, of course I’m joking, but only part of it. it’s too EXHAUSTING being with 

women, I’ll a take a good man anyday, they’re so much more mellow, like a big 

old dog curled up by the fire: loyal, consistent, happy to see u, n not too bright. 

fewer surprises that way. that’s my ideal—find me one of them big curly-headed 

happy men. preferably a pacifist with a firefighter’s bod. 

 

In the meantime the goddess has furnished me with sheree, sweet n a little bit 

sloppy, wears her brown hair in a bun like some pioneer farmwife, n smells of 

wool and ivory soap. she knows carpentry, which is so rare and admirable in a 

woman, but she’s also a dyke thru n thru, which could lead to a difficult ending if 

n when it comes. 
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actually I know it’s when, not if. I do pity gays and lesbians. we bis have it best 

cause we can mess around with ninety-five percent of the world’s pop (only the 

gay men are really unattainable to me), while they’re stuck forever in their five 

percent ghetto, that’s ten percent of one half of humanity they get to chose from. 

such a tadpole-tiny little puddle of possibilities. 

 

i like my swimming pool Olympic-sized, thanks. 

 

sheree’s all right. I should be more grateful for having her in my life. She flatters 

me at night with big pupil puppy dog eyes n a wagging tale (n such a silky 

smooth belly n ass n thighs, I must say). 

 

we went to a dance, it’s really such a small circle of people—defined by the roads 

that run up the valleys between mountain ranges—at the community hall, when 

there’s a dance, u get em all—the hippies, the loggers, the townies n the freaks. 

Our little commune turned out in force (it’s not really a commune, but sometimes 

we call it that, as a joke on ourselves, the Kootenay Kommune). we’re mostly 

women right now, we seem to drive the men away. eleven women n three men. 

So all these goddesses n earth mothers descend on the hall, n it’s like the band 

(locals, kinda fun, called The Gilded Cages, roots rock and old country) paused 

(deliberately i think) between songs, just so there’s a hush in the hall as we enter, 

u can just feel the men along the walls getting horny at the sight of us, ears prick 

up like dogs, n we’d all done some mushrooms, organic ‘shrooms were going for 

five bucks a pop in the gravel parking lot, peddled by a local kid (kid? he must be 

20 now) named Casey whose mom grows them so u know the quality is fine. so 

we pony up our cash, choke those woody, chalky stalks and bulbs down our 

throats, and less than an hour later we really do feel like Goddesses and Earth 

Mothers, and Medusas and seductresses, n where are the men to live up to that? 

a bunch of backwoods stoner pot growers, n some others from the enemy camp 

whose idea of creative employment is to chop down every single tree in sight, 

scrape the landscape with giant industrial razors n destroy the habitat for a 
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million creatures big n little, driving the bears n deer and owls away, n doing what 

with the money they earn? converting their hourly wages into a brand new truck 

or a big engine for their fishin’ boat, or even worse one of those obnoxious 

speedboats to race up n down the lake. 

 

all of these men are philosophically or politically suspect, n most are fidgety and 

weird in a harmless way, but a few stand out-- and this is the trouble-- a few 

stand out as awfully sexy nonetheless. big healthy loggers may be wrong but 

they look alright 

 

then when u talk to these sexy boys, u find out they intimidate so easily. I know 

mushrooms give me a weird confidence n intensity, but match it, damn it! don’t 

go all feeble behind your quarterback jockstrap smile! that’s never going to be 

sexy enough to siphon me away from the stability n certainty of my homebody 

Sheree.  

 

she can cradle me tenderly when I want to be held, n make me come when I 

need it. we have fun for sure in our big doublewide downfill sleeping bag, two 

bags zipped together to make a giant soft pouch we hide inside, it gets all moist 

in there from the airless sweat, condensation from all that heavy breathing, so 

sometimes I think the two of us have been swallowed up inside a big dark 

sweetly stinky vagina 

 

Im still on the mushrooms will be up till dawn n fingers are flying round the 

keyboard it’s like im talking to you in person can you hear me??? 

 

But Sheree. But but but. the zippers stay cold, n when they’re lowered to let in 

the cool air, n the sweat dries on our bodies, though I sleep peacefully in her 

arms, it’s a temporary truce, it’s a lull in my war with men 
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soon I’ll take the battlefield again n slay one or let him slay me. what I really truly 

want is a man who’s knocked out by ME, but gets back up on his feet, n slays me 

the same way, n then nurses me back to strength. i don’t mean slay in a hurtful 

way, just knock the wind out of me, stun me, bedazzle me, OVERWHELM me. 

Luv shouldn’t ever be underwhelming, don’t u think? 

 

Sheree’s ok as I say, but she’s not overwhelming. she’s sweet n insecure and 

needy as hell, she has all the reasons for it figured out going back to her mother 

in the earliest years drank, then stopped cold n came out here to the mountains, 

rattled around the hippie community, then settled here on the commune, (she left 

three years ago, lives in town now, but sheree stayed on here), so all her life 

sheree got a yo-yo of love given and retracted, both from her mom and a 

revolving door of people with big plans to put down roots here but ended up 

moving on, leaving her fragile needy n insecure n unable to believe any good 

thing will last. with that attitude how can things be expected to last? 

 

So many sherees I’ve known it makes me impatient. i’m going to hit my 30s in a 

few weeks. That’ll be a wake up. i’m looking for someone secure n not needy as 

hell. 

 

in my ideal relationship I’m not a caregiver, helping the other heal, I can tell u 

that. n i don’t want a nursey type either, I don’t need it. I want to feel like I’m in 

the finals, not the prelims. matched up with an equal, teaching him a few tricks, 

delighting him with who I am, being taught some surprises in return. wouldn’t that 

be the best? matching strength to strength because we’re even and equal. works 

as a fantasy, anyway. 

 

notice I keep saying HIM? Where’s the man? 

 

fuck i almost sound desperate i think i want a kid 
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Hey that was cool what u sent, … 

 

caroline and george sound like opposites attracting. she sounds awesome but 

what did she ever see in him? he doesn’t sound very attractive at all. he wasn’t 

good looking, n he wasn’t an intellectual, was he? you keep telling me he was 

dull 

 

that Sophie Charlotte was one wise old woman, i love what she said on her 

deathbed—seeing death as a chance to explore “space, infinity, being and 

nothingness” or whatever 

 

Think death brings answers? hope so 
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Too Many Georges Chapter 10 

 

 

From: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

To: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

 

 

Hey m  

 

space, infinity, being and nothingness 

 

sounds like life, not death 

 

yeah, George and his bride Caroline were opposites, no doubt. He was narrow-

minded and dull, she was a brainiac by comparison. 

 

Here’s a bit of street doggerel from George’s middle age, when he was playing at 

soldier, and sharp-witted Caroline was really running the country, in cahoots with 

Robert Walpole, who invented the role of Prime Minister, although no one called 

the job that yet. 

 

You may strut, dapper George, but ‘twill all be in vain 

We know ‘tis Queen Caroline, not you, that reign- 

You govern no more than Don Philip of Spain. 

If you would have us fall down and adore you, 

Lock up your fat spouse, as your Dad did before you. 

 

 

George somehow had gotten hold of a printed copy of this insult. He showed it to 

Lord Scarborough, and asked if he had seen or heard of it before. Scarborough admitted 

that he had, but refused to reveal who had showed it to him, which threw George into a 
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sputtering fit: “If I had been you, and someone had shown it to me, I would have 

challenged that rascal to a duel for such an insolent affront to the dignity of my King!” he 

shouted. 

Scarborough replied coolly, “I never said it was a man.” 

 

Here’s a quote from Lord Hervey, an omnisexual little cripple with a pretty 

face who was the ranking “servant” in their quarters, and confidante to Caroline. 

 

“The Queen loved reading and the conversation of men of wit and learning. But 

she did not care to indulge herself as much as she wished to do in this pleasure for fear of 

the King, who often rebuked her for dabbling in all that lettered nonsense (as he termed 

it), called her a pedant, and said she loved to spend her time more like a schoolmistress 

than a Queen. The King used often to brag of the contempt he had for books and letters; 

to say how he hated all that stuff from his infancy; and that he remembered when he was 

a child he did not hate reading and learning merely as other children do, upon account of 

the confinement, but because he despised it and felt as if he were doing something mean 

and below him.” 

 

 

In George’s day they hadn’t invented Attention Deficit Disorder yet. No Special 

Needs Programs for George when he was a wee lad. Likely he just had his 

knuckles rapped by the hardwood pointer of his tutor, or his fanny slapped with 

his father’s scabbard, and that was plenty enough duress to make him buckle 

down to his Aquinas or Aristotle. 

 

Skimming over the lines, absorbing nothing, impatient for the day he would be 

King, that glorious new beginning when no one could ever force him to read a 

book again. 

 

He takes after George II of America, don’t ya think? I’ve been reading up on the 

Bush dynasty in America a bit, after I found a book about it on the bus. 
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George W has a personal abhorrence of book-learnin,’ as they call it down in 

Texas. He used to proudly tell high schoolers he was living proof that a C student 

could become Governor, but when he ran for President his advisors made him 

stop flaunting that particular truth. 

 

The more I read about George W, the more similarities I start to see between him 

and George II. 

 

Really. Sometimes I think, Wow. It’s too perfect. Another mediocre mind who 

inherited a crown from his Dad. And I’m living in his reign. 

 

The book i founds called Ambling or Bumbling into History or some such thing, by 

a New York Times reporter, Frank Bruni, who was assigned to follow George W 

around on his campaign plane when he was taking on Gore in 2000 (how long 

ago does that seem?). 

 

Bruni makes the whole campaign sound like this absurd cross-country never-

ending sleep-deprived nightmare in which Bush makes the same puerile speech 

three times a day, day in, day out, and the media keep track of his malapropisms, 

primarily to keep themselves from going out of their minds with the tedium of it 

all, and they smirk and joke about how superior they are to him, but they pretty 

much accept the idea that in America, a supposed meritocracy, there’s nothing 

weird about a President’s son becoming President too. 

 

“What oddballs we had all become. What freaks,” says Monsieur Bruni. Like 

there’s close to 300 million citizens to choose from, but Bush Sr is able to say 

with a straight face, hey, guess what, America, MY SON just happens to be 

better than all of them, I know it’s statistically staggering, like a hundred and fifty 

million to one that my son should be the absolute best man for the job, but there 

ya go, and America just goes, yeah, whatever, isn’t Survivor on tonight, what the 
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hell, the kid’s not the brightest but he’s presentable enough, he looks grave and 

manly, and he listens to God’s admonishment to lock his pecker in his pocket, 

that’s all America wanted in a President after Clinton. 

 

Clinton was too loosy goosy, Americans love tabloid sleaze but they don’t want it 

emanating from the White House, that’s a Holy Shrine. Hanky panky in the Oval 

Office makes em sick, it’s almost up there with Catholic priests doing altar boys 

in the ass. 

 

9/11 came along and everyone wanted a hawk in charge, everyone wanted 

vengeance, havoc wreaked and war waged, and everyone thanked God the man 

with his hand on the trigger was George W. who already proved in Texas he can 

kill without conscience. Death row inmates is the easiest place to start, but it’s a 

slippery slope once you start, now he’s worked his way up to innocent Iraqi 

civilians 

 

Bush’s God is the Old Testament Yahweh, Jewish God of War, the eye for an 

eye guy. 

 

The God whose fundamentalist follower Elijah (a fanatic if ever there was one) 

ordered the slaughter of 450 wishy-washy (probably called em liberals) Jewish 

worshippers of Baal, sometime around 869 BCE, cementing once and for all the 

hegemony (shit, that word!) of monotheistic Yahweh, formerly god of war, but 

now God the Father, No Mother Needed, Ye Shall Have No Other Gods But Me. 

God and only God is still messing with peoples minds, only some of his followers 

call him Allah now. It’s enough to make you a Hindu. Or a Gaia Girl like you. 

 

read Karen Armstrongs A History of God 

 

it’s late, I’m a bit peckish because all I ate all day was a Subway turkey club with 

six grams of fat, I think the photocopying chemicals at Kopyklasm are starting to 
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give me premature Alzheimer’s, and what I’m really trying to tell you about is the 

First Lady Laura Bush, and this is what this NYT hack Bruni has to say about her: 

“Anything that happened to her-- being the wife of the Republican nominee, 

giving a speech at the Republican convention on live national television-- was 

simply ‘fun,’ or ‘really fun,’ or ‘really a lot of fun.’” How’s the job as First Lady 

going, Laura? “Really fun.” What did you think of George when you first met him 

years ago? “Very fun,” “very funny in a fun way,” and “a lot of fun.” I’m not making 

this shit up, it’s all in Bruni’s book. The capper comes when he runs into her at a 

party, and “knowing how much she had dreaded the isolation of life in the White 

House,” asks her how it’s going. ”She said she was having a lot of fun.” 

 

So now you know Laura Bush won’t be musing on being and nothingness on her 

deathbed. She’ll exclaim: “This is fun!” 

 

don’t forget Leibniz. And tell me more about your Kootenay Kommune (leave 

Sheree out, like Yahweh/Allah I am the jealous kind). Sounds like a cult. 

 

love, even if unrequited 

dalton 
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Too Many Georges Chapter 11 

 

 

From: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

To: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

 

 

hey dalton, 

 

 

summers here and people are coming out of the woods, trying to Krash our 

Kommune. they pitch a tent down in the field below the barn n think they’re a 

voting member all the sudden. the hangers on of the hangers on. alright for now 

but u can’t let it get out of hand. 

 

pruning will come later though. right now the weather’s too nice and there’s room 

for everyone. 

 

we need consensus to accept new applicants. more like supplicants at the 

moment. it gets emotionally messy having to turn people away. we’re not a 

fucking homeless shelter, n it’s hard to tell people that 

 

it’s not really a commune, alright? i did say Kootenay Kommune as a joke, but no 

one uses that word anymore. It’s an organic farm, operating under principles of 

ecological stewardship n sustainability. the principles are sound, but of course 

human beings are involved, so it gets all fucked up 

 

We’ve got over 100 acres, don’t even ask me who “owns” the land, some of us 

say the Goddess or Gaia is looking after us, but when it comes to legal title, and 

like, reality, which I still have one foot in (more than many of us around here), in 

reality the owner is the ex-wife of some dead pop star (he was in a band that had 
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a couple of hits which I can never remember) who bought our land years back, 

she’s living in california orchestrating or ignoring the chaos of a similar unlabelled 

experiment she’s got going on land she owns down there. hasn’t come up here in 

years, which is fine by us, but of course she could sell it out from under us on a 

whim anytime, which would be a rude awakening to certain Gaia lovers around 

here. 

 

can u tell im in a shitty mood? 

 

sneaky sheree got into my email- I forgot to close it n wandered out to the 

outhouse- yep, outhouse- there’s no indoor plumbing in this barn we live in- 

which actually was a barn once, but it’s been nicely redone, n sheree’s got ideas 

to make it even better-- more skylights upstairs-- anyway she sat down at the 

computer n curiosity overcame her, so she read the description of her i sent u, n 

my take on our “entente.” 

 

it didn’t exactly match up with her understanding of what weve got 

 

she’s not happy about it. she’s basically cut me off. no cuddles, no kisses, just 

curt yes’s n no’s, n glances cold as ice tea. chilly climate. it’ll pass, but in the 

meantime I’m the evil one around here, the witch who broke the spell. 

 

Hey maybe you should write about George W, not longdead George 2 

 

i feel more passion coming from you about whats going on now compared to how 

you write about these dudes dead for centuries 

 

gotta jet 

m 
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From: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

To: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

 

Hey Meghan, 

 

Good for Sheree. Go girl! She’s asserting her independence. 

 

maybe i can slay you? maybe there’s hope 

 

I’ve gone on a George W jag. A binge of books, devouring everything I can get 

my hands on about the Bushes. 

 

Ten years watching Chandler on Friends and by osmosis I learned toothless 

sarcasm and ironic asides as a response to this fucked up world of ours. Now I 

wanna bite. Fucking friends, careerist upper middle class self-centered airheads, 

cant believe i cared if ross would get back with Rachel, what a sucker 

 

They were so apolitical, n im not, i care more about American politics than they 

do and i’m not even American! Canada should be the conscience of north 

America anyway because we dither so much worrying about what goes on down 

there, star wars and wars on drugs and terror, too much war talk down there all 

together, and they expect us to be in or out  

 

its frustrating watching Americans choose their leader who by default becomes 

the leader of the WORLD, our leader too, the most powerful man alive, and we 

don’t get a vote or even a say in who those idiots pick 

 

the thought of George W running their show’s really starting to piss me off, I 

mean it’s LAME AS HELL, when you dwell on it, it really smacks of Kim Il Jong, 

you know, the North Korean Dictator, who forces an entire country to worship him 

as God incarnate. He inherited his crown too, his position as eternal leader or 
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whatever was bestowed upon him by Dad. And we all snigger about how pathetic 

that is, turn it into Jay Leno material. North Korea’s one thing, but another thing is 

The United States of America 

 

Really, In a meritocracy called America, a son of a President finds it so fucking 

easy to become President it should make people sick. 

 

That ain’t merit. That’s inheritance, primogeniture, you know, where they pass 

the crown or the land or the title down through history from the father to the 

eldest son. That’s what the founding fathers of America expressly worked 

against. 

 

George W. Bush. I mean, really, what were the man’s credentials??? Even his 

most ardent apologists make him sound like a loser, people like that toady David 

Frum, (he wrote a book about Bush called The Right Man), he was working in the 

white house, he’s that speechwriter who came up with the Axis of Assholes 

phrase, I mean it might as well’ve been assholes as evil. 

 

Frum actually wrote Axis of Hatred, but that got changed up the speech-shaping 

chain, yet he still takes credit for the whole three word slogan, even though he 

was only responsible for the word Axis, which was really “The Wrong Word,” ya 

know: axis means “a central or principle line or structure around which others are 

arranged.” The only connection between the three rogue states Iran, Iraq and 

North Korea is in the minds of the current crop of mostly fundamentalist Christian 

White House anti-wonks. 

 

Did you see Frum’s book? Did it make it up to the mountains? Probably not, i 

picture you guys still reading Castaneda and creative visualization and crap like 

that … The full title is The Right Man: The Surprising Presidency of George W. 

Bush.  
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Surprising? Yeah, a dunce got elected. 

 

The back cover photo is the worst—it’s George W walking his dog, striding away 

from our view, retreating into the private space where he is supposedly happiest, 

past a stubbled field dotted with a few giant industrial-sized circular bales of hay 

that he’s paid someone else to bale. he’s pretending to be a farmer, but being 

what he really is, a landowner, strutting around in jeans that look like they’ve 

never ever been dirty. He’s having his Ralph Lauren moment. 

 

Listen to this: “George W. Bush was named for a father who excelled at 

everything he did: war, athletics, scholastics, business, politics. He tried 

everything his father had tried—and, well into his forties, succeeded at almost 

nothing. The younger Bush scraped through Andover and Yale academically, 

never made a varsity team, earned no distinction in the Air National Guard, and 

was defeated in a run for Congress in 1978. He lost millions in the oil business 

and had to be rescued by his father’s friends in 1983. It was after that last 

humiliation that he began drinking hard.” 

 

That’s a summary on like, the second last page of the book. That’s when Frum 

pulls out a Biblical story, a story of King David: how Samuel went to Bethlehem in 

search of a new ruler for Israel among the sons of Jesse, how Jesse had seven 

studly sons, and one wimp. Samuel looked over the seven likely boys, but a 

voice inside his head said “No” to each in turn. No more sons? Well, one—David, 

small and weak, who his family thought so little of they’d sent him off to tend the 

sheep. Bring him to me, Samuel said, and this time the voice in his head said, 

“This is he.” 

 

So in the year 2003, a White House speechwriter without the slightest hint of 

embarrassment leaves the impression George W. was chosen by God. And 

Frum ain’t even one of the White House fundamentalist Christian “See y’all in 
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Bible Class” types, who’d you’d expect to make this claim, he’s the frigging 

Jewish Canadian outsider! 

 

It’s not clear who we should take to be the Samuel character. The American 

people? Half a million more of them voted for Gore than Bush. Maybe God 

appeared to George and Barbara in the flames of the propane barbecue at 

Kennebunkport, trumpeting the good news from heaven, that the intellectual runt 

of their litter was His chosen one. 

 

It’s tough in America to criticize the king in times of war, and now thanks to 9/11, 

the usa is in a permanent state of war forever, or at least until the last dusty 

fundamentalist left standing in Yemen or Pakistan lobs one last Molotov cocktail, 

and gets blown into a million tiny fragments by a laser-guided uranium depleted 

megashell.. 

 

From what I’ve read George W harboured a secret ambition, a dream gig, to be 

Commissioner of Major League Baseball. His fellow baseball owners were 

unimpressed, they all thought he was too lightweight to handle that kind of 

responsibility. You have to be bright for that job, and a skilled diplomat, a power 

broker and peacemaker. 

 

George had to settle for Governor of Texas instead, an office that’s more easily 

bought. 

 

As far as President of the entire country goes, even his own family never took 

him seriously for that job. It was supposed to go to his brother Jeb, not George, 

but that’s another story. See, in 1994 Jeb lost the governor’s race in Florida and 

George won in Texas, and that’s when George passed Jeb on the Bush depth 

chart. George was first string after that. 
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Scary part is, Jeb will take a run at the presidency after George, and even 

scarier, Jeb’s got a kid named George P. Bush, who’s about thirty now, and 

being groomed for politics. George P. for Prez in 2024! it’ll happen, i swear to 

God! 

it’s fucking sickening! 
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Too Many Georges Chapter 12 

 

 

From: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

To: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

 

 

 

hey m 

 

yer not answering… i get worried there’s been a coup (koup?) in the kootenay 

kommune 

 

I’m getting depressed, i’ve been trying to rewrite as pop history all this 

complicated shit about the King and Parliament differing on whether to commit 

troops to the War of the Austrian Succession, and Walpole’s attempts to tax 

tobacco which nearly caused those same troops to mutiny. 

 

nothing deader than antique diplomacy… what remains fresh is the sexual 

intrigues and gossip, the tabloid stuff, but there were no tabloids then, the 

equivalent was poems mostly 

 

short poems made the round of alehouses, longer ones were written out and 

printed up. This was the great age of Pope and Swift, the great satirists. i think i 

told you bout Lord Hervey, who was both a politician in the House of Commons, 

and also a courtier to Queen Caroline. He would come over to the palace in the 

evening, straight from the Commons, brimming with the latest political gossip. He 

was Queen Caroline’s closest confidante, and he was also something of a 

flaming faggot, or at least a bisexual, and may even have had an affair with 

George and Caroline’s son, Frederick, who was Prince of Wales at the time. 
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We’ll never know for sure about the affair because in the 19th century Lord 

Hervey’s descendents tore two years out of his memoirs and burned them. 

Something in there was too hot for Victorian sensibilities. 

 

Alexander Pope was one of the great rhymers of the day—today he would be a 

rap star. Just like rappers now compete to tear each other down in words, he tore 

Hervey to shreds, calling him Sporus, after the Roman Emperor Nero’s 

omnisexual sycophant of that name. Check this out! Eminem doesn’t fucking 

come close!  

 

Let Sporus tremble—"What? that thing of silk, 

Sporus, that mere white curd of ass's milk? 

 

(Hervey drank donkey milk, believing it curative for his epilepsy. i could probably 

add an explanatory note for every line but i’m just going to let the rest of the 

rhyme flow, so you here ya go) 

 

(Satire or sense, alas! can Sporus feel? 

Who breaks a butterfly upon a wheel?" 

Yet let me flap this bug with gilded wings, 

This painted child of dirt that stinks and stings; 

Whose buzz the witty and the fair annoys, 

Yet wit ne'er tastes, and beauty ne'r enjoys, 

So well-bred spaniels civilly delight 

In mumbling of the game they dare not bite. 

Eternal smiles his emptiness betray, 

As shallow streams run dimpling all the way. 

Whether in florid impotence he speaks, 

And, as the prompter breathes, the puppet squeaks; 

Or at the ear of Eve, familiar toad, 

Half froth, half venom, spits himself abroad, 
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In puns, or politics, or tales, or lies, 

Or spite, or smut, or rhymes, or blasphemies. 

His wit all see-saw, between that and this , 

Now high, now low, now Master up, now Miss, 

And he himself one vile antithesis. 

Amphibious thing! that acting either part, 

The trifling head, or the corrupted heart, 

Fop at the toilet, flatt'rer at the board, 

Now trips a lady, and now struts a lord. 

Eve's tempter thus the rabbins have express'd, 

A cherub's face, a reptile all the rest; 

Beauty that shocks you, parts that none will trust, 

Wit that can creep, and pride that licks the dust. 

…. 

"But why insult the poor? affront the great?" 

A knave's a knave, to me, in ev'ry state: 

Alike my scorn, if he succeed or fail, 

Sporus at court, or Japhet in a jail, 

A hireling scribbler, or a hireling peer, 

Knight of the post corrupt, or of the shire; 

If on a pillory, or near a throne, 

He gain his prince's ear, or lose his own. 

 

I found it online and pasted it - didja think I’d type all that? 

 

I bet your eyes glazed over after the first four lines. Don’t lie! You skipped to the 

end and left most of it unread. Fess up, girl. (Do you say things like “fess up” now 

you’re living in a barn like a hillbilly?) 

 

Try this. Put on Eminem or 50 Cent or some other angry young man cursing to 

angry old beats (drums of war), and read it out loud. It works. 
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From: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

To: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

 

 

 

hey dalton, 

 

sorry there’s no Eminem up here. doesn’t apply. this is Enya country. It’s all 

about peace:)  

 

that poem though? good rant, I grant u that. but rants only work about the living, I 

suppose. 

 

the dead we evaluate, not hate. 

 

the dead we forgive, the living get us riled. George II was a pathetic loser of a 

leader, according to u, but it’s George W who stirs your blood, Dalton. And 

George P Bush! i can’t believe they’ve got a George III in the grooming room. 

 

Get passionate bout what’s going down now, that’s my take! 

 

word from the mountains 

 

luv 

meg 

 

 

From: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

To: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 
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You’re right, Meghan, it’s more relevant, more bloodstirring, to write about a 

current hypocrisy than ancient history. But what would I do with all my 

painstakingly researched stuff re George II of England? Like this: 

 

 

After the Act of Settlement put George in line for the throne in 1701, a steady 

stream of Brits crossed the channel, seeking to improve their fortunes by sucking up to 

the House of Hanover. Among them was an attractive young woman named Henrietta 

Howard. She was the daughter of Lord Hobart, who had been killed in a duel when she 

was but a child. Although she was of good family, her inheritance was a modest £6000.  

 

At eighteen she married the Honourable Charles Howard, whom Hervey describes 

as “a wrong-headed, ill-tempered, obstinate, drunken, extravagant, brutal younger brother 

of the Earl of Suffolk’s family.” Lord Chesterfield called Howard “sour, dull and sullen.” 

Upon their marriage he was granted control of £2000 of his wife’s £6000 inheritance, 

which he promptly drank and gambled away, then ran up a debt on top of it. 

So the young couple and their only child, a son, decamped England for Hanover. 

Mrs. Howard quickly found work as a Woman of the Bedchamber to Princess Caroline, 

helping her bathe and dress in the morning. George Augustus visited his wife frequently 

in her chambers, where he must have noticed and admired the young Englishwoman 

filling the washbowl for his wife, drying her arms and face, and helping her into her 

dresses. Before long the future George II had taken Mrs. Howard as his mistress.  

 

George’s grandmother, the elderly matriarch of the clan, looked upon this 

arrangement favourably: Mrs. Howard could only improve her grandson’s English 

vocabulary and accent. Plus she was a looker, a babe, a fox, a hottie, you pick the term. 

One day at Herrenhausen the elderly Electress took Mrs. Howard aside and pointed out 

her son George Lewis’ maitresse en titre, Mademoiselle von der Schulenburg, who we’ve 
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already met as “the Scarecrow.” “Look at that mawkin, and think of her being my son’s 

passion,” the old lady had spat. 

 

Princess Caroline accepted her husband’s dalliance without complaint, and kept 

Mrs. Howard in her employ. In later years she would tell her daughters that the key to a 

happy marriage lay in graciously tolerating a husband’s extracurricular love affairs. Her 

husband was after all a bit of a bore, and she was likely happy that most evenings, he got 

out of her hair: he disappeared to Mrs. Howard’s apartments for a few hours at exactly 

nine o’clock each evening. He was extremely punctual that way, regular as clockwork, 

and if he arrived at Mrs. Howard’s door even a couple of minutes early, he wouldn’t 

knock. Instead he paced up and down the corridor until the precise moment he was 

expected. 

For Caroline her husband’s affair was a case of Better the devil you know: Mrs. 

Howard was no conniving schemer like the legendary von Platen had been; no, she was 

merely a sweet, honest, unpolitical creature saddled with a louse of a husband. She had 

no grand ambition beyond keeping herself in George and Caroline’s good books. If that 

meant spreading for one at night and helping the other dress in the morning, so be it. 
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Too Many Georges Chapter 13 

 

 

From: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

To: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

 

dey halton, 

 

can’t believe Caroline took it so well. i mean i accept jealousy-free relationships 

could exist, both partners equally free to run around. but this wasn’t equal. he 

had the freedom, she had stasis. how could she not be bitter? 

 

i’m feeling the need of a relationship like george and caroline’s. I’d wanna be 

george though. I need a little leeway. I need sheree to show forgiveness  

 

shes softening but wants to sulk n playact anger awhile more 

 

like i need to be punished 

gets to be a bore 

 

n don’t u start taking her side. u got ulterior motives :) 

 

 

From: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

To: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

 

 

Hey Meghan 
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Caroline took it well because George II was expected to have mistresses. It was 

just a perk of the job, and he seemed to take no special pleasure in them. Maybe 

that’s why Caroline didn’t mind. 

 

In July 1707 Caroline came down with the dreaded smallpox. George, defying 

convention and common sense, insisted on staying at her bedside, fidgeting, fussing over 

her, and generally making a nuisance of himself to the doctors and servants. His father 

called him a sentimental idiot, but his wife took it to heart as proof of a profound love, 

and she remained true to him through three more decades of married life. 

Smallpox was the scourge of the day. Even if you survived, more often than not 

you ended up with a pockmarked face- that’s why courtiers fluttered their little hand fans 

before their faces: it was camouflage for the ravages of the pox. Caroline was left with 

some minor markings, but they failed to reduce George’s devotion. 

 

On her deathbed she told him he should marry again, but he reacted with horror: 

“No! I’ll have mistresses.” He was saying, in the way of the times, that he intended to 

remain faithful to his first wife. 

The Queen had suffered a painful rupture with the birth of her final child. She hid 

it for close to fifteen years, but in the end it killed her. As she lay in her bed near the end, 

her gut burst open and blood and infection spilled out all over the sheets, causing Pope to 

write, unsympathetically, 

 

Here lies, wrapped in forty thousand towels,  

The only proof that Caroline had bowels. 

 

Operating on her by candlelight, one of the surgeons set his wig on fire, and she 

begged the others to hold her stomach firmly, so that she could laugh without literally 

splitting her gut again. 

 

As her life lay in the balance, her husband sat with her night after night. 

According to Hervey he passed most of that time blathering endlessly about how 
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wonderful, dutiful, sweet and loyal his wife had been, but always in the vein that he of 

course deserved the best. As George sat by the fire in nightgown and nightcap, nestling in 

a great chair, with his feet up on a stool, nattering on and on, Hervey reports that his 

daughter Emily, seated nearby, feigned sleep, hoping to shut him up. 

“The King, turning toward Princess Emily, and seeing her eyes shut, cried: ‘Poor 

good child! Her duty, affection, and attendance on her mother have quite exhausted her 

spirits.’” 

He left the room, to turn in for the night. 

“As soon as his back was turned, Princess Emily started up and said: ‘Is he gone? 

Jesus! How tiresome he is!’” 

Hervey replied that he thought she’d been sleeping. She said, “I shut my eyes that 

I might not join in the ennuyant conversation, and wish I could have shut my ears too. In 

the first place, I am sick to death of hearing of his great courage every day of my life; in 

the next place, one thinks now of Mama, and not of him.” 

 

Caroline’s final words were, “Open the window. Pray.” 

 

For months afterward the queens were removed from the card decks used at the 

gaming tables in the evenings. Otherwise George was likely to burst into tears. 

 

He was lonely. His wife was dead, and his latest mistress of choice, Mademoiselle 

von Walmoden, was in Germany. “When Sir Robert Walpole advised the King to take 

Lady Deloraine until Madame Walmoden could be brought over,” says Hervey, “His 

Majesty said she stank of Spanish wine so abominably of late that he could not bear her.” 

Eventually Walmoden arrived, the King was somewhat mollified, and this 

anonymous poem was posted on Kensington Gate: 

 

Here lives a man of fifty-four 

Whose royal father’s will he tore, 

And thrust his children out of door, 

Then killed his wife and took a whore. 
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That wasn’t entirely fair. George loved his wife, no doubt. He even demanded that 

upon his own death their caskets should be placed close together in the same vault, with 

the adjoining sides removed, so their dust and bones and last remains could mingle 

forever. 

 

Hey, you were supposed to tell me about Leibniz. What happened to that? 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

To: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

 

hey d 

Leibniz, okay. 

 

Yes I do have a degree in philosophy from an bona fide university n yes I did 

once cook up opinions bout a German philosopher n feed em to a professor, but 

sorry to say f-all stuck to my cerebellum  

 

harsh! 

 

use it or lose it, they say, n I haven’t needed Leibniz lately. my interest even back 

then was more in the area of 20th century feminist thought anyway. my thoughts 

these days are more like, would the zucchinis grow better with mulch or manure? 

 

so what I remember of Leibniz is very little, I had to read his essay Monadology, 

n then wrote a paper and got a B+, funny I remember that, usually I got A’s but 

that one must have been obvious my heart wasn’t in it. i took things seriously 
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then n got soooooo frustrated the guy made things all opaque rather than clear- I 

think it’s cause he didn’t know what he was talking about. Who did, who does? 

 

The universe, what is it made out of? What is matter? questions Leibniz was 

guessing at. people still are. 

 

Leibniz decided the universe was made up of things called monads 

 

never figured out what the hell a monad was, except that it wasn’t made up of 

parts, it was one indivisible thing. a building block of matter, like an atom, a tiny 

particle, so he was going in the right direction, ahead of science then. I 

remember when i asked my prof one time what a monad was (this was when my 

ankle ballooned up n i got tested for Lupus, did u know me then? maybe not. I 

wasn’t showing off my freshly shaven shinbones in moonlit hammocks, that’s fer 

sure), this prof, being something of a smug prick, said, “just put one on your 

ankle,” which made me think he meant that a monad was like a magical solution 

to a problem, or else it was just some putdown on his part, or else (most likely, I 

think now), he wasn’t sure either. 

 

so I’ve never felt intimate enough with leibniz to have gotten a good grasp of his 

monads (ha!). 

 

anyhow, it’s not anything against dead white guys but i don’t think about Leibniz 

at all these days. I’m growing organic food and hiking up to mountaintops. I’m 

touching the earth and feeling the earth touch me 

 

until I came out here to the Kootenays I never really thought of the city as a grid- 

I mean, I knew it was a grid, but I just accepted that people were supposed to live 

in a grid, n move about everywhere in straight lines n right angles, and stop when 

lights tell them, n go when lights tell them, n be nearly everywhere by 

appointment. 
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a grid is not natural. A grid is imposed upon us. a grid is like a cage. so 

constricting. 

 

In the city even liberation is slotted into a schedule, like okay, friday n saturday 

nights people are released to go clubbing, they get on a dance floor and move 

around like theres no grid, then they go home n sober up or straighten out or 

come down, n get ready for monday grid reentry. but they don’t see it for what it 

is. 

 

now I’m free of all that. i can feel pebbles with my toes, dance on a sandbar or in 

the long grass, follow the creek as it curves to the natural contours of the hills- i 

feel so sorry for most of my old friends, most of my loved ones, they’re 

gridlocked. what a word. sums it up. 

 

they don’t even know, that’s what’s sad. 

 

This place is so fucking sensual. the mountains that hug our little valley here, 

they aren’t snow-capped, they’re covered in trees like a green furry pelt, right to 

their rounded tops. at night they turn black against the blue starry sky n look like 

giant sleeping bears. 

 

i look at the sky every clear night, I know where the moon is in her cycle n I’ve 

joined her in it, all the women have around here. u know women living together in 

close groups do get period convergence, even in cities. ours is so closely tied to 

the moon its made us into worshippers. u asked if we were a cult? Yeah, the 

Ganja Sistahs of La Luna. We joke about it, anyhow. 

 

no formal rituals, no dogma yet. If that ever starts, come get me out of here n 

deprogram me, okay? But for now things are perfect. even sheree is coming 

around. accepting what is, with a minimum of passive aggression... 
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hows the research on the bush dynasty? 

 

caroline n all that is interesting but so unconnected to whats going on, n ur style 

doesn’t help 

 

don’t be hurt, its only one persons opinion 

 

Write the history of NOW! 
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Too Many Georges Chapter 14 

 

 

From: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

To: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

 

 

Hey Meghan, 

 

Thanks for the suggestion to write about the now- isn’t that essentially a 

journalist? Yes. 

 

To be honest I’m not cut out to be a journalist. First of all I’m on the shy side, 

when it comes to dealing with people, and especially with strangers. Journalists 

have to be pushy pricks. 

 

It’s part of their apprenticeship: some rickety scaffolding collapses at a building 

site, half a dozen poor shmucks tumble to a skull-cracking exit from this plane of 

existence, and what’s the first thing journalists are obliged to do? Swarm the 

houses of the devastated families, wring piteous (or is it pitiable?) quotes of grief 

out of loved ones who are still numb with shock. 

 

Then they beg or steal a few good photos off the mantel, pictures of the dear 

deceased in happier times. 

 

Cmon Meghan. Don’t tell me you see me in that. It takes a cold hearted bastard 

to do that for a living. 

 

Plus journalists work in big huge open offices with like a hundred desks, all 

visible to each other. I couldn’t write there. I need to be able to stick my hand in 
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my pants and play with my genitals when I type. I don’t mean consciously play 

with them, it’s just that when I’m theorizing, or even just if I’m thinking how to 

phrase something, I like, unconsciously arrange and rearrange my balls, like 

some people use worry beads or those squishy rubber stress-reliever balls that 

only seem to come in electric blue. 

 

See, that’s why I’m a historian, or trying to become one: I can lock myself in a 

cozy office and sit back in loose comfortable sweat pants, and ponder, say, what 

made Princess Augusta of Saxe-Gotha tick, was she happily married to Freddy 

(son of George and Caroline) and was Freddy really gay?-- meanwhile I can 

unselfconsciously tug on my foreskin for as long as it takes enlightenment to 

strike. 

 

 

From: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

To: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

 

hey dalton 

 

ur metaphors a bit too apt—being a historian means sitting around with your 

hands down your pants 

 

i guess it’s not even a metaphor if it’s true :) 

 

know what? there’s a new member here at the Kootenay Kommune—hey since u 

came up with that name its kinda stuck in my craw. stuck in my bra (ha!) sorry, 

I’m a bit giddy. new man in the commune, n he’s a bit of a stylish mystery, got all 

the girls intrigued 

 

cept fer sheree. they’re testy those two, he’s a good carpenter n she gets all 

competitive about that. 
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anyhow his name is Drake, which is very trashy for a first name, don’t you think? 

suits him tho. Got the weatherbeaten cowboy face going on. must be fifty. 

 

now im pushing thirty i can’t believe I’m checking out the fifty year olds. 

 

what can I say about Drake? i’m a sucker for dogs n he has a charmer named 

Lorne, a lab cross who wags his tail so his whole rear end shakes and shimmies 

whenever he sees me. happy hippie dog n they’re cute together, totally devoted.  

 

the first time I met lorne was the first time I met drake (they’re inseparable) n 

when I asked lorne what’s yoooouuur name?, u know like people do, they ask the 

dog what his name is, knowing the owner will answer, Drake said, “Lorne, short 

for lovelorn.” That was so cute, n even though it was so obviously a line, his 

standard line I’m sure he’s used a thousand times, Drake had such soulful eyes 

when he said it, puppy dog eyes like Lorne’s :). 

 

I was telling Drake about u, n showing him how to use the computer a bit (I think 

he knew more than he let on, he was enjoying sitting beside me is what i suspect 

was happening, close together on kitchen chairs, sharing a computer can be 

quite intimate, leaning close to read the screen, watching the way each others 

fingers scurry around the keyboard. its like watching someone play the piano, or 

cards, as you said about george n carolines blind date. u can check the other 

person out 

 

i liked it lots u can tell by now. his hands have got character. the nail is totally 

missing from the fuck-off finger, which makes it totally phallic. nice eyes too. 

 

 

Drake was telling me the other night that george the first I mean our recent one, 

President Bush’s dad, invaded Panama before the gulf war. i mean the first gulf 
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war not the latest one. Here’s my point: Dalton, ur complaining that no one’s 

going to care about the war of the austrian succession because they have no 

clue or context about the power dynamic of the 18th century, well what about the 

War in Panama? Okay, it was 1989, I was only thirteen, but it’s so pathetic I 

missed it like, totally. I mean, I’ve heard of Noriega, I think he had a lumpy face 

like a pepperoni pizza, a gross-looking mug in a mug shot, i remember that, n 

maybe my parents watched something about him on biography when I was home 

one time, but beyond that, i don’t know nothin’ about him n I’m well educated, I’ve 

got a degree, which is sposed to put me in the intellectual elite, except i turned 

my back on that way of being, and now i look at the soul, not the mind, n give the 

trees n plants equal due when it comes to thinking. 

 

But if you’re still caught up in caring, why don’t u drop dry old George II of 

England, n stick your nose up close to the bum holes of George I nd II of 

America, see what kind of gas they’re farting. they’re having an impact right here 

right now. who made THEM God??? 

 

How come a son inherited President from his Dad in America? 

because people with power don’t like to give it up. that’s what drake says. 

 

he says u need to make people think about this! don’t just read for your own 

entertainment but pass it along 

 

 

From: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

To: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

 

Hey Meghan, 

 

I’m jealous of Drake. He’s too old for you. 

 

mailto:daltonsmiley@uofb.org
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Stick to Sheree for now. Lay off the harder stuff. A joke in there. 

 

The strange thing about Drake is the name resonates for me: it’s my mom’s 

maiden name. That’s a funny term. 

 

Maiden name, maiden voyage still get said. 

But Maidenhead is dodo dead. 

And maiden, unadorned and by her lonesome? 

Goes unsaid. 

 

 

That’s doggerel. Point being there’s no one left anymore innocent enough to 

deserve that old fashioned word. who’s a maiden when girls are all losing it at 

thirteen? 

 

Also weird that his dog’s name was my dad’s name: Lorne. 

 

Hey thanks for the tip on Noriega. At the library I went looking for something 

about Panama, and uncovered the autobiography of pineapple face hisself. 

 

The writer, one Peter Eisner, a Newsday reporter, sat through Noriega’s trial start 

to finish, and also made it into Panama to talk to the shell-shocked innocents in 

Chorrillo, the shantytown slum that was flattened by the American military. Eisner 

was pretty much the only reporter who bothered to look into Noriega’s case. 

 

Not to get too bogged down in messy details, but the American DEA (Drug 

Enforcement Agency) always considered Noriega a good guy, one of theirs. But 

as leader of Panama Noriega went rogue and starting talking to Castro and shit, 

and the state department wanted him out. 

 

What really brought down Noriega? George Bush Sr.’s vanity. 
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What started it was a poorly-timed coup attempt by some Panamanian 

opponents of Noriega. This was just after Bush One assumed the Presidency. 

The coup plotters got impatient, they proceeded with their plan without 

coordinating with the Americans, and when the coup failed, Noriega rounded em 

up and executed em. 

 

So on the world stage it looked like little Noriega had thumbed his nose at 

superpower America: the hawks on CNN, and the rabble of American rightists, 

they heckled Bush senior viciously. 

 

Wimp! Simpering little wimpy Georgey Boy can’t even cold-cock a strutting little 

Panamanian tinpot! 

 

Having his manhood disparaged threw Bush into a rage. He ordered up a menu 

of Marine Corps overkill, some serious firepower to take Noriega out once and for 

all. The invasion killed anywhere from a couple of hundred to a couple of 

thousand innocent Panamanian civilians—the official count was 326, but the 

media weren’t allowed in until the blood had been scrubbed from the streets. 

 

More important than the body count to George Bush, Panama restored his image 

as a macho dude. 

 

All this is something people should know, it ain’t ancient history or anything (Colin 

Powell was running the State Department then, as now)… 

 

But what to do with it? Throw it on the web? 
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Too Many Georges Chapter 15 

 

 

From: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

To: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

 

hey d 

 

busy these days, just a note to say hi 

drake is teaching me woodworking. i love wood. he says I’m a natural:) 

 

god’s in the wood so he says 

 

peace n luv 

 

m 

 

 

 

 

From: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

To: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

 

 

So. words against wood, is that how its gonna be? 

Time to roll up my sleeves. 

 

i’m sick of the Drive—today in café 2 soleils some kid in the kids play area 

chipped a tooth and there was a huge scene and i just thought, used to be my 

mom kicked me outside to get fresh air now the moms bring their brats here and 

mailto:Peacebewithyou@uninsularity.com
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dump em INSIDE so mom can sit OUTSIDE at the tables along the sidewalk and 

have a cigarette and coffee, meanwhile i’m trying to read up on the Bushes and 

kids are shrieking…so i had to come home and then i checked my mail and you 

and drake are getting too damn cozy 

 

I’m writing about the now now, just to please you 

 

Bush Sr. is a scary dude. the net is full of consipiracy theories about him, he’s up 

to his eyeballs in weird secret societies at Yale, not to mention running the CIA 

and orchestrating the Bay of Pigs. Check it out  

 

http://www.rense.com/political/drugshistoryetc.html 

 

It made me go get a book at the library, something no one reads anymore 

because the issue is deader than roadkill, it’s called Kiss the Boys Goodbye, by 

this woman who used to work for 60 minutes in the eighties, back when their 

gang of geriatric journos weren’t wrinkly as now. 

 

anyhow the book is all about the hunt for American MIAs (that’s Missing in 

Action), soldiers left behind in Vietnam after the war. 

 

Reagan appointed Ross Perot as a special investigator with wide powers to bring 

home any American MIAs or POWs that might’ve still been alive in South East 

Asia. Here’s a scene from the Reagan White House, when George Bush Sr. was 

Vice President: 

 

Relations between Bush and Perot had gone downhill ever since the Vice 

President had asked Ross Perot how his POW/MIA investigations were going. 

“Well, George, I go in looking for prisoners,” said Perot, “but I spend all my time 

discovering the government has been moving drugs around the world and is involved in 
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illegal arms deals... I can’t get at the prisoners because of the corruption of our own 

covert people.” 

This ended Perot’s official access to the highly classified files as a one-man 

presidential investigator. “I have been instructed to cease and desist,” he informed the 

families of missing men early in 1987. 

 

The book goes on to tell how Perot took his case to Reagan himself, and 

Reagan, looking confused and nervous, pulled a cue card from a pocket and 

read it verbatim while his handlers stood silent at his shoulders. Made Perot 

wonder who was running the show. 

 

George Bush went on to become President in 1988, and Perot, you know, ran 

against him and Clinton in 92, split the rightist vote and handed the Presidency to 

Clinton, sort of like how Ralph Nader split the leftist vote in 2000 and handed the 

Presidency to George II, and how the greens are splitting the vote and killing the 

NDP these days. 

 

I wonder if Perot ran for prez out of personal spite, because of the way Bush Sr 

had him excommunicated? 

 

The 1980s is ancient history now, Panama went down when I was fifteen, and I 

don’t really remember it, no one does. There’s no footage of the battle zone, so it 

disappears from television. Vietnam’s better. There’s tons of footage of GIs 

stumbling bloody over rice paddies and reedy jungle, which for television makes 

Vietnam the war that keeps on giving. Iraq will be around forever too, not the first 

one, there’s no video of that, but this second’s a gusher of gore. Torture in Abu 

Graib? Those images will be in coffee table books in a coupla decades. 

 

Not that ive really followed current events, i’ve had my ostrich head stuck in a 

Georgian hole for six years now. 
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I really did get stuck in the eighteenth century. 

 

I feel like I’m growing old like Lord Hervey, passing quickly from handsome 

young thing to hideous old fart, powdering my face, replacing my rickety brittle 

teeth, as they tumble from my jaws, with Egyptian pebble teeth, which were the 

fashionable dentures of the day, masking the stench of my rotting gums with 

liberal doses of civet behind the ears. 

 

That’s cat spray, ya know. 

 

Okay, we have better health and hygiene today. Everyone now gets better 

doctors than the ones igniting their wigs while tending to Queen Caroline. But in 

other ways that age was better than ours. 

 

There was such a swelling sense of optimism. That’s what makes me envious. 

There was no environmental degradation to worry about, the world was fresh and 

new and waiting to be explored and plundered. Democracy was a new idea 

gaining strength: power was being divested from the monarch and shared in ever 

more hands. 

 

Power today’s going the other way, democracy is in its dotage, weak through 

lack of exercise, and political might is being passed by the many back to the few. 

Eighty, ninety percent of my whole crap generation are political morons, satiated 

consumers who pay less attention to politics than hockey. Unless there’s a war. 

You can watch a war. It’s more like hockey than politics. But now even the war in 

Iraq’s gone on too long, people don’t want to watch when no ones clearly 

winning. it just goes on and on, like Palestine, no end no win 

 

In Georgian England power was more accessible than now, not less. The King 

mingled with the hoi polloi, heard their mocking shouts every time he headed out 
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in a carriage, had the country gentry crowd around him at the levees in the 

palace. 

 

Records of social interactions survive to testify to the casual nature of the King’s 

parties. At one he bumped elbows in the crush with the Duke of Northumberland, who 

was one of Charles II’s sons born to a mistress. 

“One can’t move in here for bastards,” George muttered. 

“Sir, my father was as great a King as yours, and as for our mothers, the less we 

say about them, the better.” 

 

See? George W. lives in more of a bubble than the kind of kings America 

rose up against and overthrew! I mean, it’s frustrating trying to ferret out even 

basic information re the machinations of George’s court circa 2004. Easier to 

research long-dead kings than get a handle on the guys who are supposed to be 

guiding Bush. 

 

Like who the hell is Karl Rove, apart from the second most powerful man on the 

planet? We hear the guy’s a devout Christian, a privacy-obsessed Texan, but the 

rare glimpses we get, the little cracks in the armor, show a classic two faced 

chameleon, one careful public face and a private face that ain’t exactly Christ-

like. Did you read what that Esquire reporter overheard, sitting outside Rove’s 

White House office, waiting for an interview? 

 

Inside, Rove was talking to an aide about some political stratagem in some state 

that had gone awry and a political operative who had displeased him. I paid it no mind 

and reviewed a jotted list of questions I hoped to ask. But after a moment, it was like 

ignoring a tornado flinging parked cars. "We will fuck him. Do you hear me? We will 

fuck him. We will ruin him. Like no one has ever fucked him!" As a reporter, you get 

around—curse words, anger, passionate intensity are not notable events—but the 

ferocity, the bellicosity, the violent imputations were, well, shocking. This went on 

without a break for a minute or two. Then the aide slipped out looking a bit ashen, and 
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Rove, his face ruddy from the exertions of the past few moments, looked at me and 

smiled a gentle, Clarence-the-Angel smile. "Come on in." And I did. And we had the 

most amiable chat for a half hour. 

 

I’m thinking if I want to influence the Now, as you keep insisting I should, the best 

thing would be to write some political rhymes, put ‘em on the web. 

  

Remember that one that went, “You may strut, dapper George”? Here’s my 

rewrite for 2004: 

 

You may strut, Texas George, you may blow up Baghdad 

But we know it’s just going to make more Muslims mad 

And all because you felt you had to top Dad 

Now Rumsfeld and Cheney have gotten their way 

  Singing Yankee/Iraqi Oil Business, Hurray! 

 

Hmmm. Lame! 

I admit: writing topical doggerel is tougher than it looks. 
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Too Many Georges Chapter 16 

 

 

From: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

To: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

 

hey d, 

 

ur right. kinda lame. the world doesn’t need more bad poetry. 

I’m still voting for historian of the now. 

n drake agrees with me. 

hope u don’t mind i showed him your emails. He’s taken an interest in u 

 

n he’s taken more than an interest in me ;) 

 

I’ve been quite shameless. 

 

sheree packed up and moved on. felt bad about that. I thought there was room 

enough here for us all. were supposed to be a model to the world about how to 

live in peace with nature n each other. 

 

but love n its evil twin jealousy turns the best intentioned adults into bawling 

colicky l’il kiddies. 

 

It’s calmer with her gone for sure. drake has a calm of his own, and I like it a lot.  

 

he’s energetic, yet weary, at the same time. like he knows life should be 

approached with all the enthusiasm n spirit u can give (otherwise why bother?), 

but u can tell sometimes it’s not easy for him to bring it. Something’s weighing on 

him. he’s got a past. (I should hope so—he is after all, fucking fifty something!) 

mailto:Peacebewithyou@uninsularity.com
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The Sistahs of the Kommune are giving him respite. He came to us cause of a 

disaster in his life. u see, he had a cabin in the woods north of here for years n 

years, a log cabin he built himself, n attached to it was a horse barn where he 

kept three horses. one day last winter it all burnt down. everything to ashes on 

the ground. he lost all his horses. 

 

know what’s interesting about older guys? They’re shy in some ways, kind of old 

fashioned. I’m kinkier than he is. i mean, i think he’s kinky on the inside, n has 

kinky thoughts, but he’s old fashioned, like a gentleman isn’t supposed to share 

those kinds of dirty thoughts with a lady. i like shocking him. 

 

Sex is just another of the many places he keeps his real thoughts to himself. 

maybe I’ll become the historian of drake, like you’re the historian of George. be 

the investigative reporter, dissect his wounded heart, delve into his untold tales, 

run my fingertips along his psychic scars. 

 

And u, sweetie, need to get researching the NOW. make your strongest case, not 

silly poems. 

 

i don’t want to be titillated or mildly amused. there’s too much of that in the world. 

make a difference dammit. 

 

drake agrees too 

 

Impress me, Dalton! 

 

luv 

m 
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From: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

To: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

 

Meghan, 

 

Remember once you (u) (u you YOU) emailed me this? 

 

Quote 

I won’t have sex with a man whose child I wouldn’t want to keep. 

UnQuote 

 

Yeah you wrote that, Meghan. So what the hell is going on with this Drake who 

by the way you are old enough to be HIS child!!! 

 

Are you deliberately trying to make me suffer? 

You’ve kick-started me. Rattled me. 

 

I’m doing what you told me. I’m taking my book in a whole new direction. Try this. 

 

You may know that the Bush clan are American patricians, that they can trace 

their ancestry back to English aristocracy of the 14th century, and that George W. is 

distantly related to a whole whack of characters who flourished at George II’s court. You 

may know that the Bushes are related to the current second in line to the British crown, 

William, on both Charles’ and Di’s sides. That’s how the past connects seamlessly to the 

present. 

 

For a deeper look at the Bush dynasty go to 

 

http://www.americandynasty.net 

 

mailto:daltonsmiley@uofb.org
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There you can read some excerpts from Kevin Phillips book “American Dynasty: 

Aristocracy, Fortune, and the Politics of Deceit in the Bush White House.” 

 

This isn’t some Al Franken/Micheal Moore-style leftist heckler here, this is a 

Republican thinker horrified at the Bush family’s stranglehold on his party. And the book 

looks deeply into that family’s war-profiteering CIA-big-oil connections, including 

extensive dealings with Nazi Germany. “Dynasties tend to show continuities of policy 

and interest-group bias—in the case of the Bushes, favoritism toward the energy sector, 

defense industries, the Pentagon and CIA, as well as insistence on tax breaks for the 

investor class and upper income groups,” writes Phillips. Not to mention the desire to 

settle old scores, for example the son taking out Saddam because the father fell short. 

 

That’s the Bushes past and present. Likely you haven’t yet heard of the Bush 

future. The Republican party is already salivating at the promise of a young heartthrob 

named George P. Bush. Yes, there’s a potential George III waiting in America’s wings. 

He’s Dubya’s nephew, the twenty-something son of Jeb Bush, governor of Florida. 

George P. lately emceed his Dad's 2003 inauguration ceremony down in 

Tallahassee. An AP news report noted, “George P. has talked in general terms about 

someday running for office, but his parents have advised him to first begin a career and 

start a family. ‘All of us believe the political world is at his beck and call and it’s a matter 

of timing,’” says a Republican insider. “‘The young man will be better off looking at 

politics as a public service rather than a personal career.’ 

“George P. played a large role during his father’s re-election campaign. He turned 

in his father’s qualifying papers to get on the ballet, joined the governor at many events 

and campaigned on his own, including a tour of state universities. At each stop, people 

lined up for photos and autographs. 

“’He was viewed as a veritable rock star at the 2000 convention and we always 

viewed him during the re-election as one of our secret weapons,’ said Todd Harris, the 

governor’s campaign spokesman.” 

 

It’s all on the internet, took me half a day to find my life’s calling. weird shit,  
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there’s a sight called prettyboys that has a bunch of photos of him looking hunky,  

 

http://prettyboys.4t.com/photo.html 

 

and then there’s even a chat room where women post enlightened comments like 

 
“He could be George of my Jungle anyday.” 
 

and 
 
“MY SISTER LOVES HIM!! EWWWWWWWWWWWWW” 
 
 
 
George P.’s mom is Mexican. The media calls him things like “salsa-sexy,” and 

he made number four on People magazine’s list of America’s 100 Most Eligible 

Bachelors. He could star on Fox in “Who Wants to Marry a Future President?” 

 

He truly did turn heads at the 2000 Republican National Convention in 

Philadelphia, where he sprinkled his main stage speech with Spanish, showing 

himself to be an equal-opportunity dispenser of tired cliches. He called George 

W. “a leader who really cares about those he was elected to serve, including 

those of us whose faces look different. You see, I am an American, but like 

many, I come from a diverse background. I’m really proud of it. And I respect 

leaders who respect my heritage. Como el Gobernador de Tejas, mi tio ha 

creado mas opportunidades para nuestra gente que cualquier otro politico.” 

 

Fuck, Meghan, just imagine that fat-assed mainstream Republican crowd 

whispering to each other, “Wud he say?” “Don’ know, but he’d shore be handy 

back home givn instructions to ma pool boy.” 

 

No they didn’t. I’m sure they all got big lumps in their throats and teary eyed at 

the thought of downtrodden discriminated-against George Prescott  

http://prettyboys.4t.com/photo.html
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Bush, uplifted and inspired by his enlightened uncle. 

 

But he looks so damn good. Salsa-sexy-compassionate-conservative sounds like 

an unbeatable combo. After hustling the Latino vote for his uncle and his dad, 

next the republicans will run him for Congress, or governor of whatever state he 

settles in, and twenty years from now you’ll look back and think, Dalton Smiley, 

oh yes, wasn’t he the first to sound the alarm about the inevitability of George 

III’s Coronation?” 

 

Yeah, this bastard’s got to have the brakes put on. The Bush dynasty has got to 

be stopped. Right here right now! 

 

I’m going to hitchhike to Houston (I wish I could fly or rent a car, but my student 

loans are eating up my paycheck and credit cards are maxed out). 

 

In Houston I’m going to track down this George P. Bush character, this potential 

George III, and I’m gonna tell him to cease and desist. 

 

Yeah, I’m gonna make history, not just write about it. I’m gonna warn young 

George that the last George III turned into a raving nutbar, and we don’t want any 

repeats of that. I’m going to tell it to his face: make a case so convincing he’ll 

NEVER, EVER even THINK of entering POLITICS. 

 

Fucker’s being used by his own family. 

 

I want him to make a sacrifice to help make America a meritocracy again. The 

greatest thing he can do for America is nothing. 

 

“Do nothing, George P! Nothing! Turn your back on politics. Let better men (and 

women) lead us.” 
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As heir apparent, he’s already under intense scrutiny. The internet record is 

already there: already shows evidence of borderline criminal behavior on his part. 

I’ll show him the hard proof of it, print up that police report from Florida at 

smokinggun, 

 

check it out:  http://www.thesmokinggun.com/archive/georgep1.html 

 

he lost his mind over some girlfriend’s rejection, drove over to her house, broke 

into her bedroom, was told to get the hell out by her dad, stormed out to his SUV, 

got behind the wheel, swerved off the pavement and onto the unsuspecting 

green grass of her daddy’s well kept lawn, and chewed it all to hell with his 

Firestone radials. 

 

“One thing you don’t do in America is fuck with someone’s lawn. It’s all over the 

internet, so everyone knows, George. You won’t be able to hide it the way your 

uncle hid his Air National Guard record!” 

 

That’s what I’ll tell him. I’ll straighten out that slick little silver-spooner. 

 

“George P, c’mon bud, do you really want a hundred handlers having to explain 

your every move for the rest of your life? Carving donuts into some debutante’s 

lawn will haunt you for fucking years! Not worth it, dude”. 

 

I’ll be like a solo Frodo, alone on a Texas quest to change the course of history. 

That’s my destiny. Homemade. 

 

Are you proud of me? 

http://www.thesmokinggun.com/archive/georgep1.html
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Too Many Georges Chapter 17 

 

 

From: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

To: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

 

Hey Meghan, 

 

I’m in Houston!  

 

I ended up busing to Seattle and getting a cheap flight. No hitch hiking after all—

everyone told me I’d end up dead. 

 

where am I staying? long story 

 

In the lounge at Sea-Tac (packed) I scoped an empty seat but some dude has 

put a newspaper and his briefcase on it. 

 

I say to him, “Is that seat saved?” 

 

He says, “Nope! Are you?” 

 

For a second I’m not sure how to take it. The guy could be gay, and it’s some 

kind of pick up line, some secret code other gays would instantly comprehend. 

Data to confirm their Gaydar is working. 

 

Or he could be Born Again Christian, wanting to know if I’ve accepted Jesus as 

my very own personal saviour. 
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He kinda looks gay, his body’s trim, looks like he works out, he’s got gelled 

blonde hair with sunglasses nestled on top like two eggs in a nest, his polo shirt 

with the little alligator on it has a pinkish hue. 

 

Then he laughs this strange, too-hearty laugh, a backslapping Foghorn Leghorn 

bellylaugh: “Heh ha heh heh!” 

 

That’s a Born Again Christian laugh for sure. He clears his shit off the chair so I 

can sit down beside him. I’m a fly sucked into his web, sure enough he’s got me 

right where he wants me, and starts proselytising about the great Saviour. 

 

His name is Jamie and he’s an insurance salesman in Seattle, and he’s flying all 

the way to Houston to gather together with a bunch of other born again 

Christians, all of them men. Supersized revival meeting—they’re gonna fill the 

football stadium for Jesus. 

 

“The Astrodome right?” I say, trying to sound like I know my sports. 

 

He looks at me funny. “Dude. Where you been? The Astrodome’s old school. 

They’ve built a new one, state of the art, retractable roof. Reliant Stadium, it’s 

called. Strictly for football and rodeo.” 

 

Whatever. They’re going to fill it to overflow, 70,000 guys celebrating Jesus. 

Crazy. 

 

Their group is called The Promise Keepers. It’s like a giant Jesus-loving men’s 

encounter group. “Did you follow any of that Robert Bly thing?” 

 

“Not really.” 
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“Robert Bly speculated that we've lost something with the industrial revolution. 

What we've got here is a generation of men who haven't been initiated into 

manhood. Promise Keepers kinda follow Bly but he didn't go back far enough. He 

didn't go back, plug into the Garden. We go back to the source-- to the Garden of 

Eden." 

 

He’s looking at me like I’m supposed to be very impressed with that. 

 

Then his cell phone rings, and I swear to God he flips it open and joyously semi-

exalts into the thing, “Hey there, Hi there, Ho there!" in a voice eerily similar to 

Ned Flanders on the Simpsons. While he’s blathering away on the phone about 

insurance type stuff, with his free hand he multitasks his briefcase open and digs 

out a big thick paperback, a 8 1/2 by 11 Promise Keepers “workbook,” and hands 

it to me. 

 

It’s like this 170-page study guide. I flip it open and read, “Men experience 3 key 

feelings today. They feel isolated, powerless, and angry.” I’m thinking, Hmmm, 

Dalton Smiley can relate to that. The book’s laid out fill-in-the-blanks style.  "Men 

take it on the chin _______________ and _____________.  They ____________ 

out." In the blanks Jamie has scribbled in the words PHYSICALLY, 

EMOTIONALLY, and NUMB. 

 

Then I flip to the start of another chapter. It promises to “help each man to 

measure the sense of SIGNIFICANCE and SECURITY his father granted him, 

and aid some in making peace with fathers who failed.” 

 

Don’t get me started on my Dad. I don’t even know the fucker. 

 

Anyway they make the boarding announcement and Jamie wraps up his phone 

call and I give him back the book, and we get in line, make some sports small 
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talk about the Mariners and shit, and then when we get onboard it turns out we’re 

seated in row 7 together. 

 

“God’s working with me today,” he crows. “By the time we get to Houston you 

might have a new best friend: Fella by the name of Jesus Christ!” 

 

I’m thinking, Great. In case you’re not clear, Meghan, that’s the sarcastic Great. 

 

I bury my head in my book, I’m reading Stupid White Men because I figure in 

flying to Houston I’m pretty much being sucked into the hurricane’s eye, the 

epicenter of the species. But right now the main purpose of the book is as a 

privacy barrier, and it’s coming in mighty handy. Jamie attempts to penetrate the 

perimeter with a couple of small-talk gambits, which I deflect with non-committal 

grunts for answers. So he gives up and puts on his Walkman and starts listening 

to a tape, until the flight attendant brings us our beverages, diet Coke for him and 

a beer for me. When Jamie reaches up to accept his liquid Aspartame, she 

notices the plastic band he’s wearing around his wrist, and says to him, “You 

been in the hospital, sweetie?” 

 

And he’s like, “No ma’am,” flashing that big shit-eating grin of his. He starts telling 

her that’s his “official Promise Keepers admission wrist band’ and he’s so gosh 

darned excited about getting to Houston to bond with Jesus he’s been wearing 

the thing for a week, ever since it came in the mail. 

 

There’s nothing between him and his emotion, an anticipatory near-delirium like a 

sleepless kid's Christmas eve. And he chugs his rinky dink little plastic cup of diet 

Coke in one shot, and turning his attention once more to me, announces yet 

again that us two meeting like this, strangers on a plane, is part of God’s plan for 

him, and he’s committed to giving God 110 per cent every time such a golden 

opportunity presents itself. 
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“You know what, Dalton, before I gave my life over to Jesus it was stressful just 

beyond belief. Now, no matter what's going on I have an incredible peace. I still 

blow it all the time—I catch myself thinking, That lady's a jerk, how could she 

curse me out? I just sold her the insurance, I didn’t set the deductible—then I 

catch myself and I say, You know what? I need to see that person the same way 

that Jesus sees that person, and automatically I pray and I ask Jesus to forgive, 

because I know he wouldn't want me treating someone he died for that way." 

 

Then he starts telling me his decision to “make Jesus Lord" came to him during 

the first Gulf War. "I was in the Reserve, got called up, went over to Desert 

Storm," he says "You get over there and you're faced with that life or death thing. 

I heard the sound of Scuds in the distance—close enough to hear is close 

enough—death falling out of the sky, and suddenly I realized the Day of 

Judgement will be like that, God will strike out of the blue. Could be while you’re 

half way round the world fighting evil, could be while you’re home in the driveway 

washing the car, or riding an airplane or—Hey Dalton!” 

 

“Uh huh.” 

 

“I want you to listen to something.” 

 

And he slips off his walkman headphones and hands them to me. It’s a tough 

spot. If I were different I’d just shed my responsibilities as a personable air travel 

companion and tell him straight up to fuck off. Like really dude, I’m sick of 

nodding politely while you give me an earful about how your marvellous 

supernaturally turbo-charged Jesus saved you from needing Prozac in the 

sandstorms of Kuwait, but I don’t want any Walkman giving me a double dose of 

the Holy Ghost of an earful, is that clearful? And how clean are your ears 

anyway? 
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If I were different, but I’m not. I’m Dalton Smiley and I say, “No really, I’m fine,” in 

my blessed are the meek voice. Apparently Billy Graham Jr. told George W. 

Bush recently that blessed are the meek is a total mistranslation, and Jesus 

meant nothing of the sort. He meant blessed are Texans who mete out death 

sentences with a healthy vengeance. Or something. 

 

George W’s world, the real world, our mortal human world, is pure Old 

Testament. The meek inherit nothing, while the Bushes inherit Daddy’s place 

high atop the tower of earthly power. And despite sacrificing himself on the cross, 

Jesus did squat to change that. 

 

Anyhow Jamie’s hanging his walkman earphones across the tips of his fingers, 

as an offering to me, two little electronic fonts of aural Godliness. I’m thinking of a 

bumper sticker I saw once, “I HAVE NO TIME FOR A GOD WHO PUNISHES 

PEOPLE FOR NOT BELIEVING IN HIM.” Christianity seems silly to me, like this 

stern patriarch creates a universe, installs himself as dictator, and then his hippie 

son comes along and preaches peace and love, so he has him crucified. For our 

sins, apparently. So many loose ends in that dogma it’s just not credible. “Well 

you’ve just got to have faith!” is their argument-killer of a comeback. Well ya 

know what? Osama Bin Laden makes exactly the same case for his angry Allah.  

You just gotta believe! 

 

So many holes you can drive a truck through in Christian belief. Like why did God 

give birth to one and only one son, and why didn’t he give the kid a celestial 

mother? Might have been a more balanced child that way, might have dropped 

the Messiah complex. 

 

Anyway I take the earphones and stick ‘em in my ears, and Jamie presses play, 

and suddenly there’s the booming voice of this preacher who I figure, on account 

of his call-and-response cadences, just has to be a black man: 
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"Is there anyone here who can STAND UP and say I'M a MAN of GOD?!!" 

There’s a background rumble, a roomful of congregating Christians yelling 

Amens. 

 

"We are living in a very DEGRADATED and OMINOUS time. Men are 

MENTALLY DERANGED and LOSING their MINDS! 

 

"The world is RULED by MEN, and RESPONSIBILITY for LEADERSHIP has 

been ENTRUSTED to us. Can I get an AMEN?!!" 

 

Hundreds of Amens shouted back as one. 

 

"Women don't want to lead. They want to FOLLOW a GOOD MAN! Unless 

they're caught up in the worldly!" 

 

Jamie’s watching my face very closely, like he’s expecting me to pull a Paul on 

the Damascus turnpike, like Jesus is going to enter my heart and soul and knock 

me right off my donkey and on my ass.  

 

And suddenly I DO HAVE AN EPIPHANY! I’m thinking: wouldn’t it be PERFECT 

to get myself a COVER (like spies and secret agents get) while I’m in Houston 

trying to track down George? I’ll make like a Promise Keeper! 

 

I’ll go out to Reliant Stadium tomorrow night for the big PK convention, I’ll sign up 

for the registration wrist band, get me some Christian camouflage, like a T shirt 

and some pins and buttons, and I’ll totally blend in down here in Born Again 

Houston. No one’s going to suspect a Promise Keeper of being anti-Bush! 

 

I’ll use Jesus to my advantage. Some beefy security types try an stop me getting 

close to George P? “I’m with Jesus!” That’s what I’ll tell em! 
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So the flight attendant brings us lunch, which is a shrink-wrapped roast beef 

sandwich with mustard and mayo already on it, and a tiny tub of yoghurt. Yahweh 

the God Jamie so adores would be horrified at this dairy-beef mishmash. He 

doesn’t tolerate dietary laxness in his chosen people ya know. Orthodox Jews 

think God thrives on policing them, putting them through the test like a 

permanent life-long hazing ritual, forcing them into all kinds of silly but apparently 

essential behaviours. Jamie’s free of all that, thanks to Jesus. Jesus said you can 

do any damn thing you want as along as you accept Him as your personal 

saviour before you croak. Even the biggest asshole in Texas can get himself into 

Heaven that way. 

 

But Jamie’s not an asshole. He’s a sweet guy, with a puppy dog need to be liked. 

He wants me to join him in an impromptu airborne Grace-saying: 

 

"Heavenly father, we pray that you will refresh the wounded masculinity within us.  

Holy Spirit, come onto this airplane and find row seven, seats A and B, and set 

down with us and be our guide, our comforter, and our counsellor for the duration 

of our flight today. And also keep us safe from terrorists or equipment failure, or 

other shortcomings of the aviation industry, and allow Dalton to enjoy a fine meal 

with me, and allow him to feel restful and refreshed afterward, and truly open his 

heart to your heavenly influence. Dear Lord, here at 40,000 feet I feel especially 

close to your heavenly seat, and truly anticipate with gladdened heart that special 

day when my earthly duties are done, and I might sit at your feet forever and ever 

And also thanks for the moist towelette. Amen.” 

 

Amen. 
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Too Many Georges Chapter 18 

 

 

From: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

To: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

 

hey meg,  

 

sorry i left you hanging with an amen last email 

 

Jamie kicked me off to email his wife 

 

now i’m back on, sittin in a hotel room in Texas, located conveniently near the 

sports stadium. I’m sharing a room with Jamie. He offered. He’s got two double 

beds in his room, and he’s all by his lonesome. On the plane he asked himself 

What Would Jesus Do?, and drawing obvious inferences from the parable of the 

good Samaritan, he decided Jesus would offer up a splendid second unused 

double bed to a stranger. 

 

So now I’ve got a free place to stay, at least until Sunday. It’s Friday night, and 

tomorrow afternoon is the big Christian shindig. I’ll let you know how it goes. 

 

It’s weird sharing a room with a stranger. A little too personal. He’s got a picture 

of him and his wife and their daughter by his bedside clock radio. She’s got 

darker features, looks Mediterranean. I haven’t asked where she’s from. Right 

now when I glance up from this keyboard nestled crookedly in my lap, she’s 

staring out at me from a frozen two dimensional moment, captured forever at the 

Sears photo department or some other semi-formal portrait studio for the 

masses. She looks more sophisticated than Jamie somehow. Like she’s Italian or 

French or something, hot blooded and maybe even a bit slutty. Women don’t 

mailto:daltonsmiley@uofb.org
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usually show cleavage in those photos, but she’s proud of hers. The daughter 

looks more like him. Innocent, gullible, blond. 

 

Jamie travels with two toothbrushes. One for after breakfast, the other for before 

bedtime. You bunk with someone and you learn all kinds of crazy shit about 

them. First thing he did when we got to the room, he unpacked his toiletries bag 

in the bathroom, and then came out and told me about his toothbrush 

eccentricity, in case I noticed the two brushes lined up like cutlery beside the 

sink. 

 

Jamie’s gone out to meet some fellow Promise Keepers, life long buddies he 

knows from high school days, now spread out over the country. They use these 

conventions as reunions. They’re congregating for a snack in the coffee shop 

downstairs, but I demurred, wanted to finish writing you 

 

now I have 

 

signed, your knight errant 

 

Sir Dalton of Merit 

 

 

From: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

To: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

 

 

hey dalton, 

 

did you say your dad’s name was Lorne? 

I am going to totally frigging freak! 

 

mailto:Peacebewithyou@uninsularity.com
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peace 

 

m 

 

 

From: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

To: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

 

Hey Meghan, 

 

I’ve never had such a crazy fucked up roller coaster ride of a day (and night!) in 

my entire life! 

 

I’ve just fired up the TV internet connection in the little hotel Godfest lovenest I’m 

sharing with Jamie. He’s in the can jerking off right now. Seriously. Don’t ask. 

 

I’m taking a deep breath. I have this amazing clarity right now. I’m calm. I’m 

centered. Are you ready? 

 

Let’s start with a safe topic. The weather. 

 

You know that a hurricane came ashore in Texas last week? Called Claudette. 

Lowest class of hurricane, the paper said. Really more of a storm. But apparently 

it stirred up a bunch of suction out in the Atlantic Ocean, strong enough to pull a 

sandstorm off the Sahara desert in Africa, drag it all the way east across the sea, 

drag it clean across the Caribbean and the Gulf of Mexico, and dump that gritty 

Saharan sand onto Texas. Can you imagine? 

 

The world is not that big an orb, if Saharan sand can land on Texas. 

 

mailto:daltonsmiley@uofb.org
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That’s what I learned from the Houston newspaper this morning; that was their 

explanation why the air quality is so crappy here right now. They said, count your 

blessings: this Saharan sandstorm is clean sun-baked desert grit, it’s nearly 

pollution free, not like the more normal dust that kicks up from Mexico. Mexican 

dirt is toxic as hell. 

 

But the sand in the air isn’t all that pleasant, and that’s why, even though the 

weather’s in the seventies and there is no threat of rain, they closed the 

retractable roof on Reliant stadium, so the Promise Keepers can celebrate Jesus 

indoors in air-conditioned splendour, and guys like Jamie won’t have to worry 

about atmospheric particulate sticking to their hair gel. 

 

Registering for the Promise Keepers was as simple as handing over a credit card 

at the gate. Reliant Stadium is a huge gleaming barn, a playing field ringed with 

tiers of seating and a couple of levels of corporate luxury boxes. 

 

These boxes are just another symptom of the anti-democratic forces at work in 

America. Used to be everyone piled into a stadium together, princes and 

paupers, tycoons and taxi drivers all mixed up, settling their asses onto sturdy 

wooden seats, all of ‘em identical from the low front row to the cheap seats at the 

top. 

 

Now the rich have valet parking, and separate entrances to get to their plush 

skyboxes, where they’re waited on hand and foot by special staff, and protected 

by stadium security. No longer need they descend to the lower rungs of the 

social ladder to line up for a beer or a leak. Nope. They stay isolated in their little 

gated communities, and they like it that way. 

 

I was still tagging along with Jamie. When we got inside he seemed mildly 

disappointed, a little crushed that the place wasn’t packed to the rafters— it was 

three quarters full, which means like 50,000 guys were there, still pretty good, but 
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to Jamie the ring of empty seats around the top were an affront to God. I pointed 

out to him that the playing field area had seats set up too, like a rock concert, all 

of them facing a giant stage at the end of the field, and there were thousands of 

guys down there too, so maybe 60,000 guys was more like the real number. 

 

Filing into that huge cavernous space, every one of the sixty thousand were on 

their cell phones, trying to find their friends in the crowd. You’d be amazed how 

many of these dudes had Amazing Grace as their ring tone. 

 

Jamie was working his phone, looking for those Christian buddies of his. Turned 

out they were on the far side of the stadium, so we went down to field level and 

crossed over. Jamie stopped midfield and looked up to that retractable roof, and 

sighed wistfully. 

 

“I wish the roof was open and we could see the sky,” he said. “Seems more like 

God is watching us when we can look straight up into the blue heavens.” 

 

“God’s brought a sandstorm from Africa,” I reminded him. 

 

“Uh huh. Doesn’t that sound Biblical to you? I wonder what He means by that.” 

 

I kept my mouth shut, although I was thinking cynical thoughts. Is God really that 

much of a micro-manager that there’s a purpose to the movements of every 

goddamned vagabond grain of atmospheric sand? 

 

We found Jamie’s friends. There was Chad, Bobby, and Kip. The four of them all 

hugged and backslapped like bloodbrothers, which Chad, who’s a tad 

overweight, said was exactly what they were. “Brothers in the Saviour’s blood” 

was how he put it. Chad is round-faced and sunburnt, and lives in Arizona. 

Bobby and Kip are suburban neighbours in Austin, Texas. “Heck of a software 
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boom there right now,” said Bobby. “Oh my Lord yes,” seconded Kip. “The Lord 

is looking kindly upon Bobby these days. The man’s a millionaire, I swear.” 

 

Bobby tried to look modest. 

 

I was wrong about them being high school buds. The four of them all studied 

business together at some Christian college in Oregon back in the eighties. So 

this was a class reunion.  

 

When Jamie introduced me I noticed a glance pass between Chad and Bobby, a 

faint look almost of dread, like what the hell is Jamie up to now? I didn’t have 

time to dwell on it then, just put it down to a possible cliquish insularity on their 

part, and me being the Fifth Wheel, the interloper, with no shared memory of 

dormitory hijinks or crap like that. But later that judgemental, un-Christian glance 

would come back to me 
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Too Many Georges Chapter 19 

 

 

 

(Dalton’s email continues…) 

 
 
We settled into our seats, and I was treated to the spectacle of 25,000 guys on 

one side of the stadium rising as one and chanting, "WE LOVE JESUS, YES WE 

DO, WE LOVE JESUS”—25,000 index fingers jabbing the air—“HOW ABOUT 

YOU!!?"  

 

25,000 men on the north side yelled the same thing back. The chant went back 

and forth, ten times, twelve, each side out-shouting the other. It made them very 

happy. In an all male crowd even chanting the name of the Lord can be made 

into a competition. Then some very slick professionally-voiced guy on the stage 

said, “Sorry to interrupt your fun, men, but there’s work to be done. We’ve 

gathered here today for a serious purpose. GOD is going to guide us on a path to 

MALE RESPONSIBILITY. He’s going to teach us how to lift up our wives, love 

our children, and have DEEP, OPEN, FULLY CONFESSIONAL friendships with 

a small circle of Christian male friends.” 

 

“Thank you Lord!” Jamie shouted. Everyone was shouting things like that. 

Exalting in their faith, and making me feel like the wallflower. 

 

Then the speaker announced the attendance at 72,676, and proclaimed this "the 

largest gathering of Christian men in the history of Texas." 

 

That number of men can make an awesome noise when they start 

spontaneously chanting, which is what they did.  
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“Jesus. Jesus.  JESUS.  JESUS.  JESUS!  JESUS!” 

 

It gave me goose bumps, I have to admit. I live life on the ironic fringe, looking 

down my nose at mainstream culture, no deep attachment to any alternative. 

These guys were putting their hearts and souls into something they felt 

profoundly. I can’t deny them that. I actually felt jealous just then. 

 

But they’re still fucking freaky people. A lot of guys in the crowd had T-shirts that 

showed off their gym-built torsos, and a lot of the T-shirts had the slogan HIS 

PAIN, OUR GAIN, above a picture of a cartoon hand with a big spike driven 

through it, blood splattering. Then there was another one: HOW CAN A MORAL 

WRONG BE A CIVIL RIGHT? Underneath is the answer: It can't. Read the Bible. 

 

I hate people who are so fucking sure of themselves. 

 

Soon there’s a white-haired evangelist named Wren Stagger or something, 

sermonizing from the stage. The sound system meets major-venue 

entertainment specs, therefore when Wren shouts it's ungodly loud. "You will 

learn as you grow in the Christian life that there are FALSE prophets and there 

are TRUE prophets," he’s shouting. "FALSE prophets make everybody feel good, 

TRUE prophets make us uncomfortable. FALSE prophets tell people what they 

WANT to hear, TRUE prophets tell people what they NEED to hear. FALSE 

prophets ask, 'Is my message ENJOYABLE and POPULAR?' TRUE prophets 

ask, 'Is it BIBLICAL and TRUE?'" 

 

The strange thing is, the only time in the whole day I heard anyone declare 

himself a prophet, true or false, was this guy named Bob, in the afternoon, 

outside the stadium. 

 

All 72,000 of us got a free box lunch included in our $60 registration fee. Many 

people went outside to eat it, especially the Promise Keeper tobacco smokers, 
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who were definite pariahs in the midst of this clean-cut crew of the faithful Ned 

Flanders clones. Jamie looked like his heart was breaking from disappointment 

when I told him I was going to go out for a smoke. My mother pulls the same face 

when I smoke at her place. 

 

Anyhow I’m outside on the plaza in front of the stadium and see that this guy Bob 

has installed himself beside this big ugly modern art sculpture on which he’s 

hung a huge banner covered with slogans like "You love Mose's seat and wives 

more than you love to serve God as a disciple." He’s preaching his own scriptural 

interpretation, which does not look with favour upon this massive gathering of 

bland middle-class churchgoing men like Jamie and Chad et al. 

 

According to Bob real Christians don't sit in stadiums being spoon fed platitudes.  

They take to the street, living and preaching as Christ did. "You are either HOT or 

COLD, not lukewarm!" he scolds, riffing on Revelations 3:16. 

 

I like the guy’s style. He's wearing leather gardening gloves with a short-sleeved 

black T-shirt. In his arms he cradles a 30-inch crucified porcelain Jesus, red 

blood dripping from his stigmatic wounds. He’s yelling, "Go out and preach, don't 

sit together drinking milk. Christ wants you to be meat eaters!" 

  

Someone in the crowd yells, "Come to my church!" 

 

Bob answers, "I have grown out of church! I am a prophet in Houston!  Jesus 

didn't go to church, he took church to the LOST! GOD sent me so that some of 

you single men that don't have SEX won't start." 

 

A Promise Keeper shouts, "This man is not of God!  Don't stand around and 

listen to this!" A young boy standing next to me, maybe twelve, turns to his older 

brother and says, "I don't think he's right. I don't think he takes his Bible to work 

and reads it every day." 
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The older brother says, "You can't judge him.  That's not right!" 

 

A voice from the crowd:  "Every knee will bow!" 

 

Another:  "Pray for the brother, let's pray for the brother!" 

 

Bob's getting worked up.  "No more SEX! Jesus Christ says Luke 9:23 If any man 

follow me, let him DENY himself, pick up the cross daily and follow me. Jesus 

Christ never LUSTED, never MASTURBATED, never FORNICATED, neither did 

John the Apostle! John the Apostle never sinned, or had any sex since he met 

Jesus Christ. SEX is you guys's LORD!" 

 

Someone challenges: "What about when Jesus said, Sex outside of marriage is 

wrong, so you're a liar, sir, because you're saying we shouldn't be married." 

 

"Jesus says no sex!" Bob insists. "Where does Jesus say you can have sex?" 

 

"We need to propagate," someone suggests. 

 

"We already propagated! We got six billion people going to hell, screwball! We 

need to get 'em saved! Jesus came to get disciples to get 'em saved!" 

 

The twelve year old has edged closer through the crowd to ask a question. "Yes 

young man?" 

 

"Where does it say it wasn't alright to have sex?" 

 

Bob quotes from Luke 9 again, then says, "You're a little young to realise the 

power of women. But there is a powerful force between a man and a woman and 
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Jesus says a soldier does not entangle himself in the affairs of this life. Paul says 

in First Corinthians 7:1, Better not to even touch a woman!" 

 

"Paul said a Bishop should be the husband of one wife," comes out of the crowd. 

 

"He says you can't have two, be better if you have zero." 

 

A chant goes up to pray for Bob, and a group of men moves forward. "We're 

gonna lay hands on you." 

 

"I need it. I need it!  Lay 'em on me!" 

 

They gather around him. The prayer leader has an Hispanic accent. "We pray for 

our brother Bob. We pray to lift him up before you Lord God. We all have one 

common goal Lord God and that is to love your son Jesus Christ as our Lord and 

our Saviour and our guide Lord God and our friend. We bow our hearts in 

humble-- humble before you Lord God, your son Jesus Christ died on the cross, 

he died for us Lord God, he died to wash away our sins through his blood. Most 

gracious heavenly father you're the great God Almighty Jehovah our Father in 

Heaven we want to thank and praise you Lord God in Jesus' name Amen." 

 

"God loves Bob, God loves Bob!" they chant. 

 

Bob is moved. "Thank you brothers. Appreciate that. I don't have a lot of love, I 

admit that. I don't expect God to love me. If he likes me I'll be happy." 

 

"He loves you unconditionally, brother." 

 

Bob begins rolling up his scroll and makes ready to move on. "God bless you 

guys and have a nice day.  Always good fellowshippin' with the brothers." 
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Now Meghan, applying Wren Stagger’s definitions and criteria, I've decided Bob's 

a true prophet, not false. 

 

I’ve never read the Bible, skimmed through it from time to time, and read a 

couple of books about it. A History of God by Karen Armstrong (a must), also a 

biography of Christ, I think it was by A.N. Wilson, he’s a curmudgeonly Brit if 

memory serves. Wilson says Christ really taught you should abandon your wife 

or husband and children, even your dying parents, for the sake of the Gospel.  

 

Jesus and all early Christians, including Paul, were downright hostile to the 

nuclear family. They said, Get over It! Love EVERYBODY equally. 

 

But Americans have reinterpreted the texts in their own unique way, and 

“American Jesus” tells em to laser guide their love with pin-point accuracy and 

total selfishness directly at their own nuclear family. Love your neighbour? Sure, 

but only if he keeps his lawn neatly mowed.  

 

That’s not Christ’s message! Christ isn’t into lawn and garden care, you hear 

me? I’m with Bob the Prophet on that one. 
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Too Many Georges Chapter 20 

 

(Dalton’s massive email continues…) 

 

Most of my scraps of Christian dogma I collected long ago in Sunday school, 

which my mother sent me and my sister to, to even though she didn’t go to 

church herself. When I was twelve I finally put my foot down and said, No, I don’t 

want to get out of bed and dress myself up in that uncomfortable and unfamiliar 

uniform of respectable clothes and make that long walk down Sunday morning 

sidewalks just to incarcerate myself in some church basement listening to 

someone else’s Dad tell me about Jesus. 

 

The Sunday school Jesus they fed me was just a nice guy, a sweet man who 

was extremely moral and loved children and animals. 

 

Well, that’s the kiddie version, but the A.N. Wilson version is, Jesus was a wild-

eyed charismatic faith healer whose cult blossomed long after his death, and he’s 

been reinterpreted by each successive historical generation right up until today. 

 

And today I did witness that phenomenon myself, watching a new generation of 

21st century American males comprehend Jesus through the metaphors they’re 

comfortable with, the paradigm of worship they were raised within. 

 

Pro sports. 

 

Yeah, I went back inside the stadium and found Jamie and his posse again, 

singing along to soft-rock gospel songs, they had some lame Christian rock band 

on the stage warbling away about How Much He Means to Me. Jamie had his 

eyes closed and his hands in the air, swaying slowly like a willow in the breeze. 

When the song ended he opened his eyes and smiled this weird Buddha smile, 

and said my name, and reached out and hugged me tight. Chad, Bobby and Kip 
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looked on tight-lipped. They seemed to think Jamie was going overboard in the 

hugging department. He was like someone’s teary old aunty, drunk at the 

wedding. 

 

The music ended, and then speaker after speaker took to the stage to explain the 

lessons of the Gospel via sports analogies. One of these preachers was chaplain 

to the Dallas Mavericks, he told us to picture Michael Jordan in his prime, in full 

flight on the basketball court. Be like Mike because "God gave you the Gospel 

ball and He expects you to dribble it through your family and in your community 

and when SATAN tries to STEAL it you put it under your legs, around your back, 

you pass it off to each other as brothers go up and HANG GLIDE in the HOLY 

SPIRIT dunking for the KINGDOM OF GOD!!!" 

 

That’s a direct quote. I was scribbling notes all day because they’d given me a 

Promise Keepers workbook, and burying my head in it taking notes got Jamie off 

my back. Otherwise he kept asking me how I was feeling, with a mother hen look 

in his watery blue eyes. He kept telling me it worried him that if we died in our 

present states of grace and or lack thereof, well then in the afterlife he’d be up in 

heaven enjoying the good afterlife, and I’d be down in hell dealing as best I could 

with eternal suffering and torment. 

 

“It might even ruin heaven for me, Dalton,” he whined. “How could I enjoy heaven 

if I failed to get you in there too?” 

 

I was getting ready to cut and run at this point. Promise Keepers. All right. It’s 

fine as a cover but there are limits to what I’ll sit through. I was seriously thinking 

about splitting, and to clear my head and get away from overly attentive Jamie I 

headed up to the concession stands on the concourse to get myself a Coke. 

There was no beer, of course. There was also no one in the luxury corporate 

boxes that ringed the stadium, the lights in all of them were dimmed, so that they 
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seemed cave-like and abandoned. Like the Gnostics had buried their scrolls 

there and then died out. 

 

One whole strata of society was missing: the rich. Just as well, Christ threw them 

out of the Temple, and on this day the stadium was a temple. 

 

So I’m in line for my carbonated sugar and caffeine beverage when I hear the 

next speaker introduced. I don’t know what his name was, he was some ex-jock, 

I think a former baseball star. And he pretty much rehashed the same message, 

but this time I found myself listening to him, and this is where it gets seriously 

weird, I found myself being MOVED by him. 

 

Yeah, Meghan, I was perilously close to having a religious conversion right there 

on the gleaming florescent-lit concourse of Reliant stadium, while clutching 

crucifix-like the two dollars and twenty five cents I intended to use to pay for my 

Cola, and staring at the words embossed on a T-shirt of the thick-necked, broad-

backed Christian gentleman ahead of me in line. 

 

The T-shirt said, “Forgiveness. Pass it on.” 

 

Meanwhile I could hear that baseball star, piped from the stage through the PA 

system onto the concourse and ricocheting around off all that bare unpainted 

creamy grey concrete: “The root of criminality is lack of love. It's the problem in 

our country to an unlimited degree, you see, because men don't have the guts to 

give a blessing to their own families.” 

 

“Such WIMPS that they can't even BLESS those who are closest to them! 

Women do a better job of this than men do-- if you don't believe me, watch any 

football game on Sunday and watch a great athlete score a great touchdown. 

When he gets back to the sidelines, what does he say? HI MOM! I just wish one 

athlete would say Hi Dad, but they never do, it's this nauseating Hi Mom. Why? 
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Because Mom isn't so HUNG UP on her own MACHOISM that she can't say how 

she really feels toward those who are closest to her!" 

 

And I was thinking about my own Dad, who I never knew, thinking how I’d never 

even been given the option to say Hi Dad, because my Dad had cut and run 

when I was seven, and I realized I hated the man, that I’d hated him since the 

day he left me and Mom and Trisha all alone. And it hit me like a sledgehammer: 

I suddenly understood I’d been bullshitting other people and myself for more than 

twenty years, pretending to everybody that I had forgiven that son of a bitch, but 

really, deep in my heart, I despised the bastard for walking out on Mom and Sis 

and me like that. And I felt this bubbling raging fury gurgling up my throat, like 

thick angry bile demanding to puke itself out of me, and I opened my mouth and 

made this choking, phlegmy, hacking noise, like some force had battered me in 

my belly and knocked the wind out of me, and I was gasping for air, choking, 

choking, and then all at once, LIBERATION! The beast had fled my body, and in 

that self-same instance I realized I couldn’t live with hate anymore, I needed to 

forgive my Dad. Forgive him. And I felt like Jesus Christ himself was talking to 

me, directing my eyes to the words stretched across the T-shirt of the flabby-

backed Bubba ahead of me in line, and telling me to forgive. 

 

Forgive, Dalton. 

 

Forgive your father, your mother, George Bush the first, George W. Bush, 

George P. Bush, forgive all the Bushes, even Jeb and Barbara and Laura, forgive 

everyone in the world. 

 

That’s what Christ said to me. 
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Too Many Georges Chapter 21 

 

(Dalton’s ridiculously lengthy email continues…) 

 

So I’m having the greatest religious and/or spiritual epiphany of my life, but then I 

had to tune Christ out for a minute, because I reached the front of the line, and 

some dude behind the concession counter in a red white and blue fast food 

uniform was asking if he could help me. 

 

So I cleared my throat, found my voice, ordered my coke, and he asks if Pepsi’s 

okay, and I’m like, whatever, and while he gets it for me I’m tuning back into the 

voice of the All Star former major leaguer on the stage, who’s saying there are a 

grand total of thirteen Jews in jail in the state of Florida. 

 

"A lot of Jews live in Florida, so why do so few end up in jail?” he’s shouting in 

the high energy rhetorical style all these Christian orators use. Then he shouts 

out, “I'll tell you why--  because THE OLD JEWISH PATRIARCH knew how to 

DRAW HIS CHILDREN CLOSE TO HIM, and HUG ‘EM AND KISS ‘EM AND 

BLESS ‘EM, and it's carried over right into this modern generation in their BAR 

MITZVAH!!! They RITUALIZE the blessing!  And you say, 'We just don't do that 

kind of thing in our family.' Then your family is WRONG!  CHANGE IT! You say 

'I'm not willing to change it'-- then get ready to visit them in the STATE 

PENITENTIARY!" 

 

By now I’ve got my drink and I’m making my way back to my seat. Jesus has 

made his presence known to me but he didn’t close the deal exactly. I’m 

reverting to my usual spiritually frosty self. And I get down to Jamie and the 

others and they’re all shouting, HALLELUJAH, BROTHER! and giving each other 

high fives. 
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The speaker on the stage continues to make his point, he’s insisting that a strong 

father is essential to a strong family, and Jamie turns to me and asks me what 

my Dad is like, and I say, “I don’t know.” 

 

And that’s when I started to cry. I felt myself weaken, and I felt some mightier 

power in the air above the playing field, and I felt Jamie’s hand on the back of my 

neck, gently massaging my shoulders, and I slumped against his touch. The 

voice from the stage bounced around that cavernous space like an echo 

chamber: “EVERY MAN NEEDS A FATHER’S LOVE! LOVE Love love... EVERY 

MAN NEEDS THE FATHER’S LOVE! LOVE Love love...” 

 

I almost surrendered myself to Christ just then. I wanted a father. I wanted God 

to be my father. 

 

But then I heard the ballplayer shouting from the stage: “Every problem in our 

country is a product of the ABDICATION OF MANHOOD. If only men would 

reclaim their RIGHT TO LEAD there would be no FEMINIST movement, because 

men would have never dropped the ball." 

 

And 70,000 men are hootin’ and hollerin’ for joy at the thought of a world without 

feminists. And then he shouts out: "There would be no GAY movement, because 

there would be NO HOMOSEXUALS! There would be no ABORTION movement 

because men would not IMPREGNATE women with CHILDREN they DIDN’T 

WANT! And there would be no ANIMAL RIGHTS movement-- BECAUSE MEN 

ARE HUNTERS!!!!" 

 

And for that finale the crowd goes absolutely apeshit.. And it’s like I snap out of a 

strange dream, and I’m back to being cynical, doubting Dalton. Doubt is good. 

Certainty is an impossibility. I’m thinking, Jesus Christ, you know what? This 

could be a cult. THIS IS A CULT! 
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Even if it’s the most popular religion in Texas, it’s still a nutty cult.  

 

I waited for Jesus to speak to me again, to refute my thoughts, but Jesus didn’t 

answer this time. Jesus seemed to have left the building, or at least fled my 

consciousness. 

 

I told Jamie “I gotta get some air,”  

 

But Jamie said it was time for Alter Call, a chance for unconverted men like me 

who’d been moved by the day's events, to stream down to the front of the stage 

and accept Christ. He blocked me from going up the stairs to the concourse and 

the exits, and insisted I turn south and head down to the floor to get myself 

saved. 

 

Being meek by nature I didn’t try to bull my way by him, I just turned and went 

down the stairs and wandered out onto the artificial turf, where I was taken up in 

a great milling crowd of counsellors and converts pairing off. I was 

psychologically woozy from my close brush with the divine. 

 

One of the counsellors latched onto me, this huge guy, had to be six six easily, 

his name was Brady and he had long thick black hair like Joey Ramone, and a 

black leather vest over a white T-shirt. He was from some Motorcycle Ministry 

based in Northern California called the Peace Makers, he’d ridden his chopped 

Harley all the way east across the desert to be here in Houston. He asked me, 

"Do you believe that Jesus Christ died for our sins?" 

 

“No.” I couldn't lie, you see. 

 

He didn’t bat an eye. "Do you believe in Satan?" 

 

“No.” 
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Brady acted like he didn’t hear me. He bent his head down and leaned in real 

close to my face, and whispered, "Some people think Satan is really ugly, but 

Lucifer was the most beautiful angel in heaven. Then he disrespected God. He 

tried to pretend he was God's equal. God booted him out." 

 

“Huh,” I said. 

 

He nodded to me like he’d confided some extreme, rarified secret. He seemed to 

expect me to say more. 

 

“No shit,” I said. 

 

“Don’t swear! Not here, not now.” 

 

“I think I better go.” 

 

“But you didn’t get saved.” 

 

“Another time.” 

 

“Why’d you answer Alter Call, if you don’t want to get saved?” 

 

“I can’t say. Is there an exit down here?” 

 

So I made my way out into the Houston evening air, which wasn’t as polluted as 

it had been at lunch when I’d watched Bob the Prophet. The sandstorm must 

have passed, leaving behind a sprinkling of the dust of Mali or Timbuktu. Maybe 

a few camel hairs too. I lit a cigarette and asked Jesus if he would appear to me 

now in the calm quiet of downtown Houston, at least it seemed quiet as an empty 
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church, after all those screaming Hallelujahs and the intense hard sell I’d just 

barely escaped. 

 

I felt lightened, like I’d eluded succumbing to a frightening commitment, like those 

deals where semi-con men browbeat people into buying a timeshare at some 

crappy resort. My ex-landlady got sucked into one of those once. Except here 

they were offering heaven, the eternal timeshare. 

 

I spoke to God in my mind, trying to provoke Him. Like, lemme get this straight: 

You’re a stern patriarch who unleashed your hippie-dippie pacifist son upon the 

world, an Aramaic-speaking Jewish carpenter who suffers and dies for our sins? 

And two thousand years later they’re swaddling the values of conservative 

America in sports metaphors, like a dog pill wrapped in bacon to get Fido to gulp 

it down, to get good ol’ boys to swallow a tall tale as the Gospel truth? 

 

God didn’t answer. 

 

So what was I supposed to do now? I’d been thrown to the Christians, and 

survived it. Something good had come from it. I still felt like I’d finally made peace 

with my Dad. I wish he was there, I’d buy him a drink. What the hell, I’ll buy 

myself one and drink to him. 

 

Easier said than done. Houston has that classic American downtown where the 

avenues are too wide and they’re deserted after five on Fridays and all weekend. 

I wandered among huge steel and glass towers wondering which one housed the 

law firm where George III was acting out the late stages of his apprenticeship in 

corporate conduct. Weekdays he must be doing his law articling in one of these 

towers, and I have no idea which. 

 

Houstonites are assholes. They don’t know how to make a stranger feel welcome 

at all. People in cars were cruising past, and I could feel their hostility, their 
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disapproval of me. I was car-less, apparently that’s worse than homeless down 

here, cause if you’re homeless you sleep in the car, but if you’re carless you’re 

even more marginal, so marginal you can’t possibly afford a home. I could see 

how their narrow little ferret brains worked. Finally I got sick of fighting the forces 

of nature in man-made corporate wind tunnels, the wind kicking up Saharan grit 

making my eyes stream, and I saw a line-up of mini-van taxi cabs sitting in front 

of a hotel, and I thought, I’ll just ask the cabby to take me to the hip 

neighborhood, like every city has one, ya know, like Capital Hill in Seattle or the 

Drive in Vancouver or Queen Street in Toronto or the East Village in New York. 

You know, where everyone’s hanging out in cafes and trying to look as cool as 

possible, and there are art galleries and clubs and all that. 
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Too Many Georges Chapter 22 

 

(Dalton’s unrepentantly long email continues…) 

 

 

So I get in this cab, and I’m trying to explain what I’m looking for to this cab 

driver, and he’s fresh off the boat from Bangla Desh, but he seems to know 

exactly what I’m after, because I tell him, take me to the place in town where all 

the cafes and bars and funky little books stores are, and he’s like, “Oh Yes Sir.”  

 

That’s all he says until he steers the big boat of a sedan away from the curb, and 

then he’s puttering along the near deserted streets, and I get the sense he has 

no clue where to go, and it’s confirmed when he looks back over his shoulder at 

me for a second and says, “Please inform of destination.” 

 

And I say, I told you, I want to go to the cool part of town. “Where guys drink 

vodka and lemongrass coolers and know someone who can get ketamine, and 

the girls all have pierced tongues and navals and know what gingko biloba is. A 

little bit of a subterranean feel.” 

 

And he’s like, “Not understanding sorry.” 

 

So I lean forward so I can see his face in profile as he navigates the multilane 

asphalt paths of Houston, and I can see that he is a very new driver, or at least a 

very uncomfortable driver, he’s got the steering wheel in a death grip, and he’s 

afraid to change lanes. “Clubs,” I say to him. “I want to go to some clubs. Drink 

beer, look at women, ask them to dance, get shined, slink away, prowl around a 

little, go back to the hotel and watch porn on my roommate’s tab.” 

 

I’m exaggerating a little but that’s what I was thinking, anyway. But I did say, 

“Isn’t this city the home of NASA? Houston control and all that? There’s gotta be 
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some bright people here, and their sons and daughters must have a place to 

party. I want a club. CLUB!. WOMEN, dancing, drinking BEER.” 

 

And he suddenly smiles a beautiful toothy white smile, and says, “Of course, sir, 

of course.” 

 

So we drive and drive out of downtown Houston, onto this massive, impressive 

highway system, joining a million shiny SUVs racing along past half a million 

more modest sedans and the occasional old beater station wagon crammed full 

of Mexicans, who you just know get stopped by the police here as frequently as 

Chechens in Moscow. We go up over an overpass and from this slight raise in 

the land I can see the twinkling twilight lights of Houston Texas sprawling off in 

every direction, and I’m thinking, why do there have to be so many goddamned 

people on this planet? All these pointless people living pointless lives will be 

forgotten the day they’re buried, I know, Me too, but I don’t like to be reminded of 

it. Seeing urban sprawl always makes me certain most of us are pointless as 

cockroaches, and we spread the same way. Species to species, head to head, 

cockroaches will be around longer They shall inherit the earth. Which makes 

them less pointless. God loves the cockroaches too. 

 

Eventually the cabby gingerly guides our minvan off an exit ramp, and we’re in 

the middle of this huge industrial park, driving along a brightly lit but deserted 

street of little industrial malls, until we pull into this huge parking lot, and at the 

end of it there’s a warehouse-style block of a building, brand new, like a Home 

Depot or something, only it’s got no windows and just a single entrance of double 

doors, and there’s a huge neon sign that says, Brandy’s. And in pink neon there’s 

a naked girl with her back turned, striking a suggestive pose. 

 

A strip club. Idiot brought me to strip club in the middle of nowhere. So I inform 

the man, in a calm and reasonable voice, because a gentleman never loses his 

temper in public, that he’s brought me to a completely incorrect address, that this 
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was not at all what I asked for. And I insisted he turn off the meter and take me to 

a proper bar or club. 

 

My chauffeur then dropped his chin toward his chest, his face took on a sheepish 

look, and he pointed to a glowing blue LCD screen mounted in his dash, just 

above a little keypad he’d punched codes into several times during our long ride. 

He said, “Sorry sir, another call. Pick up I already accept. Must go there now. I 

can phone other cab for you, right now. No problem. Really.” 

 

You know why I hate that reality show The Amazing Race? Because on account 

of world events, many Americans have lately become too chickenshit to travel 

overseas anymore, but that show exists so they can still vicariously get their fix of 

pulling ugly American tourist crap like screaming HURRY THE FUCK UP! at 

foreign cab drivers. 

 

I hate that. I always try to be polite to foreign cab drivers. 

 

But now, right here in the good old USA, fate had presented me with a legitimate 

opportunity, perfectly within my rights as a wronged consumer, to scream bloody 

murder at a cab driver who was as close to foreign as you can get without 

leaving the county. 

 

And I did. I let him have it. Very rare for me to lose it, but I did. 

 

His eyes glazed over, like he’d retreated to the safety of some mental bomb 

shelter, to patiently wait it out. He let me exhaust myself. 

 

Then he said, “Okay I take you where you need to go.” 

 

I reiterated that I didn’t know where that was. “The fucking crux of the matter is I 

TRUSTED you to take me there.” 
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“In God We Trust only,” he said, and giggled nervously. “American motto. But 

maybe you go ask those large gentlemen. They will be knowing.” 

 

Guarding the door to Brandy’s were a couple of bouncers, huge bruisers, they 

looked like WWF wrestlers, or WWE or whatever they call themselves now that 

the World Wildlife Fund sued their asses. Should be WWR, World Wrestling for 

Retards. 

 

“You get out, go ask them where is the suitable establishment,” urged my driver. 

 

So I did. I got out of the car and strode purposefully toward the over-muscled 

steroid twins. One of them said, “How y’all doin’ tonight?” 

 

“Fine, fine. I’m having a little problem with the cabbie over—“ 

 

And just then my taxi driver leaps out of the car, and scuttles up to us full tilt, 

shouting, “He is not paying! HE IS NOT PAYING!! Do not let him enter until he is 

PAYING!” 

 

And the breezy southern smiles vanish from the gatekeepers faces, and the 

silent one who looks like Mr. Clean crosses his arms over the barrel chest of his 

white Brandy’s staff polo shirt, and the one capable of speech says, “Did you pay 

the man?” 

 

“Well, no, but—“ 

 

“I pick him up downtown hotel he is asking for place to drink beer and look 

women I am thinking this best place for all Houston I am bringing here now he is 

refusing payment,” says the cabbie breathlessly. 
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“—he brought me to the wrong place.” 

 

And guess what? The bouncers take his side of the argument, and I end up 

forking over $34.60 (no tip). He won’t even look me in the eye. Then he skips 

back to his wheels, and after the sound of his tire treads spinning away across 

the Houston asphalt fades into the distance, the talking bouncer says to me, 

“Don’t worry. Here’s a couple tickets that’ll net you free beers inside. Y’all are 

gonna loooooooooove it here. Prettiest gals in Houston. You just get out of the 

hospital?” 

 

“No,” I tell him. “It’s my official Promise Keepers registration and stadium entry 

wristband.” 

 

“Promise Keepers? Isn’t that like, for Jesus? For Born Agains?” 

 

“That’s right. God brought me straight from there to here.” 

 

And the other bouncer speaks up for the first time: “You must be a fallen angel,” 

he says. 

 

“Like Lucifer,” I nod. “A lot of people think Satan is really ugly, but Lucifer was the 

most beautiful angel in heaven, did you know that? Then he tried to act like 

God’s equal, and God booted him out.” 

 

“Huh,” says Mr. Clean. 

 

“Makes sense to me,” says the other. “My ex-wife was the most beautiful thang I 

ever laid eyes on. But damned if she didn’t turn out to be Satan in disguise. Ol’ 

Lucifer’s a beauty, all right. When he’s a she, she can be a right sexy little beast.” 

 

“How much more tormenting is the beauteous devil than the ugly one,” I say. 
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“Say whut?” 

 

“Nothing.” Meghan, you alone in the universe might be interested to know that’s a 

line Lord Peterborough wrote to Mrs. Howard. My head is full junk like that. 

 

“If you was at the Promise Keepers tonight, what made you come on over here?” 

says Mr. Clean. 

 

I tell them how the cabby failed to clue in to my clearly expressed wishes. 

 

“Montrose,” says the other. “That’s where you wanted to go. Clear acrost the 

other side of the city. You’re here now. May’s well step inside and check the 

merchandise here. Remember, you can look, but you cannot touch.” 

 

“Enjoy!” they say in unison, as Mr. Clean swings open the door. 
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Too Many Georges Chapter 23 

 

(Dalton’s freakishly extended email continues…) 

 

 

What can I tell you? Ten more bucks at the cashier’s window to get in the place, 

and then, it’s pretty much a hellish inferno of loud country-rock, strobe lights, 

black lights, disco balls, brass rails, three stages with brass poles, and hundreds 

of tables occupied by heavyset Texans who look like they’ve abandoned eating 

beef. They’ve cut out the middleman and just gone straight to chugging down the 

bovine growth hormones directly, washing it down with Bud. 

 

And the girls are mostly cute dainty little Texas flowers, young and smooth-

skinned, walking around in high heels and little red white and blue bikinis in the 

motif of the stars and stripes of Old Glory, and each of them carries under one 

arm her own personal slightly awkward-to-carry-looking plastic dancing platform.  

 

The platforms raise the girls up about ten inches taller when they stand on them 

to perform their semi-private, at-your-table lap dances, and that ten inches is just 

right to bring their cute little crotches up to eye level for the paying customer. 

 

I found a table back from the stage, feeling a bit conspicuous. There weren’t too 

many loners in the place, and they were sitting up front in the seats that lined the 

stages. It’s like when you go for sushi alone, you sit at the bar. Same deal here.  

 

But I broke the mold and sat in the back. The tables around me had been pushed 

together to link up a group of two dozen or so guys celebrating the imminent 

marriage of their buddy. Stag night in Houston, party on! 

 

I’d hardly settled my ass into my chair before this girl came up to me and plunked 

her little platform down beside my chair. “Howdy dere. I am called Jennyfaw. You 
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like special dance?” She was attempting the Texas vernacular but couldn’t hide a 

strong Slavic accent. I asked her where she was from, and she said, “Vere you 

tink?” 

 

“Uh. Poland? The Ukraine?” 

 

“Don’t insult me,” she said. “Pole and Ukrainian pigs! I am comink from Bulgaria.” 

 

“I knew you were Slavic.” 

 

“You clever, then,” she said. “I only kid you about those peoples beink pigs.”  

 

Then she smiled this brilliant, toothy smile. One of her front top teeth descended 

out of her gums at a slight angle, like it was trying to butt in front of the other, and 

elbow it out of the way, except teeth don’t have elbows, but you get the point, 

right? 

 

(Cut me some slack here, I’m racing to write all this, it’s now getting on for six in 

the morning, Jamie’s up and packing to catch a plane, I haven’t slept, and I’m 

cross-legged in a white hotel towel in front of the TV screen in our hotel room, 

with a million things to tell you, including one absolutely vibrant, vivacious, heart-

banging revelation that will rock you out of your blissful hippie dippie zucchini 

farm semisweet limbo, cattle prod zap you to sit up and pay attention to me for 

real! PAY ATTENTION! I promise something major!) 

 

The sight of this girl’s slight dental abutment came across as charming because it 

was the only physical flaw she possessed, and I can say such a thing without 

qualification because she was, after all, standing before me in a Bud Lite string 

bikini that left nothing to the imagination, except for the size and color of her 

nipples I guess (soon to be revealed as also flawless), and the exact shape of 
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the little bush that lay tucked away under the fabric of that tiny piece of nothing 

that wrapped itself across the isthmus at the tip top of her bikini-waxed thighs. 

 

It may sound like I was drooling for ages over young Jennyfaw but really, I 

absorbed these delicious details in a quick glance, just the amount of time it took 

her to finish off her Slavic train of thought: “Pole and Ukrainski men are of course 

pigs, but Bulgarians are same, no better.” 

 

So your name is not really Jennifer,” I said. 

 

“No. Dorothea.” 

 

“Don’t tell me, Dorothea from Sophia, right?” This was very exciting for me, I’m 

sure you can understand. 

 

“How you know that?” 

 

“I know Sophia is the capital of Bulgaria, and I know quite a bit about a famous 

German princess named Sophia Dorothea, so I just thought it would be funny if 

you were Dorothea from Sophia. Sophia Dorothea.” 

 

“You are first person ever to know capital of Bulgaria here.” 

 

“You mean here in America, or here at Brandy’s?” 

 

“I am meanink, both.” 

 

“Can I call you Sophia Dorothea?” 

 

“You can call any tink you like, as long as you payink five dollars each song I 

dancink just for you, here at table. One man wanted to call me Mommy. I say, 
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why not? Mommy’s not the same word for me, not power word, because Mommy 

is not Bulgarian word.” 

 

“So it doesn’t resonate,” I suggested. She just shrugged her shoulders, which like 

the rest of her were really quite smooth and lovely. 

 

“How old are you?” I asked. 

 

“Must be twenty-one to work here,” she said. “Therefore I am twenty-one.” 

 

She could have been anywhere between sixteen and twenty-five, that’s the age 

range where it’s pretty much impossible for me to read women these days. I 

suddenly wanted to know everything about her. “How did you come to be here in 

America? Did you come with family, or just by yourself?” 

 

“Too many questions,” she said. “Pay for dance and if you are wantink, I answer 

questions while shake booty for you. I booty-licious. Nice ass, huh, cowboy?”  

 

And she turned and gave her little star-spangled derriere a playful slap, and I 

pulled out my wallet to determine my cash flow situation. 

 

What got me into trouble was that they had an ATM machine on site. I withdrew a 

hundred bucks, figuring to use some of that for the cab drive back to that 

downtown hotel, because I still intended to crash on my big double bed in 

Jamie’s room, even though he’d likely be very unhappy that I shined him by 

cutting out early from the Promise Keeper jamboree. The guy might be choked 

about that, but what the hell could he do, he’s a Christian right? He’s gotta 

forgive. Jesus would. 

 

I drank two free beers thanks to the vouchers from the bouncers, then I had 

several more, and then girls in bikinis were bringing trays of shooters to the big 
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stag party at the next table, and the more booze-wary or booze-weary of the 

staggers started sending excess shooters my way. So I was getting quite loaded, 

especially considering I’d eaten nothing since that box lunch while watching Bob 

the Prophet pontificate outside the stadium in the afternoon. 

 

So I’m drinking beers and shooters and all the while forking over crisp new ATM-

dispensed twenty dollar bills to pretty young Sophia Dorothea with the European 

accent (close enough to German). In exchange she removed her bikini top (but 

never her bottom, because apparently that is the law in Houston, Texas, which is 

not God’s law precisely, but the law of a nation of under God, where the top court 

invented a concept called community standards, and here in Houston community 

standards say strip bars have to be quarantined in distant industrial parks, and 

even then there can be no pussy on display). So Sophia Dorothea wriggled in an 

approximation of sexual longing for me, which is not easy in high heels. Speaking 

of heels, I fell head over them in love with her. 

 

I know she was only pretending to like me. You don’t have to tell me. That was 

certainly true for the first eight songs ($40). I couldn’t be sure, but I noticed the 

songs seemed to be abbreviated versions of the originals and lasted only about 

two minutes, so really she’d only danced for me for about twenty minutes, when 

after eight straight songs she decided she needed a break, and what did she do? 

She didn’t wander off into the back to have a smoke and a drink of water, no 

way, she put her bikini top back on, asked me to clasp it at the back, sat down 

right at the table with me, and asked for one of my own Camel cigarettes. This in 

spite of the fact that management at Brandy’s frowns on the girls smoking in view 

of the patrons. Management wants their girls to maintain that All-American girl 

next door ambience. They expect a fresh, friendly cheerleader quality from their 

dancers. They don’t like the girls to look any sluttier than they do already when 

they’re pinching their own nipples for five bucks a dance. 
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I loved how when my little Sophia Dorothea laughed, her front teeth reminded me 

of a pair of legs crossed at the knees. I loved sitting there with her, pretending 

this European fille errante was her hot blooded, highly sexed namesake, and I 

was the dashing Swedish count, Von Konigsmarck, back from the cut and thrust 

of my duties as a cavalry officer. “I threw a living sheep to my pet bear, just to 

take my mind off you. Tell me you love me, or I’ll let the hairy beast rip me limb 

from toe.” 

 

If I said it would she flush and cover her bosom at the thought of such cruelty? Of 

course it was tough to sustain historical illusion in Brandy’s, while twenty guys at 

the next table were stripping their buddy down to his underwear and duct taping 

him to a chair. 

 

“Do you have bears in Bulgaria?” I asked Sophia Dorothea. 

 

“Bears? The big wild animals?” 

 

“That’s right.” 

 

“We have bears. In the mountains and forests. And sometimes the gypsies make 

capture of a baby bear, and they take it to the beaches, the tourist towns along 

the sea, do you know Black Sea? They teach the bear to dance for the tourists to 

throw coins. I have seen! Big big bear, baby no more. Dancink to tape of disco 

music.” 

 

“So the bear is tame?” 

 

“Not tame. On a chain.” 

 

“Tethered.” 
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“Maybe. I don’t know this word.” 

 

“Tethered. Tied up. Forget it, it’s a useless word. You’ll never use it again.” 

 

“The bear is dancink with chain through nose. Not really dancink. Just jumping 

one foot to other. Because if no dance, it will be beaten.” 

 

“Really?” 

 

“Yeah! They play music, burn the feet of bear, teach it hop hop hop. Because of 

pain. Then later, only music playink, but bear thinkink of pain, still goes hop hop 

hop.” 

 

“Why would people give money, knowing the bear is beaten and abused like 

that?” 

 

“People don’t know. People don’t think.” 

 

“Huh.” 

 

“Why you give money for girls to dance? No, don’t answer. Just for one moment I 

feeling like bear on chain. But I don’t want you feel bad. America! Free country. I 

WANT you to give money for girls to dance.” 
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Too Many Georges Chapter 24 

 

 

(Dalton’s credulity-stretchingly long email continues…) 

 

 

Around her neck Sophia Dorothea wore a gold chain with a little gold cross on it, 

and the weight of the cross pulled the chain down between her breasts. 

Sometimes when she was dancing she would cup her breasts and push them 

together, and the cross would disappear for a moment under the melding of two 

curves of soft flesh. 

 

“Do you believe in Jesus?” 

 

“Ven first I arrive here in America, not really,” she said. “But is good to pretend, 

here in Texas. Like you are sayink in Englisch, ‘Ven in Rome.’” 

 

“Uh huh. I like that.” 

 

“But then after while havink good feeling of security wearing this cross. You see I 

am all alone here in America, no father, no mother, no sister, no brother, no one 

to love me in all times, in pure kind of love—“ 

 

“Unconditionally, is what you mean. No one loves you unconditionally.” 

 

“Whatever. No one loves me AT ALL over here in Texas. I only been here two 

months. Sharink apartment with three other girls, sleepink on couch. Is nice 

couch but not mine. And one girl have boyfriend dealink cocaine and crystal 

meth, you know ICE? I try but I don’t like. And he stayink up two days, three days 

straight, so is makink hard for me to sleep on couch, he is always in and out of 

apartment door, SLAM! Speaking bad English language into cell phone, 
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Cocksuckah you owe me, bitch! and always such not nice words and very angry 

person. I want my own couch, my own apartment, and my own, how you say it, 

unconditioning love.” 

 

“Close enough.” 

 

“You have unconditioning love in your life? What is your name?” 

 

“Dalton.” 

 

“Nice to meet. So. You have this unconditioning love or not?” 

 

“No.” 

 

“Poor boy. No father, mother, sister, brother?” 

 

“Mother. Sister. But we’re not that close. I hardly see them. I know they care, like 

in a crisis I could call, but otherwise, it’s mutual disinterest.” 

 

“Poor boy. And me poor girl. In meantime I wear chain around my neck, little gold 

cross of Jesus, to keep away bad people. It make me feel better. It protect me I 

tink.” 

 

“But that’s like a superstition, a talisman, voodoo-- what about your broader belief 

system, what about, you know, God, and Jesus?” 

 

“You askink funny question,” she said. It seemed to make her irritable. “I don’t 

really care about Jesus and all that much before comink in America,” she said. 

“But is good to have someone protect you. I am all alone in Texas, big big state 

in big big country. No father, mother, sister, brother, not even cousin except one 

in New Jersey but she is whore, and I not a whore, you understand me? I want 
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proper job, like travel agent or receptionist, but the way of speakink English for 

me, no one like it here. So I ask God look after me. Then I am feelink better. Put 

on the cross to remind him. Costs almost nothing,” she shrugged. 

 

“I like when you said, ‘Ven in Rome,’” I told her. “That’s my strategy too, here in 

Houston.” I showed her my Promise Keepers wristband. “I’m also trying to blend 

in.” 

 

“Vhy? You already fit.” 

 

I started telling her all about George P and my mission to restore American 

meritocracy, which had brought me to this town, while one of the waitresses 

serving the stag boys dropped four more shooters in front of me, each glass 

holding a hideous Day-Glo concoction of at least three different liquors and 

liqueurs marked out in clear stripes. I downed two of them quick, and picked up 

again where I’d left off in my tirade against the Bushes, “a fucking political 

dynasty offering up their increasingly mediocre progeny,” but Sophia Dorothea’s 

pretty eyes (blue? green? impossible to tell in the flashing dance lights of 

Brandy’s) had gone dull. I was borink. 

 

When she butted out her Camel the gesture betrayed pure boredom and 

restlessness, and I realized I was slurring my speech, and stopped dead. 

 

“What the fuck,” I said. “Just dance for me.” 

 

And so it went. I lost track of time, and suddenly the stag boys next door were 

staggerers, kicking away their chairs to gather themselves onto their unsteady 

feet, and stumbling for the exits. Some of them carried the poor groom to his 

doom, still duct taped to his chair. A booming voice was announcing the 

approach of Closing Time, and Sophia Dororthea’s lovely belly button, a 

puckered l’il ‘inny,’ was spinning in perfect figure-eights to an old Lynard Skynard 
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classic a mere three inches from my nose, which means four inches from my 

shooter-sweetened lips, and I leaned forward and stuck my tongue in that perfect 

little rose bud. And I guess my hands came up behind her behind, and clasped 

onto to her tight little ass cheeks, to make sure she couldn’t wriggle away from 

what I thought was an act of selfless, slurpy generosity on my part. 

 

Unfortunately Sophia Dorothea didn’t see it that way. She tried to step away from 

me, step back off her ten inch dancing stool, return to terra firma. But I clung to 

her adamantly, giving her my gift of wet kisses, oblivious to all else. I guess she 

was thrown off balance by that, because she toppled backwards, falling toward 

the carpet (it was a hellish red colour), pulling me out of my chair and down on 

top of her. “Cocksuckah!” That’s what I remember her yelling in my face. 

 

Unfortunately the management of Brandy’s has a strict policy, which the 

bouncers had warned me about, several hours and many liters of alcohol earlier: 

No Touching The Dancers. Knocking a Bulgarian girl to the floor and then lying 

on top of her qualifies as touching. 

 

Everything blurred until I was outside in the fresh air, face down on the sidewalk 

with one bouncer twisting my arm way up behind my back, and the other holding 

his boot to the nape of my neck. The weird thing was, I was so drunk it didn’t 

really hurt. “I’m really sorry,” I kept saying, but when I spoke my tongue would 

touch the dust and dirt of the sidewalk, and I wouldn’t exactly recoil from it, but I’d 

definitely get distracted. I had three trains of thought going simultaneously there 

for a minute: One: This is triggering childhood memories somehow, the smell of 

dirt and being unafraid to lick it. Two: This dust came all the way from the 

Sahara. Three: I wish I was with Meghan. I miss Meghan. And the first two trains 

were subsumed by the third, and I yelled out, “I love Meghan!” 

Meghan I love you. 
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Too Many Georges Chapter 25 

 

 

(Dalton’s historically long email continues….) 

 

 

 

The bouncers were nice enough to pick me up and put me in a cab back to the 

hotel, which I don’t really remember, just the cabby (a different one, but also 

possibly Bangladeshi) waking me when we got there and taking my money. I 

handed him my wallet and let him fish the bills out himself. Checking this morning 

I’m amazed to find the guy didn’t clean me out. He took his fair share and no 

more. Not that I have any clue how much was in there. I visited the ATM at 

Brandy’s more than once. 

 

I staggered up to my room and fumbled around with my key card, mistiming that 

stupid “pull-in, pull-out, open while the green light flashes” protocol. Too drunk, 

too frustrated. I rested my forehead against the cool of the door and gave it one 

more try when the door suddenly opened and I fell into the arms of sweet 

Christian Jamie, tussle-haired and dressed only in boxer shorts. 

 

He straightened me up and held me at arm’s length, looking very, very 

disappointed. Then his expression changed to one of motherly concern, and he 

said, “Dalton, what on earth happened to your face?” 

 

“I dunno.” I brushed past him to the bathroom, flicked on the lights, and squinted 

in the bright at my own reflection in the mirror, which showed minor cuts and 

abrasions across one cheek and a nasty gash in my chin. Blood from it had 

dribbled down my neck and soaked into my shirt at the third button. It sounds 

worse than it felt. In fact I felt kind of revived. 
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“Let’s crack the minibar,” I said. 

 

“Are you crazy? It’s three in the morning and I have a wake up call at six to catch 

my flight. Dalton, where did you go? I was worried about you.” 

 

“Doesn’t matter,” I said. “Jamie, I don’t believe in Jesus. That was all Ven in 

Rome. Like wearing a crucifix.” 

 

“You need a shower, wash this blood and dirt off you.” With that he started to 

unbutton my shirt, and I let him. He took the bloody thing, held it at arms length 

away from him, like it was lice-ridden or something, carried it to the bathroom, 

and dropped it in the sink. Then he said, “Shower, young man.” 

 

“I met this beautiful Bulgarian named Sophia Dorothea,” I told him. “And she 

helped me to realize something. I’m in love with Meghan.” 

 

It wasn’t just the booze talking or I would be denying it now. I had clarity when I 

said it. I still have clarity. That cute little Jennyfaw at Brandy’s got me hot and 

bothered, she kick-started something, but soon as I separated from her I forgot 

her immediately. My thoughts were filled with you You YOU. 

 

I told Jamie all that. “That’s nice,” said Jamie. “Meghan’s a pretty name. Now get 

in the shower.” So I did. I went into the bathroom, stripped down and hopped in, 

blasted myself with clean hot chlorinated Houston water that stung my facial cuts, 

and while I scrubbed my pits the simulated marble tiles rang out with a sing-song 

chanting of your pretty name. 

 

Then Jamie stuck his head in at the end of the shower curtain (a bit bold, I think 

in hindsight, but at the time it was anything goes), and told me to shush. “It’s after 

three in the morning, Dalton, keep it down!” I just laughed and kept right on 

singing, until I finished my shower, and turned a white towel splotchy red drying 
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off my bleeding face, and wrapped my middle in another big fluffy white towel, 

and returned to my shared accommodations with Jamie the Jesus lover. 

 

He was sitting up in his bed in a reading posture, flipping through a Promise 

Keepers guidebook. “Lord, you are some piece of work,” he said. “Some kind of 

travail sent from the Almighty, to test me.” 

 

“My head is sore now.” 

 

“I’m not surprised. When I peeled off your shirt I noticed the beginnings of a nasty 

bruise on the back of your neck.” I felt my neck. He was right. I lay back on the 

bed, suddenly feeling sore all over. 

 

“It’s not just my neck. It’s my shoulder, my arm, my wrist, my hand. All over this 

one side.” 

 

“I’ve got some ointment I could rub on you.” 

 

“I can do it,” I said. 

 

“Feels better when someone else does it.” 

 

As I say, I was pretty much loaded, but it wasn’t the messy, head-spinny, verge 

of puking kind of drunk it should have been. There was diamond sharp clarity in 

my intoxication. The only thing interfering with purity was the pain in my neck and 

also in my arm where that fucking bouncer had just about wrenched it from its 

socket, I was remembering now how he’d marched me out of the place with my 

shoulder and elbow and wrist all twisted up so far behind my back I could’ve 

parted my hair with my fingertips. It was hurting more now than it did then. 

 

“I really need the minibar.” 
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“You’re gonna need a crowbar,” Jamie said. 

 

“Meaning what?” 

 

“Meaning when I checked in I declined the minibar key.” 

 

“You did not.” 

 

“I did.” 

 

“I saw you drinking a coke, you lying fuck.” 

 

“Dalton!” 

 

“We both had a coke out of it last night, you lying fuck!” 

 

“I took it down this morning.” 

 

“Don’t give me that bullshit, you lying fuck!” 

 

“Dalton, your voice. Keep it down! It’s late late.” 

 

And then I rose up righteously from my bed, like the Israelites out of Egypt. The 

minibar was four steps away. Jamie jumped up from his bed and blocked me at 

step three. He planted his hands on my chest and pushed me. 

 

He’d caught me by surprise, off balance, so I fell back sprawling across the 

synthetic coverlet of my bed, and my white terrycloth towel flew open, exposing 

me like pre-fig leaf Adam. 
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I jumped up, I didn’t give a shit about nakedness, and came running toward him 

like some Greek wrestler from the Olympics, not the Greco-Roman wrestlers of 

our Olympics, but the ancient Greeks, the pantheists who really got off on 

wrestling in the nude. 

 

And we came together, the immovable object meeting the Superman force, me 

colliding with Jamie who had God on his side, or so I thought, but turns out there 

was a force more powerful than God guiding his actions, giving him 

determination and strength. And the nature of that force made itself known after 

we grappled for a bit, mano a mano, and he shoved me sumo style back onto the 

bed again, and then fell on top of me, pinning me down, down for the count, and 

we were face to face, hot and flushed. 

 

“Okay okay okay. No minibar.” 

 

“Dalton, I love you.” 

 

“I know you do, Jamie.” 

 

“No, I mean, I really love you.” 

 

“Okay fine. Now get off me.” 

 

“I want to kiss you.” 

 

“Get off my fucking chest you’re crushing me.” 

 

“I want to kiss you.” 

 

“Then kiss me.” I turned my face away. 
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“On the lips.” 

 

“No! Not on the lips! Don’t be gay!” 
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Too Many Georges Chapter 26 

 

 

(Dalton’s email finally ends…) 

 

 

 

And at the mention of the word gay Jamie fell away from me and retreated back 

onto the private preserve of his own bed. I reached for a towel to fig leaf myself. 

 

“I’m not gay,” he cried out. “I’m weak. I’m human. I struggle with Satan every day 

of my life. I fight it.” 

 

“Why fight it? Go with it if you’re gay, for Christ’s sake. You’re gay, man. Accept 

it, embrace it, enjoy it. Just not with me.” 

 

He buried his head in the pillows to stifle the sorry sounds of snorting, sniffling, 

and general bawling like a baby. 

 

I got up and cracked the minibar. It wasn’t even locked. They had Chivas Regal 

in those tiny airline bottles, and beer in cans. I popped a Bud, took a swig, 

twisted a Chivas and drained it into the can. We used to call that a Depth 

Charge, remember Meghan, in my hard drinking days? Maybe you missed that. It 

was a guy thing. I watched Jamie’s crying jag subside to whimpering, 

remembering how I’d read in the Promise Keepers manual that they totally 

looked down on the gay thing, not gays personally (“Love the sinner, hate the 

sin”) but the disgusting acts that gays commit. 

 

God’s a homophobe for some reason. Strange attitude for a being with no wife, 

no apparent woman in his life. Must be self-loathing, like Jamie here. Somewhere 

in the Promise Keepers literature I saw a poll showing eight per cent of the 
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membership worry about homosexual feelings. I started softly singing that old 

REO Speedwagon song, “I can’t fight this feeling anymore, I’ve forgotten what I 

started fighting for,” and I went and got Jamie a beer. I sat down on his bed and 

said, “Now I know why Chad and them shot each other strange looks when you 

introduced me at the stadium. I’m guessing they know all about your proclivities.” 

 

“Oh they know, they know,” he whimpered into his pillow. “They’re such good 

men. So supportive of my struggle. I’ve let them down again. I hate myself right 

now. I’m so unworthy of His love. So unworthy.” 

 

“Don’t talk nonsense.” 

 

It’s not in character for me to be so direct with people, but drunken clarity is like 

Satori, the warrior’s state of bliss, it made me high. Love of you, love for you, 

made me high, Meghan. It gave me confidence to speak my mind. 

 

“It’s rough enough a big chunk of society still hates queers,” I said. “By why 

saddle yourself with God the Father on top of it? A rigid, rabid disapproving 

Pentecostal Almighty? A recipe for self-inflicted suffering. Go Buddhist or 

something.” 

 

He rolled over and saw the cold can in my hand and said, “No, I can’t. I used to 

have a drinking problem.” 

 

“I’ll have it later then,” I said. 

 

“No. Maybe I will have it.” 

 

“That’s the spirit.” 
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“Dalton, I’m all torn up. I feel like a liar and a fake and phony, because when I 

invited you to share this room with me I pretended it was an act of pure Christian 

charity, pretending not only to you, but to myself, but deep down in my secret 

soul where the Devil has taken hold, I KNEW I invited you in here because I 

wanted to be alone with you, because I’m SEXUALLY ATTRACTED to MEN, 

even though I know it’s WRONG!” 

 

“Drink your beer. I really can’t help you. I could feed you some platitudes about 

love in any form being a beautiful—“ 

 

“It ain’t love! It’s LUST!” 

 

“Whatever. Gay marriage is legal in Canada now, all kinds of gays have been 

having weddings, and on the news it doesn’t look much like LUST. Looks like pot 

bellied bald middle-aged and older old farts who’ve been together for 26 years, 

shit like that. And here I thought gay men were all about being buff. Haven’t seen 

a buff couple yet. The lesbians are butt ugly too. But my point is, Jamie, they find 

Ministers of God to marry them, ones who don’t discriminate against gays. 

Promise Keepers ain’t the only take on God’s will, ya know.” 

 

“There’s only one take on God’s will, Dalton. The BIBLE.” He’d dried his eyes on 

a pillow corner and was drinking his beer. 

 

“I don’t want to have this argument, Jamie. Why fight your natural inclination? 

Why would God make life so much more miserable for some and easy breezy for 

others? God is so totally unfair. Why? I’ll tell you why: 

 

BECAUSE HE DOESN’T FUCKING EXIST!” 

 

“Don’t say that!” Jamie screamed. “I felt the power of His presence today, at 

Reliant Stadium in Houston Texas, God was THERE!” 
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“You’ve got a lovely wife and child in that photo by your bedside, Jamie. So go on 

home to them tomorrow and keep on the straight and narrow then, and stop 

torturing yourself over the taut muscular bodies of men.” 

 

That was cruel, I know. 

 

“My wife knows all about my problems. She’s made them worse by mocking me. 

She’s defiled herself and become a harlot, on account of me showing so little 

interest in the bedroom.” 

 

“She looks hot.” 

 

“Oh, she’s hot all right. We have a summer house, on an island up in Puget 

Sound? You can ask half the volunteer fire department how hot she is. Dalton, 

would you do something for me?” 

 

“Depends.” 

 

“Would you sit on your bed, just as you are, in the towel like that, and let me jerk 

off while I look at you?” 

 

“No.” 

 

“Oh. I’m going to the bathroom and jerk off. Is that okay?” 

 

“Your God’s against it.” 

 

“I CAN’T HELP IT! That wrestling earlier got me very aroused. I need to relieve 

myself or I won’t sleep. And I want to sleep, I’ve got a plane to catch. That’s how 

I justified the drinking of beer. It’ll help me sleep.” 
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“Do whatever. Just close the door. I’m going to fire up the internet on the TV here 

and write an email to Meghan, tell her how crazy I am about her, and what a 

crazy day I’ve had.” 

 

“Don’t tell her about me. About all this.” 

 

“Whattaya fuckin’ kiddin’ me? You’re crucial, Jamie. Crucial.” 

 

“I don’t want my tendencies put into print in cyberspace, Dalton! God knows who 

might get hold of that email.” 

 

Obviously I didn’t listen. 

 

So Meghan, that’s what I’ve been doing for the last nine hours, sitting writing this 

email to you, pretty much straight through, must be the longest email ever written 

in one go I reckon, although I did take short breaks to pee and raid the minibar, 

and I was mildly distracted by Jamie, first his whacking off (He put the fan on to 

muffle the sound, so I didn’t hear a thing, although my ears involuntarily pricked 

up like a sentry dog’s), it took about three minutes, then he crashed for two 

hours, then he was up showering and clearing out to catch his plane. 

 

From six till now (noon) it’s been blissfully silent in here, and I’ve more or less 

maintained my clarity. 

 

You know what? The only reason I’m here in this Godforsaken cultural vacuum of 

a shit-hole cow town is because of you. I really could give a rat’s ass about 

George P Bush—and all that crap about meritocracy in America? It’s a cover, a 

huge fakology. I’m here to impress a girl named Meghan Tokome, end of story. 
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But really it’s the start of the story, isn’t it? I’m dying to know your thoughts. I’ve 

left myself open and vulnerable. My untamed heart has fluttered out of my chest 

and flown to roost in the cupped nest of your soft hands. Or maybe your fingers 

are callused and hardened from all that guerilla gardening you’ve been up to in 

the Kootenays. Not too rough and tough to coax butterflies or hummingbirds into 

landing, I hope. 

 

Really I need to go now, the hotel maid just stuck her Hispanic nose in the door, 

and in her shy, soft-spoken downtrodden “Dalits of North America” Mexican voice 

told me I’d best clear outta here. I’m over time. Check out was eleven. 

 

I’m so exhausted. My fingers hurt. Entering the Karpal Tunnel. Write me back. 

Can’t wait to hear from you. 

 

I Love You Meghan. 

Wow. I really do. It hurts. 

 

Love and more love, 

So much Love 

 

Love (tell me to stop) 

Love (okay I’ll stop) 

 

Love 

 

Dalton 

 

 

From: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

To: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

 

mailto:Peacebewithyou@uninsularity.com
mailto:daltonsmiley@uofb.org
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Hey Dalton, 

 

didn’t u get my last email? 

 

I said if your dad’s name is Lorne, i’m gonna freak. is it? 

 

ur rite, ur last was the world’s longest email ever. haven’t had time to read it, but 

Drake did. he won’t tell me what’s in there, says I have to read it myself. said it 

was quite salacious in places. i like a good story that way:) 

 

he’s even printed it out on paper. the poor trees! didja havta be so wordy? 

 

I just snuck on the computer for a minute, now I gotta run. u know we share 

chores here and I’m on kitchen duty this week, which means no free time, a 

dozen mouths to feed, and no gratitude, just the wrath of fussy vegans. ever try 

to make a crepe without egg???? 

 

round here u can’t make an omelet without breaking a few vegans hearts 

so remind me, is it Lorne? dying to know. 

 

Peace 

M 
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Too Many Georges Chapter 27 

 

 

From: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

To: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

 

 

Hey Meghan, 

 

You haven’t even read my last email yet???? 

 

Come on! I’m dying to know things, girl, and I don’t need Drake sticking his nose 

into our private correspondence either! 

 

Drake: If you’re reading this, STOP RIGHT NOW. 

 

Close the file now. Good boy. Good bye. 

 

Hey Meghan, (let’s start again clean) 

 

What’s up. If you still haven’t read my last email, go back and read it right now. 

 

Okay, I don’t know why you would want to know, but yes, my father’s name was 

Lorne Smiley. 

 

Now do you love me back, or not? 

 

Wish I had your phone number but you never gave it to me. I’m trying not to dwell 

on the significance of that. 

 

mailto:daltonsmiley@uofb.org
mailto:Peacebewithyou@uninsularity.com
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It’s Monday evening. I’m back among the living. Jamie’s a fading memory. He’s 

back home in the bosom of his nuclear family by now, trying desperately to get 

hard for the wife. Probably dreaming of me. 

 

I found the hip part of Houston town, it’s called Montrose and it’s not even that far 

from the downtown hotel where that evil cabby kidnapped me on Saturday night. 

Montrose has more character than I expected, and at the same time less 

character because they’re exploiting every scrap of character it’s got. They’re 

milking it. Every building over sixty years old is now renovated to hell and 

converted into hot selling “young artist loft” condos. I’m in an Internet café called 

Stain. I don’t know why it’s called Stain. It’s all black and white décor, and no 

stains. But I guess the name sounds “edgy.” Ooooh, Stain. Cooool name. 

 

I had big plans for my trip. Before I confronted George P I was going to go out to 

this town somewhere east of here, to the suns-scorched suburban oil town 

Midland, an infected pimple on the landscape oozing oil puss from the Texas 

plains. 

 

(my phraseology is lame today, I’m not fully recovered from that long night of 

clarity that stretched into Sunday morning) 

 

Midland is where George P’s dad Jeb and uncle George W grew up, and I had 

this semi-grandiose scheme to go out there and do research into the Bushes 

(scour the bushes, bad pun). George II spent his childhood years there while his 

Dad made his way in the oil business. I was intending to get myself invited into 

the progressively larger houses of George W’s 1950s white suburban childhood: 

405 East Maple Ave, a very modest 847 square foot bungalow; 1412 West Ohio 

Ave (up to 1,492 square feet), then the ever-more spacious 2703 Sentinel, 

complete with pool, cabana and servants. I thought it would grant me insight into 

How oil shapes everything the Bushes do. Liberating the Iraqis for oil. Sucking up 
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to the Saudis for oil. Gutting the environmental laws for oil. Every fucking thing 

for oil. 

 

But fuck that. Texas is big and sprawling and the natives don’t like strangers too 

much. It’s enough for me to go see George P directly. Go for the jugular. Frodo 

didn’t go sightseeing. As of today I’m officially devoted entirely to getting face 

time with George P. Bush. 

 

DRAKE! I TOLD YOU TO STOP READING! 

 

Hopefully that’s a joke. Hopefully it’s entirely unnecessary. Remember that time 

we went hiking up to the Lions, and got stymied by Unnecessary Mountain? That 

is the greatest name for a mountain ever. 

 

I’m climbing a metaphorical mountain myself this week. Gonna scale the security 

that surrounds George III, gonna slay him with my meritocratic message. 

 

All I have to do is figure out where that fucker lives, and where he works. Can’t 

be that hard. I think I’ve already figured out where he works. I phoned the local 

“alternative” weekly here (The Houston Press: like the Straight, a classic safe, 

bloated “alternative to what?” mainstream entertainment rag for the GAP khaki 

crowd) and got through to one of their staff writers, and pretended to be an out-

of-town journalist looking to score a coup by netting a personal interview with the 

“salsa-sexy” heir to the Republican throne. The guy took the time to condescend 

to me and I think he knew I was faking about being a journalist. I don’t know how 

journalists talk to each other, maybe they’re always that unfriendly. 

 

He told me my chances were zilch but let slip the name of the Law Firm where 

George P is articling right now. So I’m ready to strike. In my fantasy I just hang 

around outside his building, and wait until he comes out after work, and trail 

along behind him as he wanders down the street with his coworkers, his posse, 
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and watch as they disappear into a corner bar, and slip in after them, silent and 

unseen, unnoticed like a panther in the jungle, studying my prey as he orders up 

some drinks, fixing him in my sights, waiting for the moment to strike, then 

marching right up to him and overwhelming him with the intrinsic righteousness 

of my argument. His friends will fall away, shielding their eyes from the blinding 

purity of my truth like the disciples in those old paintings of Christ among the 

fishing boats on Galilee’s holy shore. 

 

I can do it, I’m sure. I can pull it off, no sweat. Just give me one good night’s 

sleep. I’ve gotta be rested. 

 

Haven’t had a good night’s sleep yet. Last night I couldn’t keep my eyes closed, 

so excited I was, fretting over what you’d say in response to my massive missive. 

Let me know, Meghan. 

 

Read the damn thing! 

 

I love you. I still love you like the last email said. 

 

Love, 

 

Dalton 

 

 

From: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

To: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

 

Hello there Dalton, 

 

This is Megan’s friend Drake writing to you I am using her account because I 

don’t know how to make my own happen yet but I hope to learn soon I also don’t 
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type too good but I guess it can get spelling corrected and you wouldn’t know 

how long it takes me since the whole thing just whooshes off to you when I’m 

done. That probly makes me sound like some primitive bushman who’s been 

living in the hills for a long time I am just exactly that believe it or not. 

I am also Megans lover as I guess she told you. Shes a very special lady and I 

count myself the luckiest man alive these days Dalton. Shes read your letters 

now all the way through and she wants to answer but she’s super busy is how 

she put it what with having to do all the cooking right now so she let me go ahead 

and tell you the amazing news that I have to tell you. 

 

Dalton my name is not Drake its Lorne Smiley and I am your dad I hope you 

were sitting down for that but people who read the computer usually are so it 

should be alright. 

No one would want to bullshit about something this big but in case you don’t 

believe me I know your mother’s name is Joan and her maiden name was Drake, 

maybe that’s why I took it, and her middle name was (is I mean) Annabelle, and 

we were married on December 23 1971 choosing that bad weather winter date 

that was climate-wise unfriendly because it gave us marital status for the entire 

year of 1971 and that was good for the income taxes. And you came along about 

three years later and then came Trisha four years or so after that. Just cause Im 

not exact on the dates Im still your dad. 

We have so much catching up to do which should start with me apologizing for 

well you know what for maybe someday I can tell it to your face and explain it all 

but it is so auspicious don’t you think it gladdened my heart that you had that 

promise keepers experience where you forgave me while in line for your soft 

drink there at the stadium and then the first person to read your words about it 

was me your dad so maybe there is a god afterall otherwise the universe is just 

too fuckin fluky dont you think? 

 

Anyway Dalton its weird how life works but I met Megan before I knew she knew 

you and we fell for each other up here in the mountains without knowing the 
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strange connection we shared with you so please forgive us and especially me 

and Megans going to write you real soon but shes awfully tired these days and 

Im even worried about her but dont you worry you just keep on with your 

amazing mission there in Houston which makes me so proud I hate those fucking 

Bushes as much as the next thinking person. I want to call you son like say good 

luck son but it still doesnt feel right I dont have the right anymore its got to be 

earned again. 

 

So I’ll just say good luck Dalton and leave it at that and give Georgey P shit for 

me What you are doing is admirable I can’t say it enough 

Love your dad 
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Too Many Georges Chapter 28 

 

From: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

To: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

 

 

 

 

Dear Meghan 

 

Or Lorne or Drake or anyone else who thinks they have the right to read my 

personal and private thoughts that are meant solely for Meghan!!! 

 

And Lorne Smiley, if you really are my Dad, and if you are reading these words, 

it’s Meghan, yes Meghan with an h in there, MEGHAN, not Megan. Idiot. 

 

Tell me it’s just a twisted joke. If it isn’t I’m going to douse myself in gasoline, set 

myself on fire in the street. Jump from highest tower in Houston and make 

pavement pizza. What is the POINT??? 

 

I am so angry right now. I was already fragile. I was already feeling like some 

marginal Travis Bickle passing the whole of today loitering in the massive 

shadow of that office tower, exposed to the elements in the plaza in front of 1400 

Smith Street. That’s where I’d been told George P spent his days learning how to 

charge outrageous amounts for legal advice. It rained and I got wet, no umbrella, 

I’m dressed neat but I’ve got facial abrasions don’t forget, and model citizens 

don’t have facial abrasions. Those bouncers did a number on me. 

 

Model citizens also don’t stand around all afternoon in the rain in front of office 

towers for no apparent reason. I wasn’t the only one doing it, there was another 

guy there. Before long he noticed me and sidled over to check me out. His name 
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was Terry. Terry at least had a reason to be standing in front of 1400 Smith 

Street, Houston Texas. He had a cardboard sign tied over his shoulders with 

string, like a sandwich board, except not as sturdy as you expect those to be, 

and the magic marker letters had started to run in the rain, but only on the front. 

Must have used a permanent marker for the back side. On the front it said “I lost 

my LIFE SAVINGS, WIFE, HOUSE kids to ENRON. JAIL THE CRIMINALS.” On 

the back it said, God’s Justice Must be done FAST AND FURIOUS.” 

 

The words fast and furious were really really big, and Terry told me that was 

because using the name of a popular movie really draws people’s interest. He 

also showed me the big cube sculpture done in the Enron symbol, which I’d 

noticed before. Yeah, 1400 Smith Street is Enron world headquarters, but they 

rent out some floors to other businesses, including George’s chosen blue chip 

law firm. 

 

Terry was wearing low-end running shoes that had seen better days. The nail on 

each of his big toes had cut like a razor blade through the nylon fabric not just of 

the shoe but of his socks too. A sickly yellowish cuticle could be seen emerging 

from each shoe like some volcanic ridge surging through the earth’s soft crust or 

a yellow moon rising on a dirty gray horizon. It was quite disgusting at first and 

then pity inspiring. 

 

For a while it was okay to pass the time standing and chatting with Terry, 

especially when the rain eased up. Intense wee Terry was built like a fire hydrant, 

and although he was small overall, all the detailing was big. Like a VW bug with a 

customized oversized grill, his mouth was too big for his face, plus he had 

eyebrows like dust mops and the weirdest thing about him was a huge nose, with 

nostrils that flared more dramatically than the average person. In nostril flaring I’d 

put him in the top 1 per cent of Americans. 
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That’s a lot of description but hey I stood around with the guy for what felt like 

several hours. Terry was full of ideas about how to improve the American 

capitalist system so that a corrupt Enron style house of cards collapse would 

never befall innocent gullible small fry investors again. It tied into the invisible 

hand of the free market, a phrase that goes all the way back to Adam Smith. (He 

had this other theory about Adam Smith’s name being a “not-so-subtle clue from 

God to pay attention,” Adam being the name of the first human created by God, 

and Smith being the most common name in America, therefore God was clearly 

making his wishes regarding economic policy known to Americans.) 

 

“White collar chicanery is tough for the average cop to make sense of, because 

cops are high school grads a lot of them, and all they really want is to wrestle 

coke dealers to the pavement like on Cops,” Terry told me. “But Adam Smith 

noted that the invisible hand of God is directing the market, he didn’t say God, 

but who else has an invisible hand that we know about? Only God! So what we 

need is for men of God to oversee stock market trading and all major corporate 

financial transactions, people who ask themselves What Would Jesus Do would 

therefore not be creating dummy accounts offshore and transferring imaginary 

money back and forth between them, now would they?” 

 

“I guess not,” I said. 

 

“What we need are special schools, half way between a Jesuit seminary and a 

university business school,” Terry asserted. Then his nostrils really started to 

flare. “This Enron corruption should never have festered and turned to puss! If 

Ken Lay had been a man of God, properly inculcated in the ways of the 

righteous, none of this would have come to pass. We need to make the invisible 

hand of God visible again!” 

 

I just nodded as if it made sense. Loitering in a public square was making me feel 

like a loser to begin with, and listening to Terry wasn’t exactly raising my self-
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esteem. I was looking for an excuse to move off to a conversation-precluding 

distance from Terry and his sad sack tale of personal and financial ruin. Luckily 

the rain picked back up again and I retreated to shelter, to nurse a coffee in the 

New Jersey Pizzaria, a restaurant right across the street. Then the rain started to 

come pelting down, and Terry clutched his sign over his head for a few minutes 

until the cardboard went limp, then packed it in for the day. The weird thing is, 

soon as Terry left, the clouds broke apart and the sun came through, refracting 

down off the office towers and glinting on the silver Enron cube. Damp and 

chilled, I headed out into the sun to dry off and take up where I’d left off watching 

for George. That’s when a four man security team from the tower noticed me and 

came out to investigate. 

 

They were all Latinos showing signs of MezoAmerican native ethnic heritage, 

wearing blue sports jackets and white shirts, guard dogs for their white corporate 

masters. George P is of course considered Latino which just goes to show what 

clever motherfuckers those Bushes are, I’M THE ONE SOUNDING LIKE A 

RACIST! 

 

“I’m just waiting for a friend,” was the excuse I gave them. One of them asked all 

the questions, the others stood there for muscle. 

 

“You been here three hours, my friend. We been watching you. Did you like the 

coffee at the New Jersey? Nice coffee they have. You take cream and sugar. 

Two creams, one sugar. Who you waiting for? What’s his name? Where’s he 

work? Why he meeting you here? Why he late?” 

 

“I’m a private investigator.” It was out of my mouth before I even realized I’d 

thought of it. 

 

“I done think so.” 
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“Yeah I am.” 

 

“Registered? You must have ID for that.” 

 

“I freelance.” 

 

“Show some ID or we escort you from the Plaza. Then we go our separate ways. 

As friends.” 

 

I slunk away. I suck at everything. And now my Dad’s fucking the woman I 

thought I loved. 

 

Why did I just write all that crap about Terry and Enron and cold mean rain? Why 

did I revert to the old Dalton, still wanting so pathetically desperately to enchant 

my fantasy sweetie Meghan with cute self-deprecating crap and funny stories? 

The act of typing soothed me. But now the anger is coming back. My nostrils are 

flaring. 

 

Why did I mock God at the Promise Keepers? He’s left me twisting in the wind. 

I’d hate the fucker but I don’t believe in him. I’ll settle for hating my Dad. If that’s 

really YOU, Dad. 

 

I KNOW YOU’RE STILL READING! 

 

Words on a page look so flat and safe, they cannot capture my rage right now. 

I’m shaking, understand me? Time and space will dilute the power of these 

sentences between their creation and consumption. But know the emotion is real. 

I want to kill myself. I swear to God. 

God, ha, that’s a good one. 

Hate You Both 

Dalton
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Too Many Georges Chapter 29 

 

From: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

To: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

 

 

 

 

Dalton! 

 

do not talk or think or act on these suicidal thoughts! 

what is wrong with u???? 

 

i never gave the slightest encouragement to push u in the direction u’ve gone. 

 

i mean i know i played a part in your pilgrimage to Houston, but it was all on a 

political level, the political getting personal, there was nothing emotionally, or 

romantically-- I played along a little because your emails were so playful, but i 

can’t think of a single time i led u on or advocated, or abetted, or gave u any 

concrete reason to think I had a thing for u, although u were flirting with me from 

day one. ur emails came corny as hell n full of moonlit hammocks and stuff, but I 

never reciprocated with similar thoughts, ok? 

 

dont u know teasing??? 

 

now everything’s all fucked up. I didn’t know Drake emailed u using my address, 

he opened my mail when I wasn’t even there u know, n i don’t like it. I didn’t 

expressly give him my password so he stole it. He took something n used it 

without permission n that’s stealing. so i’m mad at him too. 
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n I’m mad at him for being Lorne Smiley, your dad. I hate that name, Lorne, I 

mean it’s cute for a dog, but it’s a lame name, so I’m still calling him Drake, 

because I fell in love with a drake, altho I’m not so sure anymore about being in 

love either. i’m not feeling it right now. 

 

I’m just feeling physically n emotionally sick from all these needy men. I thought 

drake was strong but scratch the surface n everyone’s made of porcelain. 

 

this place is so fucking claustrophobic n unprivate. u can’t have your space 

cause everyone knows everything, cause drake n i have been sleeping on a 

futon in a room supposed to be the sewing room n then a seedling sprouting 

room until we pushed the trays to the edges n installed ourselves (not enough 

bedrooms), but right now i don’t want to sleep with him, but any change in 

sleeping arrangements either takes a full-blown meeting of the entire commune n 

always spins out of control into other personality-driven pseudo-gestalt sessions, 

or it just happens without a meeting to announce it, without anything being said, 

n then there’s all these raised eyebrows n every fucking person here will be 

sidling up to me in quiet moments to get the dirt 

 

drake’s got a pickup truck n tonight he’s sleeping in that, n if rain comes too 

fucking bad. sorry to hear it rained all over u. don’t let it rain on your parade 

Dalton. Finish what you start. have some backbone, like my dad used to say. He 

was in the military n I rejected most of the shit he fed me, but backbone is good 

no matter what side of the fence u place yourself. us pacifists n do-gooders n 

other assorted ditherers need to learn to be just as strong as the warriors, 

otherwise they win. 

 

I’m such a mother. trying to buck u up, give u courage. Mother Courage. i need 

bucking up right now. we’re all alone, aren’t we? everyone, I mean. 

 

Get a grip and deal. that’s what I’m telling myself n that’s what I’m telling you. 
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peace 

meg(h)an  

(lame he didn’t know the spelling. n VERY lame he told u i gave permission to 

write u) 

 

 

From: yerdeeroldad@uninsularity.com 

To: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

 

 

Dalton, 

 

It’s your Dad again a girl here named Cindi showed me how to set up an account 

with yahoo so you can see I got my own email address now so we can write each 

other directly cut out the middleman you might say. 

Dalton I phoned Joan your mother tonight and tried to make my peace with her 

but I dont think shes ready not the first phone call but I plan to make more even 

though she said dont bother and hung up but only after we said alot. I told her I 

was in communication with you and she said that was good even if she had no 

interest in hearing from me you and me are related by blood so there should be 

some strings reattached circuits reconnected its only right. 

Meghans gone off her head and I have to sleep in the truck. 

A grizzly could get me. 

That’s a joke about the grizzly sorry if your not in the mood to laugh with your 

Dad yet. I’ll sleep with my dog in the truck and no bears will get near me without 

me knowing that way. My dog is named Lorne isnt that funny, since Lorne is my 

name really but Im so used to being Drake I like it better Ive been drake ever 

since I left your mom and headed to the mountains to live an alternative life in the 

mountains here. Its been good and rewarding (sometimes financially) but I 

always felt bad about you kids but I just wasnt the kind for stable home life 
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wanted to be out in the bush growing dope which is what Im famous for around 

here, an old hippie one step ahead of the law and thats no life for a man with kids 

so dont judge me too hard okay? 

Son I want you to stop talking crazy and get a grip I wish there was some way I 

could phone you but I dont even know where your staying in Houston anymore I 

hope its clean and affordable for your sake if those things are important to you I 

think they might be from the way Meghan described you to me kind of fussy I 

could lend you some cash if you need a better hotel or motel just let me know. I’ll 

leave the phone number of this place at the bottom or send it to you once I figure 

out what it is but you can also just write your number I’ll call you cheaper for you 

that way. 

I dont know how to end these letters never been one for writing but come on out 

when your done in Houston and well party together father and son and Ill show 

you the mountains which are my real home and always will be now I figure. 

Once again Im going to talk like a Dad and say dont you go pulling any crazy shit 

like gasoline fires or tall building ledges or those Houston cops will stick your 

head in a blender and call it an accident. Texas cops must be about the worst so 

play safe and just do what you went down there to do tell Georgey fuck off and 

suck pebbles from Drake your Dad. 

 

 

From: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

To: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

 

Dear Dad, 

 

Are you for real? You sound like such a fucking hick. 

 

No I haven’t forgiven you but thanks for acting like I have and just writing your 

little heart out as if we’re best buds and I’m your confidante and I’m supposed to 
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feel sorry for you because Meghan kicked you out. I’m glad she kicked you out. 

I’m thrilled she kicked you out. Asshole. 

 

Your son in loathing and I am NOT fussy, 

 

Dalton 
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Too Many Georges Chapter 30 

 

 

 

 

From: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

To: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

 

 

Hey Meghan, 

 

It’s morning, I’m in STAIN, 24 hour email salon, I just emailed my dad, it’s 

ludicrous to me how could you love that grammatically unevolved simpleton, his 

emails read like a child’s. But there is no explaining the human heart, supersize 

that cliché Dalton. 

 

Did you tell him I was fussy? What the hell does that mean? 

 

In a minute I’m going to head out early, see if I can’t catch George P coming in 

the building. It may be he has underground parking privileges (he’s the son of the 

Governor of Florida after all, plus the nephew of the current most powerful man in 

the world. Plus grandson of the former most powerful man in the world. Bet you 

anything Chelsea Clinton has no problems either wherever she needs to park.) 

 

I got thinking about those security guards yesterday, the one who did all the 

talking knew I took two creams and one sugar in my coffee which is way too 

detailed, subtle surveillance information to have been gathered by the usual 

mediocre herd of security guard types that get minimum wage and one standard 

issue blue jacket with a pocket all stretched from that battery-heavy walkie talkie 

they lug around. The guy could be Enron special security or maybe he’s attached 
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to George P himself, Secret Service even, like the President’s daughters get, like 

Chelsea gets I bet. 

 

I personally am not a nutbar, don’t worry. I’m over wanting to kill myself. I’d rather 

kill my dad. I’m trying my best to be civil. I’m thrusting the olive branch under your 

pert little nose. I’m competing with my dad for your affections. 

 

You didn’t need to give me any encouragement to make me love you. I made up 

my own mind. You’re special to me. And if you’re disposed to liking my Dad, 

you’ll be disposed to liking me, his genetic demi-heir. 

 

And I’ll outlive him, even without killing him. 

 

I’ll let you know how my day goes. 

 

Love 

 

Dalton 

 

 

From: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

To: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

 

 

Hey Dalton, 

 

I never said u were fussy, don’t remember exactemente but i think i said— didn’t 

say u were a nerd but u were sort of like a nerd, u know, like u like to fold ur 

underwear before putting it in ur dresser drawer, u like to have file folders n 

everything in its place on ur desk, u keep your bookshelves n your CD collection 

in strict alphabetical order, I remember that, I was more messy. ur the only man I 
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ever knew who kept recipes on 3 by 5s in a little tin box, it was cute but a teensy 

bit fussy if u see my point, although I didn’t use that word. Drake just 

extrapolated. he’s been bombarding me with questions about u since he figured 

out u were his boy n it’s making me a little bit jealous, like he’s no longer 

interested in me. the only time he’s interested in ME is when I’m emailing U n 

he’s dying to know what’s in here. I changed my password to keep him out of 

here. 

 

Dalton DO NOT get your hopes up. Drake will be back in my bed tonight. There 

are other issues coming up here, big ones. I don’t have the energy to be negative 

so don’t force me to be that way with u. 

 

I like u:) 

 

In some ways its easier to talk to u than Drake. probly a generational thing. he 

looks old to me sometimes, a shock when I notice the liver spots on the back of 

his hands, or the crinkley gray rogue hairs in his eyebrows, untamable like pubic 

hairs. 

 

ur supposedly in love with me but how well do u know me. do u know that I 

struggle with a chronic bad relationship pattern, intense coupling that dissolves 

gradually into boredom bordering on dislike. I’m praying drake will be different but 

the feeling is here we go again... 

 

I shouldn’t have said that. don’t start thinking u stand a chance. 

 

Stay on task n get ur audience with George. for u, n for America, n for the world. 

but not for me. Please not for me. 

 

luv 

Meghan
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Too Many Georges Chapter 31 

 

 

From: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

To: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

 

Hey Meghan 

 

Do me a favor will ya—don’t put my Dad and pubic hair in the same sentence. 

 

I had a good day. I’m getting close. I never saw George, not in a car nor on foot, 

but something good happened to me when I was sitting across the street in the 

New Jersey Pizzaria, watching my coffee go cold and reading the Houston 

papers. I keep going to the New Jersey to drink coffee and get away from the 

Enron security posse. They must think I’m another Terry, that I lost my life to 

Enron, unable to move on. They must think they have another Timothy McVey on 

their hands, thank Allah I don’t look Saudi or they’d think I was Mohammed Atta’s 

imitative kid brother or something. But no, I’m harmless, I just want a word with 

the man. A stern lecture, make him see the meritocratic light. 

 

I read the Houston Chronicle while I caffeinate at the New Jersey. Here is an 

actual sentence from that paper, which I couldn’t make up (I tore the story out 

and put it in my wallet just so I could accurately type it in for you now: 

 

“Young people die, but rarely are they savagely beaten and shot without 

apparent reason in the living room of a comfortable Clear Lake home. Certainly 

not four at once.” 

 

Yeah according to the paper Clear Lake is reeling once again. This upper-middle 

class gated enclave near NASA’s Johnson Space Center already had a psychos-

in-our-midst reputation to live down. Two years ago Andrea Yates drowned her 
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five kids in the bathtub, “thrusting the community into the national spotlight,” in 

Chroniclese. Then last year it was Clara Harris, killing her unfaithful husband in a 

parking lot by repeatedly running him over, crushing him under the wheels of her 

Mercedes Benz. And now this, four teenage kids savagely beaten and shot to 

death. I love the Chronicle’s take: One kid blown away? Okay, shit happens. But 

“certainly not four at once.” 

 

I was tsk tsking about that, feeling morally superior on account of having adopted 

a strict Gandhian strategy of non-violence against the Bush regime, stacking my 

empty creamers beside my cup, and thinking, what I should do is send George a 

Fed Ex, mark it so it explicitly states he and only he must sign for it, and then get 

a Fed Ex shirt somewhere so I can deliver it. Yeah! I should scour the local Sally 

Anns, St. Vincent de Pauls, Value Villages or whatever the primo thrift stores are 

in these parts, and find myself an official Fed Ex or Purolator or UPS shirt, and 

put it on, and then get the proper envelope and waybill, those are easy to come 

by, and then write directly to George. Hand deliver. And they’ll make him come 

out to reception, and I’ll say, are you really George P. Bush? THAT George P. 

Bush? And he’ll say yes and I’ll launch into my diatribe, do my best to apprise 

America’s potential George III of the unhappy fate that befell his namesake 

George III of England, the naked nutty streaker of Kensington Palace. The words 

will flow eloquently from my lips: “Young princeling, do you understand the 

dangers of inherited power? Do you understand how sickeningly pukey it is that 

birth and privilege might allow you, like that mediocrity of an uncle of yours 

before you, to become the most powerful man in the world, just because you 

can?” 

 

And he’ll sign for the papers and tell me to fuck off politely, and take the package 

away, and worry for a minute about anthrax or some other terror, then say what 

the hell (he’s impulsive, got that hot-headed Mexican blood) and rip it open, and 

then inside the package will be a letter from me, iterating (did you know “iterate” 

means to say again, and “reiterate” means to say again and again?) what I just 
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told him, and reiterating it, and even including that smoking gun site that shows 

the police record of the complaint against him for breaking into an innocent girl’s 

house, abusing her protective dad, and when fleeing the scene in an SUV but not 

before deliberately tearing up a proudly maintained All-American carpet-smooth 

suburban front lawn. 

 

I can’t really begrudge him what he did there though, everyone knows unrequited 

love, or rejection, or whatever the girl dished out (stuck up bitch!) can make a 

broken-hearted boy do crazy things, he has my sympathy there, I’m in the same 

boat without a life jacket these days, but I’ll show it to him anyway just to remind 

him of the perils of public life. Under the microscope is No Fucking Fun. It’s a 

different world in this 21st century. 

 

His uncle George was luckier: in HIS day, George W soaked up the beery days 

and orgiastic nights in this self-same Houston town, seducing the pretty 

stewardesses by the pool at the Chateaux Dijon apartments, a huge, faux-

turreted 400 suite singles apartment complex with six swimming pools. George 

was a party animal. Even his puff piece biographer (I brought the book with me, 

“George and Laura, Portrait of an American Marriage”) comes down hard on the 

Dubya of those days, the twenty something Dubya. “Apartment 29-A at the 

Chateaux Dijon was an accurate reflection of its occupant’s state of mind: soiled 

laundry and yellowing newspapers strewn about the room; dirty dishes piled in 

the sink and spilling over into the living room, empty bottles and beer cans 

everywhere.” George W himself has admitted that in those days most of his time 

and energy went to chasing pussy. But that was Houston in the swinging 

seventies. That kind of anonymity is already an impossibility for George P. No 

relief from intense scrutiny, not to mention the attention of screwballs like me. 

 

Once I started seriously considering this courier deliverer scheme, the worst case 

scenario popped into my head. What if he’s not there? What if the receptionist 

tells me, “He’s out of the office today. I can sign for it.” I’ll say, “No, it’s got to be 
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his signature specifically. I’ll mark it for call-back tomorrow.” Hopefully that’s like 

official courier lingo, call-back. Hopefully she’ll buy that. But what if she doesn’t? 

What if she finds it suspicious I lack one of those little computerized palm pilot 

type devices all the couriers have, where they go bleep blap bloop on a mini 

keyboard and then run the end of it like a giant pen over the bar code to record 

every transaction as it happens? 

 

What if she calls security and it’s the same crew that’s already wise to me, 

already have me pegged as an orange-level risk. And what if they chase me 

through the halls to the emergency exit, into the stairwell and down forty-three 

flights to the basement parking garage where I run and run like a cornered rabbit, 

and they close the dragnet around me until there’s nowhere to go, nothing to do 

but make a stand on an oil-stained empty parking space marked small car only, 

and what if they break my knee caps? 

 

Such were my daydreams when some handsome young prig at the next table 

started bragging to the waitress about how easy it is to be an articling law student 

when you come from the right family. He didn’t put it that way but that was the 

subtext, it was obvious what he meant. The old boy network still functions 

smoothly in Texas, and this kid was the lucky recipient of a first class ticket to 

country club accreditation, courtesy the right Dad. Echoes of the Bush dynasty, I 

thought, and my ears pricked up to listen more closely. The kid was flashing his 

perfect teeth waving arms tanned from tennis, he was the fucking 21st century 

equivalent of the easy breezy sleazy spoiled brats of the Chateaux Dijon, 

explaining oh so casually how he’d gone to Princeton to study his law but Daddy 

wanted him settled back here in Texas, a good plan until this Enron thing went all 

to shit and law firms were fighting over scraps of money they might never see. 

It’s such a downer the office atmosphere is doom and gloom, there’s so little new 

work around that they shoo him and the other articling students out of the office 

for three hour vodka and sushi lunches, which combined with hardcore party 

nights had produced the massive headache that caused him to seek a mid-
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morning coffee at the New Jersey. The way he was chattering on and on he 

could be a meth head under the tan and teeth. 

 

“You know George P Bush? Not the brightest hammer in the bag, he got a crap 

degree. You know where he studied law? Rice University. Rice,” he said 

dismissively. 

 

“I’d settle for Rice,” said the waitress, a Latina in her forties. 

 

“I guess you would,” he said, and continued on before she could take offence at 

that. “My point is that George P Bush is doing the same thing I’m doing, 

fornicating with Fido at another firm three floors down. Top firm, but he’s gotta be 

coasting. I see him in the elevators all the time.” 

 

“He comes in here with a bunch of people every Wednesday for lunch,” the 

waitress said. “Very nice boy. Polite, never putting on like Mr. Bigshot, just 

regular person. Eating just ordinary pizza like everyone.” 

 

So. The time and place of my appointment with destiny has dropped right into my 

lap. History will be made tomorrow at lunch. I can taste it now. I’ve got to go back 

to the motel and practice my speech. “You only get one shot do not miss your 

chance to blow this opportunity comes once in a lifetime,” like Eminem the 

Doggerel King says. 
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Too Many Georges Chapter 32 

 

 

From: yerdeeroldad@uninsularity.com 

To: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

 

Dear son 

 

I dont know why you answered Meghan but not me I hope you are not refusing to 

talk to me now we should be making connection after all these years. I talked to 

Trisha your sister my daughter last night and that was easier than Joan because 

Trisha doesn’t remember me so theres no sting to me leaving if she cant 

remember which she cant so Im just this brand new person no debits no credits 

with her who wants to be in her life now and the best thing is shes even curious 

to meet me she said. 

 

Meghan went all strange today she said she had thinking to do a decision has to 

be made which shook me up I thought things were going great and we are such 

a rockin couple like no major downers ever shes such a positive person and 

sensual as hell, then all the sudden shes cold distant back off drake but there 

you go its women, no guessing where their feelings are from one hour to the next 

that’s why I like Lorne my dog. Then she told me some news which isnt for sure 

yet but its major if it is for sure and she will know one way or the other soon 

enough. But she forbid me on pain of death to tell she has to tell you herself but 

she wants you to go ahead and finish your mission first youve got bigger fish to 

fry right now you must be on pins and needles. 

 

She told me you told her your going to meet your target tomorrow which is good 

you must be quite the sluthe or however its spelt. Georgey wont know what hit 

him. 

mailto:yerdeeroldad@uninsularity.com
mailto:daltonsmiley@uofb.org
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Think of me in your corner like a prizefighter has someone in his corner. 

 

Make me proud and answer me because Im your dad and you have to get used 

to that sorry son but thats just the way the cat scratches. 

 

Your dad in the mountains (come visit! I’ll show you primo sites, kick back and 

settle into mountain time nothing like it) 

 

Love your dad 

 

 

From: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

To: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

 

 

Hey Meghan 

 

Morning again at STAIN, I was expecting an email from you, hoping for it 

anyway, and what do I get? One and only one email, and it’s from dear old Dad. 

He had the nerve to tell me, Dalton you have to answer me back because I’m 

your Dad and that’s the way the cat scratches, which is not a phrase I’m familiar 

with but it beats cookies crumbling. 

 

He’s so pathetic. 

 

Silence is what he’s getting from me. Let him deal. 

 

I don’t know if he was trying to fuck with my mind but he was hinting around 

about you having major news. You better not be pregnant. I shouldn’t say it like 

that. I hope to God you are not pregnant, for entirely selfish reasons of course, it 

mailto:daltonsmiley@uofb.org
mailto:Peacebewithyou@uninsularity.com
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would be the absolute worst thing in the world for me. Can you imagine? If Drake 

got you pregnant that would mean you and he are on some level now spouses, 

hard to avoid some kind of intimate relationship when fate forces you to co-

parent a small helpless being I should think. And if you two are spouses that 

means you’re my step-mom. Gross! And your child would be my brother, or 

sister. Okay, half brother or whatever, which is really the same as brother. 

Somehow in my worst nightmare it’s a brother, not a sister, and dad showers it 

with affection, and it grows up superior to me in every way, and I spend the rest 

of my life (for it would outlive me) burning with a fierce competitive envy. 

 

I would be so hurt and angry if you ever give birth to some snot of a sibling I don’t 

want 

 

Meghan, if you have a child it should be MY SON, not MY BROTHER! 

 

I know, I have no right to say it should be my son. But I feel well within my rights 

to say IT SHOULD NOT BE MY BROTHER!  

 

Please tell me pregnancy is not the dark secret Drake is hinting at. Please tell me 

you need space right now from Drake because you realize you’re not bisexual at 

all but a true lesbian and you want to bring back poor exiled Sheree, and install 

her in your big skunky down-filled doublewide sleeping bag. 

 

That I could accept. I’d feel sad, sure, and deflated, defeated, helpless, knowing 

there is nothing I could do about it. But it wouldn’t make me burn for the rest of 

my life with fierce competitive envy. 

 

 

From: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

To: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

 

mailto:daltonsmiley@uofb.org
mailto:Peacebewithyou@uninsularity.com
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Hey Meghan 

 

No answer. Huh. 

 

George P came in for lunch just like the waitress said he would. They had to 

push two tables together to make a table for eight. George pitched in and helped 

with that, even got down on his knees under the table to slip a packet of sugar 

under one of the legs, to balance the thing, keep it from being tippy, make it flush 

with the other. The place was crowded so I couldn’t hear their conversation. He’s 

good looking, but not a head-turner. Nothing special. 

 

Finally in the same room, in sight of my prey, prepped to alter history, my hands 

went all clammy. Clammy palms, stage jitters, waiting for my cue, for a sign that 

the time is right. I decided I’ll let him finish his pizza, people are always more 

expansive, more patient and indulgent on a full stomach than empty. I, on the 

other hand, I want to stay lean and hungry for my speech. I’m speaking on behalf 

of the voiceless, the downtrodden, the kicked around, the hungry for justice, so I 

need a sharp edge of over-caffeination and undernourishment. Five cups and 

counting, and my palms were running sweat. Don’t sweat, he’s only a man. Flesh 

and blood like you. Younger by a year or two. 

 

Thinking what should my opening be? “Pardon me, are you George P?” 

 

Wrong. Totally the worst thing to say, I learned from bitter experience when I met 

Winona Ryder on the streets of Vancouver years ago. Did I ever tell you about 

that? She was in town to shoot Little Women I think, I saw her wandering along 

Granville Street in that block with the Cineplex, and I got so flushed with 

excitement that I just rushed right up to her like a goddamn hick and blurted out 

the first thing that came into my head, namely, “Are YOU Winona Ryder?” 
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She was like this tiny little elfin beauty, guarded by twin towers, two huge female 

bodyguards, and they really were twins I think, six feet tall gawky Janet Reno 

look-alikes. From her place of grace, from the safety of their protection, cute little 

Winona looked me coldly, squarely in the eye, and said one word. No. 

 

I knew she was lying, and she knew I knew she was lying. But what could I say? I 

just said, “Oh. Okay. I get it.” I’d been dismissed. And I slunk away thinking, why 

didn’t I say something like, “Hey Winona, welcome to Vancouver. Hope you’re 

enjoying yourself here.” Something that establishes me as smooth, non-

threatening, urbane. Instead of sub-urbane. 

 

I promised myself then: Next time I meet a celebrity I’ll wash the stars out of my 

eyes, before I open my jaw and let the aw shucks awe spill out. 

 

And this is the next time. George P. counts as the next time. This time it’ll be, 

“Excuse me, George P., you don’t know me, but I’d like to just have a word with 

you if I can. I’m a political historian, and you come from a mighty political clan, so 

I imagine you’d be interested in—“ Okay, in what? A lecture, but don’t call it that. 

“—my discourse.” Of course. My discourse. No! Too academic sounding. I’d 

practiced the speech but not the opening. Okay how about, “You’re the heir 

apparent of the nation’s number one political clan. So, do you know what a 

meritocracy is?” That’s better. Keeps me in control of the subject matter. 

 

I pin a Promise Keepers button to my shirt. It says “God Loves the Manly Man.” 

One last swig of cold coffee and here goes… 
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Too Many Georges Chapter 33 

 

 

(Dalton’s email continues…) 

 

 

At the table conversation ceases the minute I open my mouth. I’m off script from 

the first syllable. What comes out is “Hey George P. Bush! I’ve seen you on TV! 

Real nice to finally meet you in person!” 

 

“WHEN did you see me on TV?” There’s a hint of suspicion behind his smile. He 

is a handsome bugger, no denying that. Exudes confident cool. 

 

“Ah, the convention. 2000 Republican National Convention in Philadelphia. You 

told how you taught at an inner city school. How you gave hope to kids with 

names like Hernan and Ezekiel. How your Dad carries pictures of Miami inner 

city kids in his wallet, cause he cares about them so much.” 

 

Could he tell I was being sarcastic? I’ll never know. Someone else at the table, a 

thin pale woman with limp brown hair two seats down, said, “I didn’t know you 

taught school, George.” Her already inflated opinion of him just bloated up 

another dress size. 

 

Someone else at the table, a beefy guy with a touch of grey at the temples, a big 

ex-jock type, says to her, “Don’t encourage it.” And then to me, “We’re trying to 

have lunch here. Privately.” 

 

I pretend I haven’t heard. “There’s something very important I need to tell you, 

George.” 

 

“No you don’t,” says the jock. 
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“Yes I do.” 

  

George is looking past me toward the door. He gives a tiny, subtle shake of the 

head to someone. It’s the security guard from the other day. His services are not 

yet needed, but he’s on standby. 

 

“Is it short?” George asks. “Keep it brief.” 

 

“Your great grandfather was by all accounts an amazing man. Prescott Bush was 

larger than life. Old school Connecticut senator, a real eminence gris. Now your 

grandfather, George Bush Senior, let’s call him George the First, spent a lifetime 

trying to live up to his daddy’s stature. He had a leg up, everything was handed 

to him on a silver platter. The elite prep school, the Yale education, membership 

in Skull and Bones, patrician appointments like ambassadorships and director of 

the CIA. Give him credit, he gave it 110 per cent every time, put in the blood 

sweat n tears, he strove for sports star in school, senior class president, top 

scholar, all that crap.” 

 

I can’t believe he’s not interrupting me. He’s indulging me, hoping I’m 

entertainment for a couple of minutes and then I’ll screw off. They’ll rattle my 

chain, and the Bulgarian dancing bear’ll trudge away. Everyone else at the table 

assumes poses of resentful impatience, like the waiting room of a doctor two 

hours behind. I’m talking as fast as I can. “Then came your uncle, George W. 

Let’s call him George the Second. The bloodline is showing inevitable signs of 

tiring. It’s like the Kennedys. Your uncle is just so mediocre, such a runt of the 

litter in the Bush lineage. And then we come to you--” 

 

“What about my dad?” he interrupts. 

 

“Your dad?” 
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“I’m descended from my Dad, not my uncle. So I’m not George the Third, strictly 

speaking.” 

 

He said it before I did. George III. That threw me. 

 

“I don’t know a lot about your Dad. He was supposed to be President but lost 

Florida his first go-round, an George W won Texas an passed him on the depth 

chart.” 

 

“You think we keep a depth chart?” 

 

“I don’t mean it literally. But figuratively—“ 

 

“Maybe you should research my Dad and my uncle a little better, before you start 

calling anyone in my family mediocre.” 

 

“Do you know what a meritocracy is?” 

 

“I know what a democracy is, I know what freedom of speech is, and I’ve been 

generous to you. Now I’d like to spend the rest of my lunch hour with my friends if 

you don’t mind.” 

 

“He’s been VERY generous,” says the mousy-haired woman. 

 

“More than generous,” says the jock. 

 

“Guy’s a nutbar,” says one of the others. 

 

One last gasp: “The founding fathers of this land envisioned a meritocracy when 

they created it, a meritocracy where people EARN their place in the political 
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system, where people EARN the right to represent others, it’s not handed to 

them on a silver platter--” 

 

“You’ve got the wrong guy,” says the ex-jock. “George is very down to earth.” 

 

“George would make an EXCELLENT President,” says the mousy woman. 

 

George P. Bush lets the compliment pass. He doesn’t seem the least 

embarrassed by it. He looks at me and says, “I meant to ask you before, what 

happened to your face?” 

 

My hand goes to jaw, fingers run along the scab, then flutter over where the scuff 

marks on the cheek are healing nicely. 

 

“A bouncer ground it into the sidewalk--” 

 

“Tough luck.” 

 

“At Brandy’s. You know that place?” 

 

George’s smile is quite winning. “I already know better than to answer those. The 

core constituency around here’s conservative with a capital C. Besides, my 

girlfriend would kill me. Nice talking to you though.” 

 

“I’m not finished.” 

 

“I think you are.” 

 

“It’s not a meritocracy if Bushes keep getting elected! If people are stupid enough 

to vote for a BRAND NAME!” 
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“People aren’t stupid,” he says. 

 

“I pray to God they’re not.” 

 

“And public service is a high calling. There’s no higher calling in a democracy. 

That’s what my grandpa taught me. And he learned it from his.” 

 

“Amen,” says the silver-templed jock. 

 

“Amen,” says the limp-haired woman. 

 

“Hey, grace comes at the start of a meal, not the end,” George says, and they all 

burst with laughter as if it’s the most outrageously clever bon mot they’ve ever 

laid ears on. George takes this as a cue to stand up, offering me a hand to 

shake, saying, “Okay. Nice to meet you. Always happy to share ideas with the 

voter.” 

 

“Did you really HEAR me?” 

 

“I heard you.” 

 

“You’d agree with me if you did.” 

 

“No.” 

 

“But it’s so obviously TRUE!” 

 

“No.” 
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“You’re no different than Uday and Qusay! Saddam thought his sons should take 

over, just like the Bush gang wants YOU to take over. How does that look to the 

rest of the world? Primogeniture is feudal!” 

 

Can you imagine? Me, Dalton Smiley, yelling at the 29 year old who currently has 

the absolute best shot to someday become most powerful man on the planet: 

Primogeniture is feudal!!! 

 

“Wudd he say?” someone asks. 

 

“Dunno. Something’s futile.” 

 

Then the ex jock stands up, and the other four guys at the table stand up, all of 

them fixing me with get-lost dagger eyes. And the security guy who’s watched 

everything is suddenly at my elbow, touching it but not quite touching it. 

 

“All right,” I say. “I can read social cues.” 

 

“Good,” says George. “Now have a nice day.” 

 

That was such BULLSHIT, Meghan. Total letdown! That was the low point of my 

day for sure. 

 

But things did pick up. Did you see me on TV? Do you have a TV? 
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Too Many Georges Chapter 34 

 

 

(Dalton’s email continues…) 

 

So George has dismissed me, and next thing I know I’m outside on the broad 

sidewalk, looking in at the New Jersey pizza eating crowd stuffing their fat 

contented faces with dessert and accepting the third tilt of that bottomless pot of 

coffee. 

 

Outside looking in. I couldn’t stand it. I took off, walking quickly. I walked two and 

a half blocks in a random direction, not knowing where to go or what to do, a 

completely superfluous human being. 

 

Then suddenly I stopped short. I realized I forgot to pay for my coffee. I’d fled the 

place under the stern no-nonsense gaze of that security dude, driven out by him 

like Lot from Sodom, no looking back. 

 

And I thought, why should I slink away? I should be proud of what I just 

accomplished. Lesser men would have lacked the courage to open their mouths. 

Lesser men would have kissed his ass, curried favour. I spoke my mind.  

Why assign success or failure so soon after the act? Maybe George will think 

about it later. Maybe years from now, in the middle of his first run at congress, or 

the governorship, maybe on a sleepless night, alone in the dank sheets of some 

provincial motel room, with a restless belly full of rubber chicken and Texas 

barbecue, and a cranium bored to death by his own unvarying campaign speech, 

written by people uncle and daddy and gramps hired for him, trusted lackeys 

writing words thrust down his throat like a foie gras goose, regurgitated by him 

five to seven times a day, “the American dream must touch every willing heart, 

end the cynicism, Restore honor and decency, this country needs people like you 

to elect people like me,” maybe just maybe he’ll think, wait a minute, this country 
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doesn’t need me, someone else wrote those words, the greatest thing I can do 

for my country is REJECT politics. 

 

Meritocracy. The word will come to him as if from God. He’ll realize he’s bought 

into a lie, the family lie: that public service is the highest calling. He’ll realize what 

utter crap that is: the Bushes want their progeny in power, and they have friends 

who’ll pony up hundreds of millions to keep it in the family. You don’t turn your 

back on that kind of power. Raw aching American rocket-launching camouflaged 

Humvee swollen throbbing member power! Head of the armed forces, leader of 

the free world, screw the U.N., winner take all kind of power! What a moment in 

world history. There’s only one superpower, and only one male Bush child to lead 

it! 

 

And he’ll reject it! He’ll remember that wingnut from the New Jersey Pizza all 

those years ago, that fuckwit who made such a stink about meritocracy. 

“Primogeniture is feudal?  Dude was right! America should be a meritocracy. 

There’s gotta be brighter, braver, all-around better leadership material than 

George P Me out there. I shouldn’t be running for office, or gunning for the Oval 

office just to please Dad so Dad can please grandpa. Politics needs fresh blood, 

new ideas, not some stale dynasty! What I really want to do is own a nightclub 

and play polo and fuck starlets! Wazz wrong with that?” 

 

While I’m enjoying the fantasy of George P.’s future moment of cathartic clarity 

I’m multitasking, not stepping on the cracks as I head back to the New Jersey to 

appease my conscience and pay what I owe for that bottomless cup. I’m pretty 

wound up as you can tell, Meghan, starting to write like my Dad, God not that! 

 

I stormed back into the restaurant, head held high, that security guy was 

nowhere in sight so I paid up for the coffee, the cashier looking pleased but a 

little wary, like worried I was going to pull some stunt. I was trying not even to 

look over at George and his table of sycophants but I couldn’t help it, there he 
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was eating apple pie with ice cream, a plate full of it, and I thought, why not? 

Why not make one more speech while he’s busy stuffing his face with that 

mammoth American supersized dessert portion? So I strode over to his table, 

and he looks up and sees me coming, and he waves his fork at me to shoo me 

away, he’s got a mouthful of food, takes a big swallow so he can say something, 

and it must have gone down the wrong way, because his eyes turn inward, as if 

he’s trying to look down his own throat from the inside, see what’s clogging it. Not 

to be daunted I launch into a variation of the thoughts that had come to me on 

the sidewalk just before, but he’s not paying attention, he’s turning blue. 

 

The guy is choking on his apple pie. He stands up, makes this sickly croaky 

noise, a dry heaves kind of puking noise, and his table mates are muttering 

phrases of concern. 

 

“You alright, George?” “Drink some water.” That kind of thing. 

 

And George looks at me and says, in a raspy, gasping whisper, “Heimlich.” 

 

What could I do? I was boy scout once, my mom thought it would be good for a 

fatherless boy like me to have some male comraderie. That was years ago 

before anyone suspected Baden-Powell was a pedophile, but I still remember a 

few tricks scouting taught me, a couple of knots (I earned the rope knot badge), 

and the trusty Heimlich manoeuvre, guaranteed to dislodge fishbones, chicken 

cartilage, or even a big hunk of unchewed apple pie that goes down the wrong 

way. So I stepped behind George and tucked my balled fists under his rib cage 

and gave him a good sharp punch, up and in, and he bent over the table and let 

loose a huge projectile chunk of soggy pie crust, and a suprisingly large slice of 

unchewed apple. 

 

At that exact second the security dude reappeared, he took me totally by surprise 

when he punched me in the head and knocked me to the carpet and jumped on 
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top of me and twisted my arms behind my back and cuffed me. The abrasions on 

my face got totally reopened unfortunately so later when the news crews all 

wanted to interview me I looked terrible but at least the title on the screen under 

my name was excellent from what I saw: CNN put “Bystander Saves Bush Son,” 

Fox had “Quick Thinking Heimlich Hero.” I missed the evening news but they all 

talked to me so I’m in the middle of my fifteen minutes of fame. 

 

In the interviews I tried to work in a bit about America being a meritocracy but 

that’s tough to do with a soundbite. George P was unscathed but not doing 

interviews on camera, I think he was a bit shaken up by it but that’s the price of 

politics too, if you do something embarrassing like choke on apple pie the media 

will run with it for days have a field day with it and forever after you’ll be the guy 

that choked on apple pie. Remember George W choked on a potato chip 

watching a TV football game in the White House one time, good thing there was 

a War on Terror to distract the public from that. 

 

But to give George credit when the cops and media arrived and the secret 

service guy was still not convinced I wasn’t bent on doing harm George 

explained how he’d asked for the Heimlich and that got me off the hook and 

made me into a hero. So I hope you have TV because now I’m a celebrity, I 

saved George P’s ass and he can’t diss me at all, I’m going to be on like, fifty 

morning shows tomorrow, starting with NBC’s they want me up at like 5:30 and to 

guarantee it they’re putting me up at the Four Seasons which is supposed to be 

the best hotel in Houston and people are telling me I need an agent. I’m typing 

from my luxurious room and best of all the minibar is complimentary. 

I’ll email again if I get time. 

 

Love but everything is different now 

 

Dalton 
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Too Many Georges Chapter 35 

 

 

From: yerdeeroldad@uninsularity.com 

To: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

 

Dear son 

 

Well you went and did it you made yourself a hero even if you didnt mean to do 

it, and I liked your Larry King show appearance best of what I saw because Larry 

let you rant about meritocracy right there on a show that goes right round the 

world from the Queen of Englands bedroom to every whorehouse in Saudi if they 

have them. 

 

So you raised the spirits of this place and also there was other good news 

because Meghan told me she isnt pregnant after all that was the news I was not 

allowed to tell you so you are not going to have a little halfbrother or sister 

neither, just you and Trisha are my only flesh and blood speaking of which I 

talked to Trisha have you? Shes going to come visit in the summer and thatll be 

great I think she and Meghan will get along great, same sense of humor from 

what I can tell over the phone. 

 

Hey you little prick drop me a line Im your dad dont forget. 

 

Share your good times with me and I will share mine. 

 

Your loving dad 

 

(I told Trish I love her on the phone and she said she loves me gave me 

goosebumps and got off the phone before I cried because I didnt earn it) 

 

mailto:yerdeeroldad@uninsularity.com
mailto:daltonsmiley@uofb.org
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From: yerdeeroldad@uninsularity.com 

To: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

 

Hey son 

 

Your still not answering me for some reason and now Meghans got me sleeping 

in the truck again too. 

 

And Lorne my dog would rather sleep inside with her (so would I) 

 

When she told me she wasnt going to have a baby after all maybe I looked too 

happy but what the fuck I blew being a dad so bad the first time and why would 

this time be different except I got no place to run to now, I like it here, but Im no 

spring chicken to deal with diaper rash and colic and barfed up peach sauce and 

crying all night with no sleep, plus my cabin burned down and I cant have a baby 

around while I rebuild it. 

 

She told me she wouldnt want a baby right now anyway even if she was 

pregnant so why am I in the doghouse for feeling likewise? But I shouldnt be 

asking my son to explain women to me I should have the answers for you too 

bad I dont. 

 

Hey write me and tell me what Larry King is really like I like that dude not that I 

watch TV much but I used to in winter in my shack I had a dish. 

 

Love your dad 

 

 

From: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

To: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

mailto:yerdeeroldad@uninsularity.com
mailto:daltonsmiley@uofb.org
mailto:daltonsmiley@uofb.org
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Hey Meghan, 

 

I apologize for being out of touch for three days. So much has happened. I’m in 

New York, I have an agent and things are good they like me on MTV but they 

beep out my swearing like on the Osbornes. Hypocrites. 

 

I’m totally interviewed out, used up, spent. I’m the Heimlich guy, they sucked 

every drop of amber nectar out of me and then they crushed the beer can that 

was my soul. Sorry. I could do better in the metaphor department except I’ve had 

sex three times in four days, three different women I mean, definitely a record for 

me, and a man has only so many juices, creative or otherwise, juices or jism, 

same deal. 

 

Hey New York rocks I never realized it but of course it helps if you have even a 

little celebrity I guess. There are a lot of gay guys in the media world here and 

I’ve been wandering around through a sea of overgroomed men with my usual 

bad hair acting as a beacon of heterosexuality, a light to guide safely to my 

shores the legions of horny women in their late twenties early thirties who are 

desperate for a good old fashioned fuck which nothing in this age of virtual reality 

has come close to replacing yet. They especially like the fact I’m not from here 

and will fuck off out of their lives as quickly as I entered no pun intended. 

 

See I have the perfect opening with women because they’ll let me demonstrate 

how I saved George P by putting my arms around them from behind and 

pressing my big strong hands against their diaphragm. Things proceed naturally 

from there to a variety of sexual positions. 

 

Hey I have a deal to write a book about my experience saving the president’s 

nephew and potential future president of America, changing the course of history 

as it were (working title Saving George III), but the agent and editor agree it has 
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to get written ASAP, because in three months no one will even remember who I 

am 

 

But hey I’m not complaining especially because they liked the idea I gave them 

which is I’ve already practically written the book, in emails to this girl I’m in love 

with named Meghan. I said the story is so much more than just me saving the 

possible future president and the Bush bloodline, it’s a romance in which I try to 

woo a woman, in the timeless manner, by setting out on a quest to commit a 

heroic deed. 

 

And they loved that, because they figure every book needs a love interest and 

this one didn’t have one until then. 

 

So you’re the love interest and since this is a work of non-fiction you have to tell 

me how it ends. 

 

I’m so relieved you’re not pregnant (Drake told me). I guess you are glad too. 

Come on Meghan, even if he weren’t my Dad I’d be telling you the same thing 

about him. 

Love  

 

Dalton 

 

PS I figure telling you about sex is okay since you’ve been getting plenty without 

me. 

 

 

From: Peacebwithu@uninsularity.com 

To: daltonsmiley@uofb.org 

 

Hey Superstar, 

mailto:Peacebewithyou@uninsularity.com
mailto:daltonsmiley@uofb.org
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I never said I wasn’t pregnant, what I did was, I told Drake I wasn’t pregnant. 

 

That gives me more options n more time to think things through. 

 

from which u can guess where I’m at. 

 

I’m glad things worked out with u with a contract for a book although I don’t know 

if I like all my private thoughts n ideas printed up. A book is so forever. 

 

So give me time to think things through n in the meantime maybe u should come 

out n see your dad. It’s driving him nuts u don’t answer his emails. that old “silent 

treatment” is sadly passive aggressive n very immature so if thats what ur pulling 

just chill. he’s not a bad man 

 

he is not a bad man but until further notice he can sleep in his truck 

 

luv  

 

meghan 

 

 

THE END 


